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CONTAINS 
PULLOUTS 
ABSTRACT 
The principal rhododendron pests of Great Britain are 
described; these comprise Rhododendron Whitefly, Dialeurodes 
chittendeni Laing; Rhododendron Bug, Stephanitis rhododendri 
Horvath; Rhododendron Leaf-hopper, Graphocephala coccinea 
(Forst. ); Azalea Whi te:f".l.y, Aleurodes azaleae Baker and Moles; 
Cl~ coloured Weevil, Otiorhynchus sinsularis (L); and the 
tortricid moth, Tortrix viridana (L.). 
The first four mentioned pests have a restricted 
distribution mainly in the south of England and have not spread 
to other parts of the country during the past thirty years. but 
there are tears that they ~ become established in some of the 
w~er parts of the British Isles in the near future. 
The last two pests appear to be more common on rhododendron 
than previously'. 
Some pests including aphids. nematodes, slugs and certain 
Lepideptera and Coleoptera are mentioned, as are pests found in 
the U.S.A. and other parts ot the world. A key to damage caused 
by insects on rhododendrons has been produced. 
A more detailed description is given ot otiorhynchus 
singularis, together with the results ot experiments on the 
effects ot humidity, temperature, light and tood on the oviposition, 
f'eeding habits and longevity of' the adult weevil. 
Humidi ty was f'ound to have a great ef'f'ect on the life 
span, oviposition and eating habits, a high humidity being 
favourable to the weevils. A high temperature increased egg 
lqing and the amount of' f'ood eaten, but reduced longevity. 
The presence or absence of' f'ood and light were not significant 
f'actors. 
Comparisonsof' some British species of' Otiorhynchinae 
are made, and a new simple key to the imagines is given. 
A brief' description is provided of the parasite Pygostolus 
sticticus (F'a.b.) t a new record as a parasite on O. singularis. 
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!NTRCJ)UCTICti 
I t is now over 30 years since Fox Wilson read a paper to 
the International COD&t"ess for Entomology on the Insect Pesta or the 
Gews Rhododendron. Since that time new pests have been discovered 
throughwt the world, others which were troublesome have DOW been 
almost eliminated b;y modern chemical insecticides. The status or 
several or the pests has altered am this research has been carried 
wt to discover what are the present pests on rhododendroDS. 
SQDe pests are still present 10caJ.ly where rhododendrona 
are gt"0Im in aqy lI.IIIIbers, but do DOt appear to be spreading to other 
areas. These iDClude the enc3eic ODeS such as Rhododendron Whi~, 
Rhododendron Bug am Rhododendron Leafhopper. Other inaects, for 
instance the clq oolQ.U'ed .. evil. and the Tortrix moth, have DW 
adopted the rhododendron as one of their hOst plants and can be fCWld 
almost azvwbere rhcdodendrona are grown. 
low 
Rhododendrons need a low .1 k." De content aDl,(pH in the 
soil, otherwise the uptake or iron is inaltfic:ient for their healtq 
gt"owth. Since the advent or aecpeatriDated iron CCIIIpOWlda, which oan 
be watered on to the aoil a.ra.md the plants allowiD,g iron molecW.es to 
so in the south of England where rbDdodendrcma, includiDg azaleas, are 
DW aome or the moat popular apr.lDg ahzuba. 'fbi. baa Mant that in 
reoent yean mere borticW. turaJ. D.1rIIel'1MD haw been propapt1Dg aDd 
growing rhodoclendroaa aDl in IV rid ts to caaercial gl"0IIWB or theae 
1. 
plants I have f'cund a ser:icus lack of' knowledge abcut the pests causing 
damage to their young plants and theref'ore the pests are not alWBiYs 
recognised, spr~d or coJ.lected at the correct time and so controlled. 
The f'QUowing thesis shculd prove to be or use to growers 
of cutdoor rhododeDlrons. AlthcueJl cutlines or the life histories 
and the morphology of the mentioned important pests are written down 
an:1 mch research has been done into their history &Rd the literature, 
the more precise entCllDOlogical details are not 81...,. given. 
In the case or Otiorb.yDobl. SiD.' ari. L., & 1d.deaprelld 
pest at IIUU\Y garden plants beaides the rhododendron, more detaU. are 
supplied and several ~rillent. haYe b .. n per.t'omecl. .A f\lll dea~ 
tiOD of idle work carried cut on this 1DMot w1ll f'ca:a a H.Parate .8Ction 
of' the theal.s. 
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OOCURRENCE CF INSECT PmTS Qi armoaa RHQ)Q)ENDROR3 
IN GREAT BRITAIN 
The major pests of rhododendrons are in the Order Hemiptera. 
In Grea.t Britain these OCOlr only in the south Of England and vexy occa-
sionally in some other ocunties Of England and Sootlarld. (The maps 
a.ocaupa.x¢ng the description of each pests show' their iDdividllal dis-
tribution). hn 1Dparted on to plants in Keele, Sta.f't'ordabire, the 
hemipterQ1s pests died Q1t in less than a year. Yost of these insects 
are endemic on the rhododendron and include the Bbododendron Ihi tet'q 
(Dialeurodes chi ttendeni Laing), the Rhododendron Bug (Sts!lani: tis 
rhododeDiri Horv.), the RhododeDiron Leathopper (GraphOO!Phala CocciDaA 
}{.(Forst~, and the Azalea. lhitetly (41f1U1'Odea .. ale .. Baker and Molea) • 
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The above will be described iDdividuau7, but others, inc1uc1i.ng Aphia !PR., 
which are not so troublesQIIe on the rbGdodeDdron, will only be menticmecl. 
In contrast to those in the above Qroder, the insect peats or 
the Order Coleq>tera are to be found not oD1.3 on other plants beaides 
the rhododendron, bu tuso all over the Bri tiah Isles. The.r are also 
widespread in liUrOpe. The Clq-COlcured weri1 (0t1~. a1Jyp-
laris(L~) was the most tre~ent peat on Z'bodoc1.end.rom in stattardab:1re 
whilst I was carrying out iDYeatiptions there 1962-65, aDd 1ibe d-ae 
is ccmmonly seen on rhododetldrolla in IIOIIt areas. ViDa WMril .(01;i9F'!g!clll! 
sulcatua (Fab J) aDi the Cockchater beetle or ~ QelQ].OA$! !!lQ1-'t.f! 
(L.» are fairly CCIIIIOn, the latter more so in aClDe years tban others. 
The Nl1 t Leaf 1reeril (Strop08<alS .el &DOF.alS (li'GIr'at.», al tbQ.lab DGt 
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a serious pest, is widely spread- The amall chafer (Serioa b1'UlUJea(L.)L 
I have twnd only in stattorda;\d.re am it has not previwsly been record-
ed as damaging rhododendrons, but from danage seen elsewhere I .upect 
that it mq be widely distributed. 
Danage by lepidopterws catexpillars is camnonly seen on 
rhododemronleaves thrwgb.cut the British Isles, mostly on the varie-
ties of plants having a thick, hairy indumenWm on 1heir leaves- :WUV' 
of the bushes so attacked are uDder oak trees in wooded areas, but 
plants not direct13 under the trees are also eaten. The presence at 
an indwDentum appears to be more relevant than the proxlai t.Y at the 
bushes to the trees. The Tortrix specie. are the ones O&US' na JD08t 
damage. 
In the Order ~~tera, the insecta causing daaa&e are 
not serious peats. The leat-OItt1ng bee Xegachile !p- .. etimes 11 ... 
semicircles trcm a rhododendron leaf, but this is not seriQl8 ~or oc:amon. 
I have twice fcuJ'ld saw.f'ly laryae on R. pontiQJlll in Staf'tGl."dahize, 'but 
they are s~ far unidentit'iecl (Plate 23). 
Also in the l{ymeno,ptera ill a parasitic bracboaid nap, 
Pupatolua lltiOti"'II(1'1, 1Ih1oh has been cJiacorered by the II1thor to be 
an internal parasite at the Cl.,.-co1G.1red weevil, o. s1nplaria. 
BeO&l.lse this 18 a biological. control. or OM ot 1ibe rbocloa.D4roD pen. 
and &II i t8 host .... befcn UItknown, a separate chlPter baa bee. cleNteI 
to P. atiotiCll.18. 
'mE IMPORTANCE CP RfiOOOOENDRW Pl!STS IN GREAT BBIT.AIN; 
'mBIR GBNIR.AL l>AKJGE AND CCIf.l'R(L 
The ac1nal fcmn of the danage and the specific control at 
each pest w1ll be f'oum uD:ler the separate headings or the individLlal 
pest. Here the overall c1cage to rhodoiendrons and the p08sib:Ui ties 
of oontrQUing tb.e pests will be usesaed. 
Most of the damage by pests of autdoor rhododendroDII, which 
are particularly ha:I:V plants, appears as unsightliness and a weaken-
ing of the shrub, rather than ac1ual death of the plalIt. In very 
amalJ. plants am rooted cuttings, howaver, the danage JDaiY proYe fatal, 
as I have observed in the cue of yaung plants attaokec1 by OtiOZ'hzDcbls 
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ainaUari., o • .u.oatus or StrophosQIIJ.a melanogrllllll18. Shrubs attacked 
by GraphOO!Rbal.a cocciDIa, aDd therefore liable to be attaoDcl by the 
Bud Blast disease, IDBV lose so mal'\Y buds tram the f'\.msla attack that 
the plant mq waken aDd die. 
Q1der plants can uaua.1.l3 grOfI ..., after leaf d_age, but 
the unsightly fa1.iage me.Y prove to be a great diaadvantage to a D.ll"IIeI7-
IIAJl offering the plants far sal.e. .Also the .. II1%'Hl';y plants 8Z'8 
usually .all and:1 pest d.age is more noticeable than OD .. tabliabecl 
shrubs. 
Wi th modern iDaectiaid.. aDl .. ch&Dl.oal ad cW. tural cozr 
trola, all the peats .-ntioDeCl can be dealt with and kept WJder control 
lib ... Deceaaary. 
Where rhododeDlrcma are natural1 .. d in a woodlaDd, DO 
chemical control is recomnend.ed, but it m8iY be necessary in the CClllller-
cia! mrsery and occasionally in the public park and private garden. 
The CQleoptercus ani lepidopterous pests of the modO-
dendron in Great Britain attack other garden plants also, aDd tor this 
reason they JDaiY have to be controlled. 
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Plate 1. 
ELDSIKXl'>. m.t.W<EBRIl>GE. STAFFORDSHTRI 
Yost o£ the obaenationa on the ClUtdoor rhododendrons in 
the north of England were JP8de in the garden at CQlonel Harry 011n at 
WillClU8Ilbridge, a hamlet on the Market Drq"ton road, Beven miles fran 
the University or Keele, staffordshire. 
Befare listing and discussing the peats found, I think it 
appropriate here to write sanething or the poei tion, the climate and 
the history o£ Eldswood, Willoughbridge. 
GeogE"aphicall,y, the W'illClUghbridge garden lies almoat at 
a point where Sta:rfordahire, Shropshire 8lld. Cheshire meet. The ao1l 
is a~ and the pH of the saU is very low, 4 to ~.5; tberef'Ql'e ozil.y 
the acid-Loring shrubs survive. 
The garden 18 too far north for IIAl\Y or the Rhododendron 
peata to at1'eot the planta, and the climate is rather oQlcl, otten at 
and windy. 
Be081se o£ the informal, HIDi-w::lldDess or the arrangement, 
DO eet, farmal. uporiments wre carried ClUt at fillOl.ghbriclge, but 
~ observations were made and insects cQllecteci all the ,.ear ra.ml, 
both during the dq and during the hours of darkDeaa. 
Thia rhododendron garden W'U tomer13 a grayel pit, aDd 
aftei" working had discontirued there,an oak woocl _QLved. The wood. 
had been partially cleared thirt,y years bet ... aDi a great DUllbc or 
rhododendron ~rida am .01. .. , inclna:lng b.ud.nc1a o£ azale .. , bad 
been planted. 
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The two photographs show the Eldnood garden in l(q 1964.. 
The steep sloping aide of the cparry can clearly be .een (Plate. 1 and 2). 
The more formal aperimonts were carried Qlt in the gt"Q1nds 
and laboratories of the Department of Biology, University Q£ Keele, 
Staffordshire. 
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Plate 2. 
}~ld6wood, Willoughbridge. 
Plate 2 . 
LISnl CF SMUt ANIMAlS FamD Cfi OR UNDER RH(J)Q):lNDRCN BUSBlIS. 
TABLB (i). .AN:DUIB EXTRACTBD FRCK SOILS ARWND iHWQ)BIi)RW 
BUSHiB AT ICImr..E AND WJ:LLClT(3mIDGE 
These were extracted by methods described un:ler the 
section on O. sinSllaris (p .138) • 
The saU was very aa:l.d, pH 4.1, rich in both available 
phosphate and potash, bu. t with smaller amaunts at available Di trates 
ani iron. It was otten little more than deoqed bracken and. oak 
leave. over gravel and sand. 
Class or order !!a BsDarks D!ptb 
Nematoda Xipbeni.ma s;p. Not oc.aon, o - ,It 
Ditylencbua lIP. t'aund near 
at. 
.Annelida Earthworms F_ o - 6" 
9 
Ko1luaca Slugall Top sol1 )(1l.u app. 
c!paoa SR. (;nailal 
aelioella SR. S1Iall 
Spid.era , ... , ..:u o - 6-
JI1tes: ll.uIerQUI , 
~q,b·E· "l !R- esp.reel &Dd 
Pyemot •• S· bro.n ODell 
Cl'WItaoea Woodlice: .• ..... Inlea.t 
&madUJ~.:.I_ "fUlp.re Latr. litter 
Onisou.a uellll. Lizmla 
.f!vr1 ... JW.lipedea: Fair~ OQ8OD. 0-6-
Bl&Diul.ua I!t1W.atu. Boac. 
P~l. Ma'aiiia Lata. 
Centipede. : ~te 0CWD0'1 
GtoeM~u. 12· 000. _ 
le&Te. 
L1 tbobiua !E. 
BIIPlgebUu. aubC4tttaDIU. Shaw. 
Class or Qrder 
Collembola 
D!Z'!D8P tera 
l4oco,ptera 
Lepidoptera 
Coleoptera 
Spr1D&tails 
SDpthuzus v:izW.a.(I.) 
and others 
NwDercus and 
varicus 
Depth 
o - 6" 
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Earwifllj 
Forti01la auriOllaria L. 
In 8ail; on 
lea Yes am 
seed pods 
Scorpion t13 
Pa.no!})& CCIIIII1Dia L. 
Cu twQrm lal'Tae 
Agrotis .ep" (schiff ~ 
Triphaena prombalL ~ 
Cerudca piBi (L ~ 
Pupa 
C1a.v-oolcured fteYU 
O. sina1laris(L~ 
Vine weevil 
O. suloatu8LF~ 
Larva 
One onl,y 
VariCU8 
Not .. ery 
OQIIIDOn 
? 
o - ,. 
o - 6-
o - ,. 
Egp, larvae 0 - 6" 
Jault 0 - 6-
Pupae , - 6· 
Dirt. to extl:'act 
Not OCIIIDOn 
MD1lta 
WireWQl'Dl !lJmera.la larYae 0 - 6-
Agriot .. obsCW'Uso:.~ ODe .auJ.t 
AtbCU8 haemorrhoid a] i S (Fab} !bDe1'Q18 larYU 0 - 6-
GrCUDd beetles: Lart'ae &Ill adnlt8 0-, '" 
Carabua violaoecu8 L. 
Stcmis ;e!licatu8(PaDZ~ 
Abu Wallel~tpuJ.. &: Kitt.) 
Harpalms zuti~.s eg~ 
Fercmia JUdida Feb ~ 
B_iaton cp!d.rlMol1atualL ~ 
Rare beetles. 
TaabiDia lmMralia Grann. Ooceaional 
aDd otbera 
SIIa.ll acarabid (?) Lazya 
Cockahater 
Melolontha ~olOA~(L) LarYae, rare 
Pa.l~d b .. tl.s Jaulta 
ClaviB.!r !p. 
0-9-
o - ,. 
o - ,-
(5-) 
6 - 9-
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Class or order !!!!. Bemarka Depth 
Hymen~tera .Ants: Adulta 
Lasius niger(L~ rumerQ1S 
Bumble bees: Frecpent in o - 3" 
BQDbus spp. unmels in 
soil 
Diptera Leatherjaokets: Numerous o - 6-
TipU.a oleracea L. 
fl. 12a1uda:sQ Meig. 
St. Marl's Fly: Larvae o - 6" 
Bibi0 marci lL ~ occasional. 
Other dip. larvae (1) Numerous o - 6" 
TABLE (:11). :omm'S AND orHER stUlL ANnUlS FaJND Jtr WILLWGBBRIl>GB 
AND XD.J!: W lIHJ)CI>ENDRW BUSHm. 1962 
Clus or order 
Col.optera 
Li thobius !p. SQIDe on leaves at Dight 
in Au(f1st 
Fortitula auricW.a.ria L. On leaves and seed heads 
See list under 
"LepidopterQls p.sta-
Mlalia bip1!!Otata(L~ On 1 ... 
Cooc1nella HRteg?unctata 
L. 
Otiortqncl!1. ~ Dlfllaris (L} 
O. alloatu.(,: em 1.aves at Digbt 
4er1ote8 lineatu8(L~ Few on leaTea during a..,.y 
P!vUobiu. PQDaoeu. 
Qy11. 
On rhododeDdron 1e .... , but 
alao on _ttl •• 
Kelololltba melolontba(L ~ Jdul t. on t'lowva .atiD& 
carolla 
strophoaQal • .-leo-
gr8lllll18 (Farat .) 
Sawf'q larvae (?) 
0111 ..... at Dipt 
On 1 ...... 
On leaves 
12 
p.B (tit). IH3Jim' PESTS FQJlI) ctl IfiOOQ)IH>RW SPBCDS AT WTSTJrl I SUHREI, 
FBBlIJ ARt AND lUY 1 $62 
Bn&l1 11h nae Gem. aDd lI,Pecie. Rhododemran tQlnd Date and Stage tQlnd 
Rhod. Ibi te ~ Dial.u-odea chi tteD1eni Laing. On "Red Riding Hood" February: l.arvae on vack of 
variety leaves 
llq: lart'&8 8.D:l pupae 
Azalea YI1i te F4r Aleuodea azaleae Baker and Koles On R.DI10r0na'tum February: larvae 
~: larvae and pupae 
Rhod. 1mg St.phanit1. rbododendri Horv. On variety "Diane" Februa:by: eggs in leaf al.ona 
and l4q1 midrib 
Rhod. Leaf Hopper Gnphooephala. ooocinea(J'orst.) Parti01larly on February: eggs on bud scales 
R. pontio.un )(q: eggs and aQl1e ~ 
The t'uD&ls di .. aao Bud Blast (Sporogybe azalAae) waa alao fQlnd on maJJ3' varieties. 
Evidence or danage cauaed bya 
Ville Weeril 
Cl.q-colaurec1 Weevil 
Tortrb: moth larYae 
was &lao present on leavea. 
otiarb.yncbua suloatua(J' J 
o. !inallari.8(L~ 
T. !PE. 
~ 
"" 
RH(I)(I)ENDRON PmTS CF THE 'MmLD 
In 1938 G. Po.x-tilaClll presented a paper to the VII Inter-
national Congress or Entomology at Berlin entitled "ID8J.tct Pests or 
14 
the Gems Rhododendron" and this was printed in 1939. Besides brie1'ly' 
describing some or the then known and more iDportant mododeJJdron pests, 
the au thor lists arthropoda fouDd OD Rhododendrons all ewer the world, 
along with their hosts, CClUntry of origin, and reference to the liter-
aUlre where they had been mentioned. 
lIN\Y' or the mi tea and inaocta are still found on the modo-
dendron, but others and also llIID&tode peats haft been DOted since. 
The follOliring pages will help to bring Pax-WUaon'. list up to date. 
15 
TABLE eLv). ANlJ4AU) RECORDliD. W OR ARWND RHQ)Q)BNDRCR3, 
\liICH ARE NOT MmTIctDiD IN Fat iflLSCB'S LIST 19,39 
Species Host plant Camtry Reference 
Tarsoneau.s palidus Banks Pirone, Dodge and 
Rickett (1960) 
Cyclamen mite Azalea U.S.A. Morishita &: Jefferson 
(1957) • 
TetrallY'cbua bimaculatus Harvey Azalea U.S.A. Pirone, D. &: R.(1960) 
Two-spotted spider mite Davia and Libby( 1961 ) 
Paratetranvchua 1lio1s MeG. U.S.A. Pirone, D.& R. (1960) 
Sw.tbern Red mite 
Breri.l2al.;e!s iDOrDatus Banks U.S.A. Pirone, D. & R.(1960) 
False spider mite or Privet mite 
Thrips tabaoi Lindcan Seedl.1nga of U.S.A. PirOl'Je, D. & R. (1960) 
Thrip rhododezx1ron 
and azalea 
~lua rhododemroD1a Keifer Azalea U.S.A. Keitfer (1959) 
.Azalea lUst mite 
~ 
PaeudOOOCOlS CI1!pidatae Bhododendron U.S.A. Ball, J. (19'7) 
Tetraleurodea mari Q.1aint 
JIUlberry 1Ihi te tl.y ? U.S.A. IC8rr (1959) 
Weigel. aDd 
BlIDIhoter (1~) 
MPidioiua Eaeudo!Einoaua Rhododendron 
Bhododen:1ron seale U.S.A. Davia aDd. LibbY(1961) 
N--.tocleaa 
;tlelll'bori5rDOll1a !pp. Rhododendron U.S.A. Dad. am LibbT 
(1961) 
!rleDllborl\rDcllla ol&.ytom. .Azalea U.S.A. Sher (19;8) 
TriohodQNa ebri.tie1 RhododeDdron U.S.A. Robde aDd JenJrf na 
(1957) 
16 
Species Host Elant OCllnt;r Re:f'erenoe 
Tllenobua SR. Rhododendron U.S.A. Pirom, D. &: R. (1960) 
Di tylenclus sE. Bhododeniron U.S.A. Pirone, D. &: R. (1960) 
Ro~lenchus robusw.s Rhododendron U.S.A. Tarjan (1953) 
Xiphenim& amer108DlDl Rhododendron U.s. A. Christie (1952) 
lLeloidogyne incognita llliododelldron U.~.A. hunt (1957) 
GiiardCIIIYia rhododelJiri. Felt U.S.A. Felt (1939) 
Bhod. gall midge Bhododendron Pirone, D. &: R. (1960)0. W. 
Pantcaorus Sodmani Crotch U.S.A. Weigel &: Baumhoter 
!\1l1ers Rose Beetle Bbododendron (1948) 
Senoa blUnnea(L~ Chafer Bhododendron G.B. Scilotield 
Pqyllob1ua pQDaCeUS CQrll. Rhododendron G.B. Schofield 
Arthrochlavs sE::lota Rhododendron Japan Kil!!!.zU' (1939) 
Ve!l!a orabro prmaua :Rhododendron U.S.A. Piroue, D. &: R. (1960) 
Christ. 
setoue. watemouae1 RhododeDlron G.B. KUlaia (1924.) 
Sooligeteryx LibatrixQ:, ~ BbododeDdron G.B. Scbat'ielc1. 
Herald moth 
grot1. HetwD (.schitt) BbododeDd.ron G.B. Schat1el4 
OClllDOll Dart 
Bena Eraa1DaDalL~ 
Green S1lnr linea 
.Rhododendron G.B. Sdlatielcl 
H!21a:b.la bllllll:1 (L~ BbodQieDdron G.B. Schotield 
Ghoat Moth 
A4ela re8UDlJ.rella(L~ BhododeD1ron G.B. Schatield 
GneD 10D&hQnl moth 
~oahol.a mac1leDta(Hneb ~ BhododeDdrCll G.B. Schot'leld 
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Species H08t plant OcIuntq Reference 
Tr1oh~tel\1x polvCQDlDatatSch1ff~ RhododeDiron G.B. Schofield 
Barred tooth-striped 
EraDDis l!:Ogel.Mi.aria(ll1ebner) BhododeDiron G.B. Schofield 
Dotted border 
Kelancbra E!raioariae lL ~ RbodQiendron G.B. Schofield 
Dot moth 
Pluaia cbr.Yaitis(L~ RhododeDdrOll. G.B. Schotield 
Burnished Brass 
Pandemi.s cinnanlQlleaDa (TNi t.) Rhododendron G.B. Scbof'ield 
PART I 18 
THE PmTS OF BHQ)COB6DR<HS Ilf aRID BBIUIN 
IN THi ®lRll 
a. HSliptera i. lI1odQleD1rc;c Whi tetly 
(Dialeurodea oh1ttebdeD1) 
ii. Rhododendran Bug 
(Stephani tis rhododeDlri) 
iii. Bb.odGdeDdron Leaf-hopper 
( Gr!lJ?hooephal a cocciDea) 
iv. .Azalea ibi tetl,y 
(Aleurodea &Sale .. ) 
v. Jphia 
b. Lepidoptera Moth oatexpUlara 
.Azalea Leaf-miDer 
( GiI:'aoil&ria ualHlla) 
o. Coleoptera i. Clq-oolCW'ed 1IMri.l 
(Otiarb.ynobla aina,] aria) 
ti. ViDe .. evil ( o. aU.ca'tua) 
iii. Cockchafer beetle 
(Melolontha JDelolontba) 
1v. S~ ohater 
(Serioa DI''I''P> 
v. III t leaf WMYU 
(StropbOllQ&1a MlanoF.aI1a) 
alao CP1vUobi.Ua PQMClUa) 
d. ~tera Leaf-cutter bee 
(Meaaab{le ape) 
sat~ uiikiiOwn) 
e. ..... toda X1pb!ala& !!p • 
D1V1encbta ap. 
f. JIolluaoa Slup 
RHODalllIDRON 'EITErLY Q>IALlURa>liB <EIT'l'lINDm« LAING) 
THE HISTORY AND CONTR(L IN GBU1' BRITAIN 
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Firat noted by Hoare, 1926, who tQlDd pupal oaae. on rhodocleDdroDa 
at Ch1ddiDgf'orcl, Surrey, and MDt the to be 1UDt1t1ecl by La:iD& at 
the Jri tisb MIl.... Hoan"a report waa p1b11ahed in 1928 aDd be 
dwbttully regarded the peat .. Peal1u. !p. 
In the ... year, lIr. J'red J. Chi toteDd.D, DireotQl" at the 
Wialey Gardens, writiDg in the GarieDer.' Chronicle (CbitteDdeD 1928) 
and iD the FNit Growr, clre1r the attention of rhoclocleDilron srowera w 
a DeW pe.t which had reoentl,y appeared in Berkabire garUaa aDd 1Ih1oh bore 
a great reaemb1aDOe to tbe _11 known 1Ih1 te~ of p-e.DhQl.... Bi. ola1a 
that 1 t waa a De'W specie. waa ohal1enpd in the oarrei!pODlenoe 00111.".. 
" wri tar in the .Ni t Growr alli •• ted that the whi tetl3 tcwa4 in a.u-r.y 
by Hoare aD4 that tamd by Chi tteDden in Berkah1re wre the ... .01 •• 
and that the twoc·;Ooc:urreDOe. W" relatec1, alao that .ach specie. of 
wh1 tetl3 had 1 t. CMD d1at1llct bo.t. 
In October 1928, LaiDa clearecl up the a1 tllatien in aD articl. 
in the -EntClllQ],og1.t. IIoDthly KaauiDI-. lie • .,.. -I haye IaIftD of 
tb1. iDaect aiDOe 1926, when I received a t ... .PIPa 0 .... tbrcup the 
JUni.tr.r or AgEtiGllture, but it 1. not unt1l thia .'_r that material 
.ati.tactor" tor a..or.Lpt1" pu'pO". 0.- to haDd.. It 1 ....... after 
lIr. Obi tteDlleD .. a toUn or .......... La1q cleaor1M. tbe papal. 0_ 
UIl IIdaalt, aD4 write.. -!balab the speci •• 1 ... 10 'Qp1oaJ.:q a 11!l!lroa. •• 
1 t .., oo •• JI1.tJnq rut in that pm. until. the oluaiftoati.oa of tbe 
f~ is better understoed-. 
Trials were carried. cut to oontrol the peat by spr¢D& 
(Fox-Wilson 1929), and in 193.5 Wilson gave a brief deacription; this 
article was revised and reprinted in 1948. The control ... then said 
to be (as it had been in 193.5 also) a-
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SWImer white oil, 1;i pints; Niootine, 96%, i fl. 0.; 'later, 10 gallons. 
The preuure ahculd be at least 90 lb. per acpare inch and 
aprqed in September in dull _ather. 
Latta (1936) wrote or the lateat elipori.Mnts with 21' oU apr .. s 'to 
control Rhododendron Wb:l. tetly atter heavy 1Dteataticma or the peat 
had b .. n disoovered in WuhiDgton State in 1933. Be listed the ditterent 
.. arteties infeoted in the U.S.~ and DOted that the lIlaoeptibUity 
appeared to depeDd on ptv'aioal clit'fereoea in the lear aartaoe. 
DeallpaDie, wr1. ting on Bri tim ~eurod1u. (1933), pw a Ibar:t 
deacription and 118811l.1%w.nta of eu, lAl"YU ADd. IIdu.lt or D.ob:ltteD4eld.. 
In hia .tucU..a em the Britiah titetl1 •• , !rehaD (1937), 4e1lCll"1M4 
tbe eli, 1VIIPh&l atapa aDd ahalta. 
)(ore reoent~, thia peat baa aprelllll to other pan. or A1rape (Saalu 
1942), baring been natecl in JIiDlaDd, 8wc1en, CeruI\r aDd Bolla, .. 1a 
tair17 ocaDOn in h U.S .... 
lterr (195') OCIIIpare4 am publ:labecl the rellll ta of 'triala 111 til 
cU.tterent inaeotic14ea on Bbodo4eDdron IbitetlJ. Be tawa4 tat 7" DD!, 
2~ l1naa". ADd. a lAC aolu tion of Id.oot:lae .upbate wre all ett.otl:n 
tor oontrolU,,& tbe iDMot, aDd that b DD! ... al1ahtl.T 110ft etteo1o:l.,. 
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than the other two, especially at the lowr ooDOeDtratioD o£ 0.67 lb. 
per 100 gallons of water applied ~oe. The DDf and. liDd ... tt.otinly 
prevent ov1poai tiOD, and mOat of the 7C1W1& hatob1D& trca the tn 
remaining egg ..... kill.d by the rea1dual. deposita on the 1e.e •• 
Nicotine 81lphate ... effeotive 1DO.tl1' as an OIIia:Lde. 
Low volume aprqiag with DDT or BHC applied by aero.ol, or 
DDf SJIllaioD applied at the .Dd at JuDe giv. ett.otive control wrtU 
III tumn (Haaa. 1957). 
Pirone, Do4&e aDd Bickett (1960) _ue.t aprq.l.Da with 11 .... 
or malathioD, direotina the spr.,. to tbe Wl4erl1cJa of 1 ...... aDd 1ibe 
termiDal. cluater.. K&l.athion is also reOCllaeDded b7 Bowv. (1960), 
and K8rr (1959) mentiona lUlath10n as a oontrol apin.t the a4ul.ts, lNt 
a.,.. it 1a not so .trective ap1nat the Dew'ly hatched lan ... 
Deoms. the use of DDT 1. DO loD&er reocal8D4ecl, lUlatb10n 
shCllld b. us.d .. an eft.otive oontral 1a Qreat Brio b:l.D. !beN aN 
DO kDowD Dat\lral .".., •• of D. ;'" tteDlleJd.. 
~ CI' xnlJlJl{. 
The .. ares-
&. Yellowish IIOtWoDa at the uppw art .. at 1ibe tiaW leaYea 
of the plant. 
b. The preMDoe of .oot,y aoulc1a am bGDq4ft OIl tbe tap .u:ot ... 
ot leave. (Plate 4.). 
0. Sm·] 1, OI'al lArY.. aDIl plpa8 or 1Ib1 te papal. .... OIl tbe 
ullderau"t .. (Plate ,). 
Plate 3. 
a . x 11 
b . x 20 . 
Rhododendron Whitefly eggs and ~phs on undernide 
of leaf . 
Plate 4. 
Sooty mould, (Capnodiaceae), on upper 
surface of rhododendron leaf. 

d. Preaence of the yellOlr1sh-wh1te adult. ohl.tered UDder the 
leaves, eapeci.all.y apparent when the branch is ahaken and 
they tly. 
e. In heavy infestations, the margin of the leat mq roll imrarda. 
TtPB (F PLANT mACKED BY BHOOQ)ENDRCtf ETEPLY 
The insect tavQlrS the host plant with a _ooth rather than a 
gl&lOClUS leat (Chi tt.nden 1928). All the varieties f'raIl which I bav. 
colleoted D.Ch1ttendeni have been of the _ooth-leaved type. 
The tollowing have listed the different apeo1e. and varieti.a of 
RhododeDdron on which D. ohitteDderd baa been tOWl4a Latta (19'7), 
Fo~jll.on (19}8), Kerr (195'). 
I have tCWld the ny also on the variev -Bed Riding Hood-
in SulTey in 1962, 196,. 
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A4ul t wbi te t'1iea have been tCllDd at re.t OIl the 1 • ..,.. or 
rhodod.eDdrona which have non-aaaooth leat aurtaoea aDd al.o on other plants 
Slch .. KaJ mi a, Pieria aDd Gall theria srowiD& Dear to the rhododeDllron planta, 
bu t then is DO eT1clenoe to show that the BhodaclaDdron Wh1 te1'1-Y baa eYer 
bred. on arI3 ot the .. plants. Bo lDIItaDOe of teediDg or oripoa1tiOD or or 
the presence at larY&8 or P'lpae on other than aooth-le.ed rhodoUDdroD 
planta baa been obaernd by _ or aI\Y of the writers. 
DEORIPTION Of 1BI STME IN m:IC LIn CICLI 
(p DULlIJRCOJS CBI1'TlI:NDJII 
All the.. at.a have been described by !reh8D (1937), p1pa aDl 
..mlt by LaiDg (1928). 
LIFE HISTORI CF D. CHITTENDEN! Cti WTDoaa 
RHOOODltIDRONS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
This baa been c1e.cr1bed by Fox Wileon (1948) and ia confirmed 
by my own observations. 
Baga are laid on the undersicle at lIIlooth-leaved Tarietiea frQa 
mid-J'une untU early 41Slst. They are laid singly on a 1011& peduncle. 
Elliptical JVlIIPha hatch after eight to tif'teen dqa aDd are 
most noticeable on the infeoted plant. fran July until the tollowiDg 
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4>ril Qt" KSV". They are greenish-yellow, the same oolcur as the uDdel'llide 
at the leat. 
Nympha are acti.,.. and walk about on the leaf' after hatobiD&, 
then be0QD8 sedentary aDd teeel by iDSertina the atylet into the leaf 
tiaaue.. The leg. aradually beoame degenerate. There are three iMt.ra, 
cluriDg wbich the inseot mcka plant .ap and the d..apd l._.a ~ar 
mot Ued on the upper atr.f ace. PollortiDg the yellow aottl.iD&, aoov 
maulds groW' on the au-tace at the l._e., te.eliDg OD the honeydew UCNted 
by the larYu. Thi. bmleydew tall a QD to 141 ••• below tIaoae on which 
they are teeding. The blaok moulds are not cl1reotq parui tio on 1iM 
leave., but oal .. unaigbUiDt •• aDd impair the no1m&l. fuDotioDa or a 
leaf (Plate ~). 
The greenish and almoat tranap&rent zvmphll are cli1'ticult to _, as 
are alao the flat, broad, elliptical. PIP" which are tOUDd aomal.l3 in 
Mq, 'but alao during the -.uaner months. 
Jdul ts are light yellow wi. tb 1Ihi te, meaJ.,y will&8 and are found 
swarming in clusters during JUDe and July, normally on the uDderliide of 
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the topuost leaves of the rhododendron plant. Ifhen distributed they will 
tl.y upwards, blt generally remain settled on the leaves, especially 
during chlll, oold or clwd3' wather. Both male and female whitetlies, 
which are aimilar in shape and oolClUr, are found together in fairly etpal 
n..unbers, althQlgb there IIla.Y be a slightly bigber l'UJDber of females. 
(The terminolog used in the description of thia pest is open to 
SClDe callD8nt. Most of the inseots in this grwp, the haa~tera1s 
Hemiptera, have the stages egg, I\YIIIPh and adul t in their met_orpbosis. 
SaM of them, including Dialeurodes cb1ttendeDi, exhibit a stationary 
-I\YDIPhal· stage atter the third inatar. Because this i8 80 difterent 
tran the normally acttive last 1\YIIIPhal. staae, it is referred to as a 
pupa, being more like the inaotive pupal staas in other iDaects who .. 
met_arpboMs show the e&i, l&r9'al, P'lpal. aDd :iaa8iDAl staps. 
Hinton (1962) states that in 8CI8e exopterygotes, e.a. A1ezroc1idM, 
there are feeding larval inatara followed by a <piesoent larval 1natar. 
-No diftiClUl ty Deoessarily arises it the.. CIlieaoent or .-1-
CIlieaoent st .. s of exopterygotes are called pupae provided that it 
is recoiDised that their origin is ¢te iDdepel'ldent trca that of the 
end~ter.raote pupa ani their initial tunctionel aigniticanoe is 4itterent-.) 
There ia only ana generation per year, but DW\Y staps can 
scmet.imes be twnd in the same month beCalM of the clependence on tbe 
Djfitribution (;f llinlcllrodN; r.hiLL('lldeni 
in the r.ounti~:; of the Hri ti Hh Ir;i('s. 
~ I r(':;(~nt Ilfi ppr.t. 
Ea·· .. :::·: ........ II I' iound onl.y on l\ r:!T'(' O(:crlfiion • 
1. Ilnr~pl;l1irp 
'I ( . 
fig 1. 
I. 
L ;. 
c. 
Kent 
Rather, temperature and climatic conditions for each 8tage in the life 
cycle to be ccapleted. No two year8' timings seem to be the SIDe. 
Low temperature and dull weather retard the 8tage8 of the life cycle. 
In staffordshire, the introduced whitefly died out and did not 
develop. Small-leaved varietie8 of BhodOclendron had been introduced 
fran the South of England and were tCW1d to have 1Ihitef'ly 1\YDIPha on the 
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back8 at the leave8. The pl8l)t8 were at fir8t grown apart fraD the aain 
garden and were examined frequently. Once the I\YJIPha had ceuecl to 
develop turther, tho shrubs ftre incorporated into the aain rbododeMron 
garden. 
ST.A1US OF D. a:IITTENDENI JB .A PEST OF BH(J)(I)ENDRONS IN GR:UT BBIT£DJ. 
BeCalM of present chemical apr"",8, Rhododendron 1hite1'l1' ia DO 
lODger the pe8t in Brt tain that Chittenden gloCllllily torecaat in 1928. 
It 18 .. en cmly occ .. ioDal~ on & few verieti •• of rhoiod.eDllron, 
and then only in the 8Qltb of Bngland.. Cox and. Cox (1956) clo DOt reoo1"4 
it t'rCllll their large Dlr8er,y in the \fe.t of SootlaDd, but it baa be.n tcwrlll 
on OCIID8roial D.1r8erie8 in the hcae OClW1tie.. I have Men DO trace c4 it 
in the Midlanda or in L.ncaahire, or in North Wale •• 
RHQ)(I)ENDRON BUG 
STlFHANITIS RHODODENDRI, HORVATH (SIN. LEPTOBYRSA RHQ)(I)BNDRI, HORV.ATH) 
This hemipterOllS illHct is ~own in Great Br1 tain u the 
Rhododendron Bug, and in the U.S. A. as the Rhododendron Laoebug. 
HISTORY 
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Pirst observed in Great Britain in 1901 by Batt1ll (1933) at 
Kingston-on-Thames, on plants imported :f'rca Hollam, and then 'by llu'ding in 
1906 (Harding 1930). (This is contrary to the K.A.F.F. Ad. leaflet No. 
2(6). In 1910 Distant wrote abClUt the peat, and it .... further deacribecl 
by Theobald in 1912 and 1914-. 
The earliest reoorda are t'rcIIl the U.S.'" in 1877 (Heidalann 1909) 
where it ia thwght to be an indigencu. peat, and was pro'bab13 int.roauce4 
to Great Br:i tain :f'ran Jaorica via Holland. In UClUt 1905 there 1IU'e 
report. of Rhododendron Bug in Hollam, Belgium, Prance, Gem&Z:\Y aDd .atria 
and, more recently, in Japan. 
Distant (1910) thClUgbt it 1;0 baye C<II8 trca IDIlia, but thia specie. 
was not t"wnd 1;0 be indigeDQ.l. to India aD1 thia tbeoz:r ia DOW cl:1.aarecli t04. 
Horvath described the inseot in 1905, nand na it St!fhu:i:t1., aDd 
in 1908 Heidemann ren.ed it Lept9lvru. J ahutoa (1936) .tate. it 
abCllld more correctq be in L!Rto'bma, bQt at preMDt the D-. a.benitt. 
i. CQIIDoDly uaecl (Iloet 8Dl H1DOka 1961t.). 
~ClFm4 
The upper lUrt'aoe. of the leave. 1IppeU' ap1okle4, oonnc1 with 
D'l81V til\1, yellOlf'" u ahown (Plate 5a). 
Plate 5. 
a . and b. Upper and lower surface of leaf. 
x t 
Symptoms of Rhododendron Bug attack . 
c . Brown, stickiness along lower midrib of leaf 
Open necks of egg chambers can be clearly seen. 
x 12 
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Chocolate-brown markings are seen on the lower aurfaoes of the 
leaves, especially noticeable bordering the midrib. Brawn sticq 
secretions are uud.ed and a general scruffy, rusty appearance is typical 
of attaok by this bug (Plate 5b). 
Millais (1924), Slocock (1934), Johnson (1937), Fox Wilson (1939) 
4Pd the M.A.F.F. ~visor.y Leaflet 206 (1953) all list species and varieties 
of Rhododendron whioh are iDlDLme or BUsceptible to attack. 
I have only seen the bug on the foUowill& varietiesl-
"Diane" and "Blue Ensign" at Wisley, SUrrey; R. catIPl'locazpua and ~rida 
and "Ascot BrUlian!' at Slococks, Surrey, and Anglesey at Plas Newydd, 
Tarl "Old Port" (imported plant.). 
BeCal8. 80 tew buehes are attacked :i.n Great Bri tun, it baa been 
difficult to discover the CAlsea of ausceptibUity ar :iamu.nity. It 
COl1ld be as IJIlch due to the positions of the partiQ.l].ar buahes, i.e. 
whether in light or lIhade, as to the lIPecie. concerned. It was magested 
by)(lllais and in the Bulletin ot the Arnold QbQE'etua (19'1) tbat plants 
suffer more :frail rhododendron bug in BUIllV' positiona, partioularl3 it 
eJrPosed to drying w.i.Ms, than if in 0001 shade. Busbes in ah.adecl woocllws 
are not DUch attacked. 
LIFE HISTOHI .AND DmcRlPTION CP &t: aIWQ1)ENDRI 
Described in detail by Jdlnaon (1936, 1937). 
Entanologicall,y it is an interesting iDsect, each .tage beiDa cpite 
distinctive and unlike 8.l\1 other peat to be found on ornaaentaJ. plant. in 
Gnat Itri tain. 
Plate 6. 
Rhododendron Bug. 
Enlarged ~hotograph (x 7) of midrib on lower 
surface of rhododendron leaf, showing the 
opening or cap above the egg, also shed skin 
of nymph. 
eg9 c.aps 
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.. 1 t: July-October. Fo.md on leaves of previQls year. 
AbQlt 3 DIll. longo The black boq is covered by relatively large, 
lacey wings, fran the front of which project a pair of lace-like 
rcunded Q,ltgrowths. 
The wings are hardly, if ever, used. ibe bugs mq be blown on to 
adjacent bushes, or walk across where branches tQlch. Transterence ot 
rhododendron bug is more likely to be by mOVing of imported plants infected 
wi th insects Ql" their eggs. 
There are male and female of the species. Mating begins mid-Jul3'. 
!ii' July-au 11tmn. 
0.5 mm. long, flask-shaped, almost cylindrical and slightly ourved. 
The cap of the egg is tlush with the leaf' or gall epide11llis and 
is black with a white collar. l4al\Y eggs are embedded in the brown lumpy 
leaf' galls along the sides of the midrib (Plate 5c). SQI18 eggs are laid 
aingly in the leaf' where no g&1ls fom. 
Over the cap the adult plaoes a drop of olive-green, faecal. fluid 
which dries to form a brown ClUst or scab on the cap. 
Eggs hatch wi thin a few hQlrs of each other, usually in the first 
two weeks of June in Great Britain, the 1\YDIPh lifting the cap. .A 
detailed description of this action is given by JohDaon. The egg-sac 
remains wi thin the leaf' while the cap and embryonic membrane hang Ql t or 
the open neck (see Plate 6). 
ljymPha: Mq-June. 
After ea.rging they cluster together on leaf'. They are pale 
green or colQlrless at first, Spl.qy and hairy, abcIut 0.9 DIll. long, 
Nymph of S. rhododendri. 21ft'" 10,.. 
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FI,. 2 b 
growing to 2 Dill. and becoming yellowish-brown by the fourth instaro 
(Fig. 2a). 
CONTRUL OF RHCDCDENDRON BUG 
A. Take off infected leaves am burn, even pzune the plant back. 
Sprq several times on the underside of leaves at the time of 
year when the I\,YIIlPhs and adults are on thE. 
B. The following chemicals have been reoClllDended:-
Pyrethrum extract (Barton 1942), mid-June, sprqed with atcm.i.ze-
(Sy, :M. 1936.) Q,lassia am sott soap (Harding, 1930). Derris 
at oomnercial strength + O.~ soap; apr~ on several. applications 
(5y, M. 1936). Nicotine solution + ~ so-,p sQ].ution (67, 1I. 1936). 
8 fl. OZo per 100 gall. nicotine solution + spreader (".A.F..E. 
Advis. leaflet 2(6). D:imethoate gramles to soU (Schread 1960), 
(Can poison cats am dogs). 
DDT sq% w:ttable powder ! 
50J' Metho~chlor 
+ 
25}b lindane 
Barl,y June in U.S.A. (Kerr 1954) 
(Pirone, Dodge and Riokett, 19(0) 
Thimet (tor azalea lace bug) - 8J' grarules raked into soil, soaked 
(Sohread 19.59). Malathion apra.ved uDder leaves (Pirone, Dodge aDd 
Rickett, 1960). TEP.P at 4 fl. oz. per gall. plus wetter (M.A.F..E. 
Advis. leaflet 2(6). HE'D? at 8 fl. oz. per 100 gall. 1'wo 
applications JDid-June an:1. early July (M. A. (;.E. .Adris. leaflet 2(6). 
PWENT 5T.A1U5 .AS A PEST IN GREAT BRITAIN 
The Rhododendron Bug is now controlled by organophosphorus 
IdGtri bution of ;;teI.h(lni tis rhododC'ndri 
in thp. cc·unt:i.C's of the Hr.i ti hh l.slea. 
~ lreGc:n l as peRt. 
I' '.' .,/ : :,'::,' :,: Found on1:! on rf.lrP- occilsionB. 
1. IIDmpfihire 
5. lJurhRm 
j. Surrc·y 
inseoticides and is only rarely seen on rhododendrons in Great Britain. 
(Never has it built up to seriws proportiOns, but it is a pest which 
should be recognisable by the grower at rhododenirons in case it should 
be imported :free North .erica. or l!.Urope and. need to be controlled). 
Acoording to the N.,A.A.S. regional entomologists, it has onJ.y 
been found in Hampshire, Surrey and Berkshire in recent years, and on 
very rare occasions has been seen in the Edinburgh distriot and mid-
Yorkshire. Johnstone (19.36) records it trGm southern oamties betore 
19.36 and states: "The p!v'sioaJ. factors which IIIB3' limit the distribution 
of the bug in Great Britain are probably mainly those which l.1mi t the 
distribution of susceptible varieties and species of Rhododendron-. 
Bu t Fox Wilson (19.39) sa.y's that the factors are not known because 
susceptible varieties a.n1 species o:f Rhododendron are grown in the West 
coast of Scotland and in Ireland where no recorda had then, and still 
have not, shown this pest. 
RHODOOENDRON LEAF-H~. (GRaPHOCEPHALA C\XCINEJ\(FOOSTJm)) 
THE HIS'fORY .AND CVNTROL IN GREAT BlITAIN 
This species had been lmown. and named in the United states and 
Canada before it appeared in a garden in Chobham, SUITey, and was 
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collected by Barton in 1933. IV.E. China of the British }.hlseum (Natural 
History) identified the insect. 
Maqy more Q1 tbreaks oC01rred in Surrey in 1936 and Wilson saw 
adul ts on bushes at the end of September (Fox Kilson 1937) 0 He cpotes 
Waterer as s¢ng that his men had seen it on the rhododendrons at 
Windlesham Moor for at least four or five years and called it "Grasshopper 
Fly". It ma.Y be, therefore, that the original. gutbreak was at 
Windlesham on imported plants. 
The first control (Kilson) in Great Britain was nicotine dust. 
He states that this was more effective than the spr&;{, due to the 
agili ty of the hoppers. The sprq fluid would not penetrate into dense 
blshes. 
Baillie ani Jepson (1951) cpote prelimiDar,Y' eJll)eriments at 
Silwood Park by Walker: DDT sprq (0.1 to O.~). Sprq durJ.na egg 
lqing period, i.e. 2 - 3 weks after first adults seen (Jugust 1st -
October 1st). Treated leaves remained toxio for 2 - 3 weks. 
They alggest that isolated, au.soeptible mabes be apr.,-ed each 
fortnight frc:a /t.lgust 1st until October. Contrar,y to Wilson, they 
tQ1nd. that the adult GrS?booephala cocoiDea teeds ani rests ma.:1nl7 on 
the upper surface of the leaves, and it is not necessary to apr. inside 
the bushes. 
Baillie (19.50) and pirone, Dodge and. Rickett (1960) state 
that control of lace bug Stephanitis rhododendri Horv. will oontrol 
leaf-hopper, but as the f'onner lives on the underside of' leaves the 
bush IlIlst be thoroughly sprayed. 
To control both the leaf-hopper and rod blast disease, which 
are often f'wnd on the same bush, a OQDbined DDT and. BordealX apr. m. 
be given. 
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Shwld Graphooephala ever beoCXDe a serials pest, resistant 
varieties of rhododendrons mq have to be grown. .According to preljmjnary 
work done by Baillie and Jepson (1951), early varieties which shed their 
bud soales before the attached e~ hatch and those varieties with very 
loose soales (R. griersonian.un), where DO eggs have been fealm, JUiY be 
used direotly or as parents for resistant varieties. 
Modern _noan 1i tera1ure on rhododendron peats does not 
mention this inseot, so I oonclude that although it has been end_o 
there f'or at least half a oen'l:uxy, it is DO longer regarded aa a ser1Q1S 
pest in the U.S .... 
SDD?TOMS OF ~JCK. 
First signs of attack are often the wbite, X\YIIIPhal, ahed 
skins on the underside of the le.,.es (Plate. 10 & 11). The geen 1\YDIPha 
IUn over the under surface of the leaf and the oolourtul adult. ~eap 
&bOlt rapidly when di.1urbed, neither are easily C8Ilgbt. 
Eggs 11e :nat on the bud 80ale., but the .. , being greenish-
Plate 7. 
a. Eggs of the leaf-hopper, Graphocephala 
coccinea, laid on the scales of a 
rhododendron bud. x 6. 
b. Leaf-hopper eggs, well camoulflaged 
on rhododendron bud. x 1. 
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yellow, are not easily seen by the gt'ower (Plate 7). 
The leaf-hopper pierces the leaf and extracts cell sap during 
both the lliYDIPh and adult stages, but it can be seen from the photogt'aphs 
that no apparent damage is caused. 
Often bacteria will invade the punctures in the leaves, and 
brown spotting of' the foliage then occurs as secondary damage arwnd 
the feeding areas. 
D4PORT.ANCE OF G. COCCINEA AS A PmT OF BHODODENDRcm 
Al thQlgb the insect cEIlses 11 ttle or no direct damage to the 
leaves despite its feeding by Slcking cell sap, members ot this faDily, 
Jusidae, otten transmit diseases (Short, 1963). Also the saliva of SCDe 
leaf-hoppers is known to c8l1se leat-burn on & wide range ot plants. 
It is not aurprising, then, that when the disease known .. Bud-blast 
of Rhododendrons was tcund on the aane bushes aa G. 00001138&, this inseot 
was suspected of' trananittil1& the disease. The di ..... ia Calaed by the 
fungus Spar.e (Pyonosteama) ual ... coremi& of which can be Men on 
the rhododendron buds after the bud baa turDed brown aDd died (Plate 8). 
Work was carried cut by Baillie and Jepson (1951) into the 
cla,j", 
relationabip between the inseot and the :fuDaus, and tbe.YA-OD the baaia of 
work over two seuona to have shown a aigDit'icmt uaoc1atiOD of bud 
blast with Grapbooepbala coocinea-. 
Bud blast is a aerioua dis.aa. wbich, when established, can 
kill most of' the buds on a rhodod.eDdron bush. 
DISTBlBUTION (F BHQ)Q)ENDRON LJ.R:!I(.!?P!R IN GiKAT BBIT.AIlf 
In 1935 it .... fwnd. in Su:n-ey, and the recorda or cutbreaka 
Plate 8. 
Bud of rhododendron showing corernia 
of Sporocybe azalea causing 
Bud Blast disease. x 8. 

VilJt.ri hut. i on of' Gf'aphocPIJfHl 1;1 coer: i lIe:1 
in thA cnunLies of the hritish Isles. 
~ 
r:;::::-:::::.: ~
Prp[;nnt as pest. 
Found only on a rare occasion. 
1. Hnmpshire 3. Surrey 
2. Herkshi re 4. N. Lincolnshire 
5. Buckinghamshire. 
6. Anglesey. 
Fig 40 
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in the next year were also confined to that area: 
Chobbam (2); Windlesham (2); Woking (2)_ 
The only other host appeared to be Kalmia (Wilson 1937)-
Fran JJff own observations in 1 963 am. 1964, I have .. en rhododendron 
lest-hopper on R. ponticum in Surrey, and sane adult leaf-hcppera _1"8 
seen in Anglesey in 1970 on plants brought fran Surrey. Rhododenirons 
examined in staffordshire, ifarwiolcshire, Shropshire, Lancashire, and more 
recently in Caernarvonah1re have been free both of the insect am or 
Bud-blast disease. 
Inf'onnation collected fran the N.A • .A.S. regional. entanologists 
show it to have been found in Surrey, with a probability that it is in 
Hampshire and Berkshire. There is a record of one case in LiDCOln aQU 
years ago. .All other N.A.A.S. regions report the absence ot the pe.t. 
(I have a record of Bud-blast diseue from SlOlgh, BuckinghNlsh:lre in 
l4arch 1962). 
Baillie and Jepson (19.51) report the abll8noe of G. coco1nea 
fran the West of Bn&land, SQDerset, Bodnant am Fort .&1918tua, InverDeaahire. 
It seems likely that this peat has not lipread in Great Britain 
since its initial occurrence in Surrey in 1935. 
Dli5CRIPTION CI' 1m: STAQ&C) IN 1tiE LIFE CICLE (R G. COOCINB.A. 
In order Hemiptera; Sub-order ~ClDcptera.; Pam:i.JJ J aaaidae. 
!&SS Oval, elongate. Yellowish-green. AbCllt 4- DIll. 1°118_ 
Laid sing1.y on scale or in grCllps of 5 - 10. 
Ny!gPhs Light green. 2 DID. on hatch:iDi. lOU" qymphal stages. 
Plate 9. 
a. x 6. 
b. x 6. 
Young nymph of rhododendron leaf-hopper after 1st 
moult. Note cast skin and the brown, dead patches 
probably around feeding areas. 

Plate 10. 
Cast skins of nymph of rhododendron 
leaf-hopper after 1st and 2nd moult. x 5. 

Plate 11. 
Cast skin of rhododendron leaf-hopper 
after 3rd moult. x 12. 
Note wing buds. 

Hind tibiae have row of bristles. 
Slender b~. Large eyes. Suck cell sap. 
Whi te shed skins left on leaf at each ins tar • 
.Adul tl Brightly colcured. Torpedo-shaped, 5 - 6 DID. long. 
Nidth acrOBS forewings 15 DIn. (See coloured diagram). 
TheBe are rsry own observations, whioh agree with those of 
Fox Wilson and Baillie. 
LIFE HISTORY (F G. COOCINEA, FORST. ON OOTDOOR ltiODODENDRONS 
IN GREAT BRITAIN 
Baillie (1951) tabulated the life b1stor,y at thia iDHct in 
the field in Great Bn tain, ani a sunmary folloWBI-
Montha Location 
)lgp :larl3' &t~at - 1Iq. In scars on bud scal •• :lsp peri.ah on 
protected by over- caL tar scale. of 
lapping aoal.. Distri- .ar~ f'lowving 
bution irre31lar var •• 
Hatching Ma.Y ~ bud scales Thi. date iepeDda 
OD .... on 
• 
)(q - June BLlnning oyer BUdace It- I(yIIphal .tap. 
er new leaves 
Mbllt. July 1naot:1.'" uDtil die- lIa'ture alO1d.y aDd 
turbed. On old or 1.,. egp 3 weka 
new toliage,aa1~ OD after beexwina 
upper au.rfa.ces adult. 
(. In the laboratary at lCeel_ in a '*Perature of 720 Ii' I noted 
that JVIIPba hatched fr<lm _gg. OD 11 th Karch 1962. These were OD 'bud. at 
small branches of R. ponticum taken frOOl bushes in "Hoking, Surrey, the 
previws month. The branches were standing in a cage in water so that 
the buds and eggs developed. 
It would seem that, if the b..unidity is kept high, the hatching 
of the eggs depends on temperature, a higher temperature accelerating 
deve~opment of the eggs~ 
Sr.A1US OF lHODODENDRON LEg.HCft>ER AS A PliST IN GREAT BRITAIN 
Since this pest was introduced to the southern counties of 
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England forty years ago it does not appear to bave spread pemanently to 
other parts of Britain. .As wi th the last two mentiODed. pests, tbe climate 
in the rest of Bri tun is probably the J.imi ting factor. It remains to be 
seen if the pest will becCIDe established in warmer cQUlties, such as 
.Anglesey, now that it has been introduced on plants fran the south of England. 
Chemical aprqs and resistant ",&rieties can be used in are .. 
where G. coccinea is found, and so attacks should never beOQM tre<J,lent 
or severe. 
The main reason for recognising and oontralliDg this inseot ia to 
prevent Bud-blast diaease being transni tted to unaffected rhododendrons. 
In areas where this serious disease is found, regular aprqing against 
G. coccinea should be carried Q1 t on CQIIDOrciaJ. lI1raeriea. 
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Fig .S 
Flate 12. 
Rhododendron leaf-hopper. 
Adult, side view. x 24. 

Plate 13. 
Rhododendron leaf-hopper. 
Adult,ventral view. x 16. 

AZALEA IlUTE mH 
(ALEUROOES AZALE.AE BAKER RID MCLm) 
First recorded in Great Britain in 1931, near Edinburgh. The 
infestation was small. Plants had been imparted fran Belgium (Inter. Rev. 
1931). Already described by Essig (1926) in .-rica as occurring on 
azaleas imported fran Japan and li.Urope. By 1937 (Mackie) it had 
increased markedly in the U. S. A,. and. the parasite Encareia pergandiella 
had been noted. 
In 1 934 (Pescott) the white fly was discovered in lastralia on 
Rhododendron JIIlcronatum. 
It is on the same variety that I have seen the imect outdoors 
in 1962 in Sun-ey. AL though unaightly because or the rvmPba aDd adW. t. 
on the back at the leaves, sticky becallse ~ honeydew, and iDdireotl,y 
encouraging sooty moulds to grow, it did not appear to be Id 11 j Dg the 
_all bushes. Sa:oe leaves dropped off the ahlubs and no cl.cQbt 
photosynthesis and respiration were impaired. 
Fran N.A.A.S. records it does not appear to be a oc.aon peat 
in Great Britain. In 1962 the ollly counties to report it to _ are 
liapshire, Surrey and. Berkshire. 
When transported on to bushes of R. IIIlcronatua in Staftordabire, 
the insect died aut during the sane year. I would preaume that this 
was clue to the colder, dauper climate than in other place. where it is 
tound. It is DOmally imported and otten, 1Ihen found, on plant. grOll1l 
in glaashouaes {as was the first record in Gnat Britain (DeabpaDlie 1930». 
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Di.stribution of Aleurodf's 8:lHlene 
m j'rcf3pnt IlR pest. 
I:;:, '.:: '.: ;.'J Found only on imported p]nnts. 
1. Hampshire 3. ~;urrey 
2. Berkshire II. Border counties 
'J. Edinburgh district • 
.fig 6. 
The symptoms and. dsmage to the plant and the life ~eJ.e are 
similar to those described under Rhododendron ti te Fly. 
Deabpande (1933) described the anatCUU of some Bri tisb Aleurodidae 
and included Alalrodes uale ... 
In the U.S.A. Alalrodes ualeae is hardly ever mentioned as a 
pest of azaleaa. The CQlIIlon whiten.;, on azaleas in that country app.ars 
to be TetJ:aleurodes mOri Q,.taint., the l4Lllberry Whi tefiy (Kerr 1959; 
W.igel and BEJ.UDboter 1948). 
CUNTR(£. 
Sprq undersides of leaves wi tb derris and pyrethzua, Qr with 
nicotine mlpbat. and soft soap. ~ or three applioationa at .ekl.y 
intervals. 
1 pint white oil and 1 oz. nicotine .u.pbate in 5 gallon. 
of water can be used (Pescott 1943'. 
Kore modern insecticides, m.ntioned under Rhododendron Ml1 t.n.;, 
control, shaud also control ... ual .... 
PRIm:NT STAWS JiJ A PJiaT IN GaEAT BRITAIN 
..Aleurodes ual... is fcund only iDf'recpently OD cu tdoor bu.ahes 
(partiOllarly R. moroDatum), and sometimes on imported plants grown 
in greeDhcuses. It is not a aericus threat to the rhododeDdroD 
iDhtstry and can be easily oontroll.d. 
.APHIS ~ RHOOOOENDROO 
On the rhododendron, aphids are not a trwblesane pest 
in Great Britain. 
14asonaphis rhododendri Wilson, MYzus orna'bls Laing., have 
been recorded on imported R. (A) inlio.un. 
l4.iles (193.5) mentions iriyzus circumf'le;xus Buck. on the same 
plant in glasshOJ.ses. 
During these studies I have never observed aphids doing 
Sl\Y appreciable damage to rhododendrons w.tdoors in England or Wales. 
There have been SaDe records of lIasonaphis rhododeDiri in the U.S.A. 
(Pirone, Dodge and Rickett 1960), also Macrosiphum rhododendri (Westcott 
19i.6) • 
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LEPIDCPTERaJS PllSm OF RHODODENDRCN3 
The moths shown in the following list (page 58) have been 
frond on the leaves of outdoor rhododenirons at Keele ani ,lillCllghbridge 
during the years 1961-65. 
The tortrix moth caterpillars appear to cause more damage 
than the others, due to their being present in larger 1'1Imbers. They 
roll the leaves and. eat wi thin a finely spun web. 
Sane tortrix caterpillars have been fwnd on R. ponticum am 
other smooth-leaved varieties or species, especially on the yrung unfold-
ing leaves, but the majority of these pests are frund on the glsuoous 
leaves which have an in:lumentum on the lower surface. This IDB3' be 
because it is pb;ysica1ly easier for the caterpillar to attach i tsel:f, 
wi th or without a web, on to a leaf having a haizy surface rather than 
a glabrous one, or that the smooth leaves, being different in texture, 
mq be more difficult to fold or roll. 
The snell of the leaves, too, may attract sCllle caterpillars. 
M8l.\Y tortrix moths were foom on a bush which bears pungent leaves at 
Willwghbridge (variety unknown) ani caused a great deal of unsight-
liness (Plate 16 ). This bush was not direotly umer, nor partiOllarly 
near to 8l\Y oak trees in the garden, am it would 8IPear trClll this am 
other similar observations that the Green Tortrix (Tortrix viridaDa. L.) 
is 'DDW a pest of rhododemron direotly, and not just a chance host for 
caterpillars which fall from the trees above (Fox-Wilson 1925). 
Irregular holes are eaten in the leaves by caterpillars, 
1'ortrix viridana. x 10. 
Larva and adult on rhododendron leaf. 

Caterpillar damage on rhododendrons. 
a. Damage to old leaf 1 X ~ .• 
b. Larva feeding on new leaf 
(note webbing and excreta) 
x 5. 
c. Twisted leaves with webs of Tortrix sp. 
x ~. 
Plate 15. 

Plate 16. 
Caterpillar damage. 
a. Angle shades moth larva eating young leaves and 
flower buds of outdoor azalea. 
b. Damage to fragrant leaves of rhododendron variety 
with thick indumentum. 
both along the margin and fUrther in towards the midrib. The petiole 
and midrib are usually left uneaten. 
The GeQnetrid, Dotted Border (Erranis progemmaria) care-
fully left the midrib and the epidennis at the margin of the leaf all 
the w83 round when fed on R. ponticmn in the laboratary. 
Apart from the tortrix mentioned, the other moths and. their 
larvae were only found on odd. occasions and. can hardly be considered as 
pests. Fox-Nilson (1925) found rather different species fran those 
foond by the al thorj this IDa;{ be due to the geographical locations at 
the collections, as he worked in the southern counties of England rather 
than the northern. 
Photogt'aphs of some of the Lepidoptercus pests are shown. 
CONTROL 
(a) Can be handpicked 
(b) Spra;y bushes if a large attack is noticed in the mrs.ry. 
Sprq early because the Tortrix larvae roll leaves aroond themael vas. 
Derris, Trichlorphon or DDT can be used, but the latter is not DOIr 
(1970) advised. 
Tnble v. UPIDCFTElUl FOOND CN BHOD91ENDRDm AT KEELE 
Name Family Engli sh name Date stage 
SColi~teP(E Ca tocalnae Herald moth Sept. Imago 
libatrixL.) 
AFs0tiS se,aetum 
Schiff. ) 
Agrotina.e Ccmnon Dart July Imago 
Bena 12rasinana (L.) ~idae Green ~ilver July Imago 
Lines 
Tortrix Tortricid.ae Green tortrix June Larvae, 
viridana (L.) July pupae & 
imago 
Pandemis cerasana Tortricidae July Larvae, 
CHueb • ) ( syn. pupa & 
P.ribeana) imago 
He;eialus hurIalli (t. ) Hepialida.e Ghost moth July Imago 
Adela reaumurella (L.) Adeilidae Gl'een longhorn June Imago 
moth 
,oooola macilenta Dasypoliinae Yellow line Sept. Imago 
Hueb.) Q..talcer 
Trich~te~ ;e0J,y- Hydrianenida.e Barred tooth- 'Prll Imago 
OQmmata ~chiff.) striped 
Erannis 12rogemnaria Selidosemidae Dotted border ~ Larva 
(Huebner) April Imago 
14elanchra Eersi- Caradrinidae Dot Moth Sept. Larva 
oariae (L.) 
P1usia chr,ysitis Plusiinae Burnished Kq Larva (L.) Bras. 
Pbloggphora Caradrinidae Angle-shades 
.&1guat Larva 
meticulosa (L.) 
AZALEA LEAF MINER 
I'GRJClLARU AZALEEULA BRAN'l'S 0') 
Not a common pest, but sanetimes f'oum on azaleas, especi-
al~ on A. indica in glasshcuses. 
HISTORY 
This Tineid moth is a native of' Japan ani probably cane to 
Bri tain in 1925 via Holland or Belgium (Hodson 1927). The next year 
it was seen on outdoor azaleas in Exeter. Abcut the same time it became 
a pest in the U.S. A., where it is now of' more i.m;port~ and more OOJIIIlOn 
than in Great Britain. 
DR4AGE CAUSED 
The leaves are mined by the yamg larvae feedirlg under the 
epid.ennis. Tunnels are seen, leaves tum yellow, brown, and sane 
shrivel ani die, and. fall. As the larvae move on from leaf' to leaf, 
they _cane :fUlly fed and then emerge to construct cocoons umer the 
rolled tips of' leaves. When the adult emerges f'rom the cocoon, the 
empty pupal case is seen protrudi~. Danage is most evident fran 
November to March in wann glasshQ1ses on imported plants. 
LIFE HISTORY (after Hodson 1927) I 
Malt moth oan be seen tl,ying about in an infested hQ1M" 
usual~ in late autumn. They have about a 5 DIll. wingspan; yeUow un 
grey in colQ1r, and are very active. 
file .!S&! are oval, flattened, &hillY and are laid aingq 
on the underside of the leaves, abOl1t :five to a leaf. 
Larvae hatch a£ter fQ.lI' dqs. They are mimte 0.6 Dm., 
transparent, with visible legs. 
They inmediately enter the leaf and here undergo several 
mwlts, beoClDing 5 mm. long, yellow-brown w.ith nozmaJ. lepidopterQls 
legs. 
Pupate inside ooooon on leaf under rolled tip. Pupa is 
greenish yellO\v turning brown, about 5 mm. in length. 
There 'fIlq be several generations a year. 
(a) On a small soale, infeoted leaves oan be ham picked 
and burned. 
(b) Spr~ the leaves with malathion or DD~ (Kerr 1959). 
(0) Thimet has been used for several leaf mi.rlers 
(Schread 1959). 
I have never seen this pest on outdoor rhodod.enirons in 
Great Britain, only on glasshouse azaleas. 
PRESENT STATUS OF LEPIDCPrERWS PI!:3TS Cti ltiODWENDRONS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
/i>art fran the Tortrioidae and G. azaleella, the effeot of 
caterpillars on rhododendrons is negligible. 
. . Tortrix moth larvae calse sane appreaiable damage to 
glaucous rhododeBiron leaves, which 'they roll and disfigure by eating 
the lamina. Unlike the previcualJ' mentioned pests, Tortrix moths are 
fcuM. in the Midlands and North at the country, as well as in the south, 
but not in large encuBP J'l.UDbers to make them a serious pest. 
• 
DDT J¥)t now advised (1t;l0) 
.Azalea leaf miner is nonnally onJJr a pest on imported 
plants in glasshwses. 
Both can be controlled by hani-picking infected leaves or 
by spraying the sluubs with the appropriate chemical. 
C\.LEOPTERWS P]s1B OF RHODCDENDRONS 
;,jeveral species of beetles and. weevils attack the leaves 
and. flowers of rhododendrons in Great Britain and cwse characteristic 
dl:lDB.ge. SIDe of these insects am their damage are described below. 
D.dl{~ 
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Damage, such as that shown in Plate 17 can be seen to scme 
extent on almost all rhododendron plants grown Qltdoors (as well as on 
mal'\Y other decorative garden plants and weeds, Schofield (1962) and on 
fruit trees ani bushes, 14assoe (1945). The eaten portions are irre&l-
lar, begilUling at the margin of the leaf. Old damage is au.rrouM.ed 
by dead, brown patches. 
Wilson (1939) stated that in the sooth of England, this 
danage was cwsed by the vine weevil, Otiorh.yncbls sulcatus F., but in 
my experience in north Staffords,lsire and. DlEU\V other counties, tar 
gt"eater IJ..Unbers of the clq-coloo.red weevil, o. singW.aris L., can be 
fQlnd on the bushes ani the damage done by both species is similar. 
Sctnetimes they are fwnd feeding together on the same bush, but aln.ys 
I have toond JII8J\Y more of the latter than the former. Both feed more 
on the smooth-leaved varieties of rhododendron, and aleo on deciduQl8 
azaleas, than on the rhododendrons having a thick pub •• canoe on the 
under surface of the lea!. O. sinMJ,.1lar1s attaoks R. pontio.ma more 
caDlllonly than other kinds of rhododemran. I have noticed that bushes 
adjacent to Yew, Tams baccata, seem espea1.all.y prone to attadc by 
O. singllaiis, but I could not find the inseot in the soil iDaediately 
Plate 17. 
Damage to rhododendron leaves x Z by: 
(n). Otiorhynchu5 sulcatus. 
(b). Otiorhynchus singularis. 

Plate 18. 
o. Singularis . O. sulcatus . 
Strophosomus melanogrammus . Serica brunnea . 
Damage to Rhododendron leaves by coleopterous pests . 

around. the Yew trees. 
The clBJ"-coloured weevil, as recorded by Vfilson, will eat 
into the petioles of the rhododemron ani cause the leaves to wilt ani 
die, but SO also will the vine weevil. The holes in the centre of 
the leaves mentioned by Wilson (1925) are most probably due to cater-
pillars or to the beetle Serica brunnea(L~ mentioned below, and not to 
O. siryplaris. After observing the above weevils for mazw years, I 
have not seen them causing holes aJlfa:y from the margin of the leaf 
(except on rare occasions when the leaf was folded back on itself, or 
was stuck to the edge of another leaf). 
Another weevil, sanetimes known as the lilt leaf weevil, 
StrophosQlIls melanOEamIJIls(Forst.), eats re91lar, smaller holes along 
the leaf margins, not penetrating far in towards the midrib. I have 
not seen StrophOSQlllS eating the epid.emis in the centre of 1he ieaf as 
described by Fox-Nilson (1925, 1933); this damage is nomal13 cmsed 
by Tortrix ani scme other caterpillars. 
Al.t#OUgh most o£ the holes in the rhododendron leaves aweur 
frQD the margins are caused by moth caterpillars (eapecialJ.3r in oak 
woods and on the thick, ha.ir,y' rhododendron leaves), I have observed 
the sa.n:\Y-colC1lred, adult cbater beetle Serica b:runnea(L~ eating l1li&11, 
rouDi, fairly regllar holes in the leaves, on bushes atter dark in July. 
They also cSllSed this type at dElage when kBpt in the laboratClE';Y. 
and I have never tC1lDd more 
than six in a summer at \fi1lcughbridge. They have not been recorded 
on rhododendron before. 
The damage caused by the last frur named coleopterous 
pests can be seen in Plate 18. 
Damage caused by a larger chafer beetle, the cockchafer or 
May bug, 1ielolontha melolontha(Lt is perhaps even more dramatic to see. 
The beetle devrurs irregular pieces of the rhododendron and. even wbole 
flowers, Schofield (1964), amd jagged indentations can be seen along 
the bitten edges with heavy excrement fruling the leaves and flowers 
(Plate 19) • 
The brilliantly colrured weevil Phyllobius pc;maQ8US cqll. 
has sQ'uetimes been seen on rhododendron leaves, but, as described later 
in an accwnt of a small laboratory eJq:>eriment, does not appear to 
damage them, preferring to eat stinging nettles (.Jhg. 9). 
Most of the danage described above is calsed at night, and 
the insects concerned are not often seen by the gardener or hortiOll turiJlt 
unless he searches his bushes by torchlight atter dark, ar examines the 
soil and litter Broond the plants during the day. SQIletimes the oock-
chafer and the small chafer rest on the branches during the day, but 
the weevils hide in the soU. 
Larvae of sOlDe coleoptercus insects, including the wirewcrm 
Agriotes Obscurus{L~ and the coolcchafer 14. melolontba. and of the weevils 
otiorh.yncms singularis and o. sulcatus, were also faun in the soU 
around rhododendron bushes, but I saw nothing to suggest that they were 
directly hanDing the plants, al tbCllgh it is known that these larvae will 
feed on plant roots. 
DE3CRIPTI ON J LIFE HISTORIES AND CONTRCL OF SCKE CaJOOPTERWS Pl!STS 
1 • rruE aLM -COLCURED ·NEEVIL. orIORfIYNCHUS SINGULARIS (L ~ 
Aa this was by far the canmonest pest fcund. in Staffordshire, 
a full description and Jll.8.lV e~eriments def!ling wi th this insect will 
be found. in Part II. 
The weevil is abcut 7 mm. long, light brown, with hairs 
and. golden scales on the fused elytra. Of"ten soil adheres to the back. 
of the weevil, camcuflaging it still :f\1rther. 
Both J. sinwlaris and O. sulcatus (described under 2) have 
long rostra in front of their heads, with elbowed or geni01late antennae 
arising fran scrobes; also a typically toothed fellllr on the fore legs. 
Both are flightless and parthenogenetic, no males of the ~cies ever 
havin~ been fcund in Bri tain. The weevils lay white eggs which darken 
and develop into til\Y, white, legless larvae and after six instars 
change into white, soft-bodied pupae. All these stages are in the 
soil. The adult weevils emerge from the soil abCllt )iq, feed on the 
leaves of plants untU September or October, eating only after dark. 
The vine weevil ccmes wt of hiding in the soil at dusk, &lightly 
earlier than the alq-colwred weevil which appears to prefer more 
intense da.rkness, or m8jybe a lONer tempera1ure (see factorial. e~eriment, 
Part II). 
2. 1HE VINE irmNIL J OTI ORBYNCHUS SULCATUS (r j 
Fuller morphological details of the adult are given in 
Part II. The weevil is black, about 1 em. long (Pl.JO ). The 
whi tish hairs on the fused ely"tra and thorax are fine and short. 
This weevil is a pest on many plants, and woo damage is 
done to the roots of pot plants in glasshouses by the larvae i'~hich 
reach 1 an. in length (M.,A.,A.F. leaflet No. 57). Several of these 
larvae oculd no doubt do oonsiderable damage to the roots of small 
rhodod.err:lrons in mrseries or in pots, but the rumbers of vine weevils 
in the Midlands is so low that it is not liable to prove more than an 
occasional ruisance in this part of Bri tun. In the south of England. 
where the tempera1ure is on the whole higher, the vine weevil mq be 
more camnon (even more oommon than the clay-ooloured weevil, thrugh I 
have never witnessed this), and could then become a major pest in rhodo-
deniron am azalea mrseries. 
HISTORY AND CONTRCL 
lw far back as seventy years a.go in Bn tain, lIuller (1894) 
showed leaves of R. ponti cum am. Gaul theria. sballon which bad been eaten 
down to the midrib by this weevil. 
By 1912 lItacDougall wrote a£ O. suloatu.s being a. pest of pot 
plants in Scotland, and during the following ten years there are inwmer-
able references to this weevil, e. g. on rhododendron aDd yew in Holland, 
on strawberries in Oregon (Lovett 1913) am in France (Veroier 1913). 
It is recorded)in the Rev. of Applied EntcaolO8Y')f'rom U.S.A., Britain, 
Canada, France, Italy, Ireland, Gel"Jna11Y, Sweden, U.S.S.R. during the 
years 1913 - 1916. Also during these years, horticulturists were 
searching for a control, and these included soaking the pots of soil 
in water to drown the larvae; CS2 injected into the grwnd in auUtmn; 
stioky bands on trees to prevent the fliejltless weevil fran walking up; 
bi tter aloes in a copper spr8i}Ti tufts of wood wool between the plants 
far the weevils to hide in during the d8¥ (I have tried this method in 
Staffordshire wi ihc:ut success), and a spra.Y of 1 oz. Paris green with 
2 lb. lime in 19 gallons of water. 
Due to being a pest of vines in France, o. sulcatus has 
been much studied. Feytsud (1914) wrpte on the life cycle ani danage 
caused and in 1916 a syndioate was farmed at Ile d' Oloron to coUect 
by hand 1,400,000 weevils before oviposition in the vineyards. 
(Feytaud 1916, 1917, 1918). This brUliant idea for biological con-
trol using humans was suocessful at first, but by 1925 Fe,tmd was 
wri ting of "Le trai tment arsenioal contre les otiorbync:pes" becalse 
the pest was on the increase and chemioal methods 1I8re being sought. 
The bani-picking had been e:xpensive and the Q1tbreaks scattered and 
di:f:ficu1 t to reach. 
In 1920, Frank wggested control of O. sulcatus by placing 
saucers 5' apart oontaining two-thirds oz. 082 umer a canvas painted 
wi th linseed oil, whi. ch also covered the affected strawberry plants, and 
Thiem (1922) wrote on the biology and control of o. sulcatus. Sm:i th 
(E.L.) (1927) reported f'ran California that the weevil was eradicated 
fran greenhwses by means of shallow trwgp.s of crude oil. Anderson 
(1929) controlled the pest in Primula hwses by hand sorting of the 
soil for larvae, then applying crude flake naphthalene to the soil. 
Mote and Wilcox (1927) de.cribe in great detail the preparation of 
arsenical baits based on grwnd apple. Besides using arsenic, Smith 
IF.F.), (1927, 1930, 1932) suggests that weeds near greenhouses be kept 
down, as O. sulcatus feeds on these also. 
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In 1928, Tempel wrote of O. sulcatus as a pest of Azaleas 
in Gennany and suggested that the insect was introduced into the pots 
thra.l~ the peat which shwld first be stared outside. Around. 19.30, 
the biology of the weevil was further studied (Hodson ani Beaumont 1931, 
Thiem 1932), and other controls of sodium fiuosilicate (Smith, L.M., 
1930) and naphthalene in carbon bisulphide (Krauss 1931) were tried. 
The first report of an Otiorhynchus ap. infesting dwelling 
hCllBeS was in 1934 fran ConnectiO.1t, and. I have noticed O. suloatus 
often indoors in private houses in SllDIner and. autumn, apparently hum-
less. 
It is interesting that in 1935 Zillig wrote that o. sulcatus 
was now only a rare peat on vines in GermarJiY, due to the use of arsenical 
inseoticides. 
By the 1940' s, vine wevil was being mentioned JDOstJ..y as 
a pest of ornamentals and soft fruits such as strawberries am. rasp-
berries (Scott 1942, Schread 1951). controls now included Parathion, 
BHC and Chlcrdane for killing the larvae in the aoil. HanUton (1953) 
mentions Heptaohor and Aldrin also. 
The M. A.Ii'.F. Advis. Leaflet 57 advises control by Aldrin, 
DDT, BHC and Malathion. Unless a large epidemic i8 imminent, I wwld 
advise hand picking of larvae from soil and of' adults fran plants at 
night. 
Natural enemies include Carabid, Stap!vlinid beetles and 
Cereeris wasps (Feytaud 1914), pwltry, toads, shrews and hedgehogs 
(Feyt811d 1918), starlings (Kalmbach and Gabrielson 1921) and field-
fares (Meidel11937). 
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3. mE cWtClUFBR BDTLE, KBLCLom'HA MBLCLcm!IA (L.) 
lilch baa been written abQ.1t this large chat/erbeetle (Kevan 
1962; :M.A.F.F. leatlet 235; Lebe_weine 19'9; Jonea and. Jone. 19~), and 
it is mentioned in most books on garden peats (Schofield 1961.), probably 
because it i8 a larae, showy insect and spaaaoiical.l3 appear. in 1IW8l1U. 
The a&1lt is abcut 24 l1li. long with large .triated, brown 
elytra over powerfUl tlyiDg wiDgI" The antermae are clist:i.Dcti",e, beiDg 
lamellate aD! red.d.ish brown. 
The eSis are laid in the so11, abQ.1t 8 1ncbas deep and. in 
batches ot 15 Ql" more, during early .'.er. The7 hatch after abQ.1t 
3 - 6 .eka aDd. the tleaq" white lan .. take three years to De tully 
grown in Great .m. taiDe The l1f'e ~cle ...., be shortened in warmer ol.1IIate. 
(Imma 1957). The luva can reach 6 aD. but is DOlDally bent into a 
C-shape (Pig. 7). 
When mature, the lanae burrow,. down to arcam4 2 t .. t (60 CD.) 
in the aoil and Plpate in an earthen oell. 
A1.thQ.1gb the p'pa chanaea into an adult by late 1U'tuIm, it 
remains in the cell in diapalH until apriDg. 
The adlll t emergea in Mq tOllr yean attar the egg 18 1&14. 
Mating takes place betwen the maJ.e. aDd t..al.e. 1Ihil.t at re.t on the 
bushe., am e&aa are la1d abOllt three .eka atter ___ aeDOe. 
Two taale, aabllt Cooltchattar Beetlea wre tealllll, ODe OIl 
Mq ,1.t aDd the other OIl.Tune 8th, 1962, both on tloww. of Z'hocloieDl1l'ODa 
variev "PiDk Pearl' during the d.qt1me, in the garien at IUlGl1gb'briclp. 
Flate 19. 
Damage to rhododendron leaves ani flowers 
by :M. melolontha. 
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I • 
Larva of Cockchafer Beetle. 
Fig 7. 
1 ,lot. 
Adult Cockchafer Beetle. 
Fig 8. 
1'hey were picked ott by band and kept in a cage in the laborator.r 
with rhododendron shoots and flowers untU July 17th aD! 24th, when 
they died withwt producing eggs. 
One beetle, which waa very slightly larger than the other, ate 
the petals and anthers of the flowers, bl t not the stipa, down to 
the ovary. This one did not eat the leaves. The secoDl beetle ate 
the 1_1 nM of the new l._.s down to the petioles, and ate the edges 
of old leaves but was not observed eating the tlowra. 
In both cases there was DIlch fcW.iDg of the fi .... s am le&Yea 
by the be..". excrement. Both beetles ate voraciQ.lsly both by 4q 
and night, and in the morning were often buried in the soil or on the 
soil lUrface. 
C~(L 
(a> 
(b) 
(c) 
HaDi-pick adul ta trca bushea 
DDT or BHC in aoU to ld.ll gxubs 
DDT aprq to blshes, applied. cpioltb". DDt ahQ.lld not DOW 
be uaed (1970) unlesa absolutely neoessar.Y. 
The cockchaf'ter beetle bas maIV' D&1ural enemies iDolucliDg 
rooke, starlings, tluuahea, gLllla, owls, Digbtjara and bate. 
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4. STRCPH03QWS MELANOGRJI)OW@ (FORST.) 
Known SCDetimes as the mt leaf weevil, this anal.l brown beetle 
is shown in Plate 20. It is 0 • .5 CD. long with a short, blunt rost1\Ull 
and protruding eyes. It eats the leaves after dark and the iDDature 
stages are fwnd in the soil. StriDger in 19.59 wrote that he fCUM 
three species of StrophosQII1s attaoking rhodode!l4rons in Meet, 
namely S. melanogr8lllll1s, S. capitatus, and S. IUS (the latter in aaaller 
rumbers). The ones I tc:und at Nillougbbridge, Keele and at CO<Dbes 
Valley, Derbyshire _re all apparently S. melanogr8lllJl1s (~ s. 00171i 
Fab.) and all were noticed in Algust. 
More CQIIIIlon hosts for this _evil are oak, hazel and birch. 
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It was first mentioned in "The Garden" in 1888 as attacking rhododendron 
leaves in SUnningdale. 
TIPE OF DAMAGE 
This oonsists of _all, re&1lar bites along leaf' edge, not 
skeletonizing leaves as described by Fo:x;.W'ilson (1949). The damap 
is not eaaily confUsed with that 08l1sed by other _evils, beOa1se the 
holes are _aller and ulUally only in abcu t 2 ... trca the cal ter edge 
of leaf' (see Plate 21). 
CQNTR(£ 
J.ccording to Stringer, oontrol :i.e obtaiua. by ODe application 
of 2.5 per cent miao:i..le DDT at 2 pinta per 100 ,alloua. 
PlA.te 20. 
Strophosomus melanogrammus 
a. Damage to R. mucronatum 
leaves. (Small-leaved species). x 2. 
b. Adult ItJecvil. • 8 

Plate 21. 
Damage to rhododendron leaves 
by p. melanogrammus x i. 
This shows ~pical damage to 
rhododendrons in general. 
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.5. SERICA BImmEA (L) 
The saniy-colwred, cha.fer beetle is 1 an. long and 0., 
an. broad. The elytra are broad ani strai~t, almost caupletely 
covering the abdomen (Plate 22 ). 
The flyi11f; wings are strong. It has large, roun:1, dark 
eyes, protruding slightly at each side of the head.. The antennae 
are lamellate with three club se8}llents. 
The M. A.I..F. Advisory Leaflet No. 235 states: 
"The Brown Chafer (S. bru:nnea), thcugh mare widespread 
than the ffelsh Chafer, is common only in a few localities, well-wooded 
with deciduous trees, the grubs being trcublesane on adjacent grass ani 
arable land. 
CWTR~ 
The grub stages last abCllt two years". 
This was not a common pest on rhododendrons and OQlld be 
controlled, if necessary, by hand-picking or shak:ing the bushes. 
MaI\Y birds eat the obafer grubs. 
lJlnte 22. 
Serica brunnea and the damage on 
rhododendron leaf. 

6. PHYLLOBIUS PQ.£ACIDS GlLL. 
'.. -
This weevil was found eating the leaves of nettles, which 
were growing through the roododendron bushes, both by d8¥ and night. 
It was active in sun, shade or dark, but not apparently in windy 
weather. 
Mal\Y were pairing, the male being s:naJ.ler and. greener, the 
famal e more golden-green. 
Sane were seen on the leaves of rhododendron and, to dis-
cover whether rhododendron was a host plant, the following test was 
carried rutin the laboratory 1n June, 1962. 
Jar 1: iVeevlls + nettle shoots alone 
Jar 2: Weevils + nettle and mododendron 
Jar,}: WeevUs + rhododendron alone 
Resul ts showed that in Jars 1 and 2 the nettles were 
eaten, but not the rhododendron in Jar 2. In Jar ,} the weevils ate 
the new rhododeoiron leaves, making small holes (FiG.9 ) 
The conclusion reached was that, al t.."'1rugh P. PClDaCeUS 
(~n. P. art10ae and P. alnet1) wwld eat rhododerxlron leaf if no 
nettles were available, they are not endemic on these plants. 
Nettle leaves dcunoeed br .eevi I 
Phyl10bius pomace;'s. Rhodo4endren 
leaf unbitten. x %. 
Fig.9 
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PRESENT STA'lUS OF COLE<PTEROO'S ~TS CN lHODODENDROm IN GREAT BRITAIN 
-_ .._" 
None of the pests in Coleoptera, just mentioned, is in such 
great n.unbers or causes so woo damage that fully-grown rhododendron 
bushes would be killed, but some of them can carse disfigurement and 
even prove lethal to small nursery plants. 
Holes in the leaves caused by the two utiorhynchus ~eoies 
can be particularly unsightly 011 yoong plants, O. siESUlaris being very 
active in the midlands ani north of England andifales. o. Sllcatus 
lB.IVae might also damage the roots of newly rooted ou ttings and mrsery 
stock. 
The Cockchafer beetle attacks spasmodically and. in SQDe 
years woo damage can resul t to both flowers and. leaves. 
StrOphosQlJ.1s melanogl"8DIIIl:s can also cause DIloh unsightly 
damage to the margins of leaves and render yoong plants unsa.1.eable. 
Serica bzunnea is only an occasional pest and the ..-vil 
Phyllobius pomaceus can be disregarded. 
HYMENIJPTERWS ::E'E:3TS OF RHODODE!IDROm 
1. LEAF-CUTTER BEG:) 
llegachile species (leaf-cutter bees) sanetimes attract 
attention by cutting circular or seJDi-ciro.llar areas frQU leaves, 
including those of rhododendrons (Pl •.. 23 ). There are nine species 
of lIiegachile fwnd. in Great Britain. The pieces of leaves are used 
in forming a thimblelike brood-cell far larval bees in broken ends of 
branches, old. stems of plants, or in holes in the grwnd. Most of 
the leaf-cutter bees are aboot 1.3 an. long, similar to a honey bee, 
black ani yellow, but with a broader head (Imms 1947). 
Nests and all infested shoots can be destroyed. The 
damage is usuall\y slight, and not seriws enough to oause permanent 
injury to the rhododendron plant. 
2. SAllrLY 00 RHW<DENDRONS 
Two larvae of an unidentified sawfl..y wre t'ClU.Dd on leaves 
of R. pontiClUD at Willoughbridge (P:L .23). In the laboratar,y, they 
ate along the margin of the leaf. 
Sawt'l\r has not been reported as a pest of rhododendrons 
in Great Britain, but sane species have been reported trcm China, 
Japan ani the U.S.A. 
, .. 
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a . 
Plate 23. 
Leaf-cutter bee dama~ 
leaf. 
on rhododendron 
1 
b . Sawfly larva found on rhododendron 
leaf outdoor~. x 10 . 
NFllATODE3 AS PESTS OF RHODOOENDRONS 
At the time when Fox-1{ilson was oClLlpiling his list or animals 
attacld.ng the rhododendron plant (1937), no nematodes were known to be 
pests. Since then several have been discovered in the soil a.rcund the 
plant roots, SQOO feeding on the roots of azaleas and rhododemrons. 
Qitylenchu~. (Pirone, D. and R. 1960) 
:Meloidogyne inoogni ta (lhlnt 1957) 
RotylencBls robustus 
Tricbodorus christiei 
~lenchor~s ol!{toni 
(Tarjan 1953) 
(Rohde and .renkins 1957) 
(Sher. 19.58) 
lYlenchus ap. (Pirone, D. and. R. 1960) 
Xiphenima amerioamm (Christie 1952) 
They are thcught to oause stunt, general. decline, ablorosis 
ani die back (U.S.A. Ag. Ext. Bull. 1950). AlthQUgh during this stud.Y 
I examined the soil around I sick I rhododendron plants, no appreciable 
wmbers of eelwonns were seen. The few fcuni at W'illoughbridge ware 
species of Xiphenima and Di tylenohus ani I cannot be aure that th~ 
were parasi tio on the plants. 
FUrther studies into eelwo:tms u pests of mododendrona in 
Great Bri tun will have to be made. 
In the U.S.A. the recctDJDended oontrol is dibrcmochloro-
propane in water, 2 teaspoansful for 100 s<!-1are feet, sprawed on to 
the soil in autumn or spring .trl.lst the temperature is above 650 F. 
SWG Dj)lAGI 
In 1970 I received a report f'ran a Mr. Jackson ot 
Tatton Park, Cheshire, of severe damage to rhododendron plants 
by slugs (species unkDown). The buahes were 4- - 5 teet tall aDd 
the sUver,y, s~ trails oould be seen all the WIq up the st ... 
Damage to leaves ani flowers was typioal of sl\.lpa iD:lentatiCllla 
in the leaf'margin, aQlle holes and a sonping a~ of' the lcrnr 
epidermis in places. 
The gardener .... nt Cl1 tatter dark with a torch and 
tcuDi the slugs on both the leave. aDd tlowers. 
Bhododendron ohaet'll&l lwa was the specie. aoat blldl.7 
attacked and was in a bed aurrcuDd.ed by be4d1ng plauts, all Gt which 
were badl,y eaten by slugs. 
The aluBlS were controlled by soattering Draza pellet. 
containing meth1ocarb, which is a most efficient oarb--.te Ilollu ... 
cicide. This is the only report at slug claage to rhodod.emrona, 
bu t the scraping of' the epiclenais could aCCQ1nt tor the lIia1lar 
"weevil- clImage aeen by Fox 'iUaon. It is quite likely that slup 
also were present, as well as nevils. 
KEY TO DAMAGE BY P]STS ON OOTDOOR RHCDODENDRClm IN GREAT BRITAIN 
1. Holes in lamina or leaf obvicusly bitten, 
sometimes petiole eaten •••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••• 2 
No holes in lamina but leaf disfi~red •••.•.••••.••••.•.•••. 6 
2. HQle or holes in leaf margin re911ar, semicircular 
4-. 
about 1 om. in diameter (as Fig. a) ••.•..•.••••• Leaf CUtting Bee, 
llegachile sp. 
Holes in margin fairly regular, snall l,.aB Fig. b) Nut leaf weevil, 
StrophOSQlJ.lS molanoE8IIIJI1s. 
Holes and damage to leaf irre~ar ••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
Severe damage to margins, j a.gged denta tiona visible 
(as Fig. c) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CoCkChafer 
Melolontha melolontha 
Irregular damage with fairly smooth edges ••••••••••••••••••. 4-
Irregular damage, often severe especially on glaucous 
leaf. Sometimes leaves tied together (Fig. d) •••• Caterpillars 
Damage less severe (as Fig •• ) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Irregular damage wi th small holes in lamina. 
(as Fig. f) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. Serica brunne& 
5. Atter dark in s.uumer, anall brown weevil fcum em 
leaves, about 6 - 8 mm. long............... Clq-colCl.lred weevil, 
OtioffiYnchus al.DgUlaria 
After dark in SWJJDer, larger black weevil fQUld 
abcut 1.3 an. long •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Vine _evil, 
otiorb.yncb1a allcatus 
6. Leaf covered in black mould on upper lI1rf'ace •••••••••••••••• 7 
No blaCk mDUl~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
7. Small, OY'al, flat larvae on underside of leaf' ~ ), (Pl •. ,>. 
often small, white-winged insects on plant ••••••••••••••••• 8 
Not as al>OV"e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
8. On large-leaved rhododendron, probably 
Rhododendron Whitefly ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Dialeurod.es chi ttendeni 
On am.all-leaved rhododendron or azalea, 
probably Azalea "1M teny •••••••••••••••••••••• Aleurodes azaleae 
9. Brown "sqlffiness" on underside of leaf, 
yellO'ov spickling on tc!pside •••••.••••••.•••••• RhododeDiron bug, 
Stephani tis rhodod.endri 
Not as abov-e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••• 10 
10. Leaf green but with few yellow dots. Bud blast 
disease (Plate 8) often present. Long oval 
eggs on buds, insects on plants •••••••• Rhododen:iron Leaf Hopper, 
GraphOC!Phala cocainea 
Sane spickling, sane honeydew, greenfl\Ypresent ••••• APllis !PR. 
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c 
b 
Fig.tO 
Pest damage Oft rhododendron I.a •••. 
a. 
Unidentified damage to leaves. 
b. 

when thes~ leaves are at a certain stage of developoent. Further 
investigation is being carried out. 
(b) .Ai thwgh I never saw aDiY insect on these leaves when the 
small, crescent-shaped holes were made, it is most likely that this 
damage is calsed by a biting insect pest, possibly a beetle or a 
caterpillar. 
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Plate 25 . 
Natural Protection of the rhododendron bud . 
This plate shows insects adhering to the outer , 
very sticky scales of the unfolding rhododendron 
leaf bud . The stickiness affords protection to 
the inner, unfolding leaves . 
PESTS OF RHODOOENDR(M) FOOND IN THE U.S.A. 
AND OTHER CClJNTRIES 
1'able vi. 
The following are not considered to be pests in Great 
Bri tain, bu t are ccmmonly f' wni on rhodod.erdrons in the U. S. A. or in 
the cwntr,y mentioned. Their description ani control can be found 
in most agrirul tural. or hortia.ll tural. bulletins in the U.S.A., and 
ref'erences to SQne of' these are made. 
::~=a:::::. ::~ 1 
Brevipalpus inornatus Banks ) 
.Aculus rhododendronis Keiter 
Tarsoneuus palidus Banks 
Thrips tabaoi Lind. ~ 
HeJ.iothrips haemorrhoidalis Bch. ) 
Reference 
Davis and Libby (1961) 
Pirone, D. and. R. (1 960) 
Keifer (1959) 
Pirone, D. and R. (1960) 
Morishi t~ am. Jefferson (1957) 
in U.S.A. 
Fcund on seedlings of R. ponti cum and greenhouse azaleas, 
R. indi"-1D1 (Pirone, D. &: R. 1960). Controlled by apr¢ng with 
malathion, liniane or DDT a.t regular interYals. 
H. haemorrhoidalis also found in S. Alstralia (Steele 19'5), 
on rhododendrons in greenbQl&es. 
Heteroptera 
stephani tis pyroides. Scot Azalea Lace Bug 
Hanoptora 
pseudococous cuspidatae Rau Taxus Mealybug 
Pseudococcus mari tinus Ehrh. Mealybug 
pseudaonidia paeoniae Ckll. PeOlV scale 
Eriococcus azaleella Canst. Azalea Bark Scale 
( syn. E. azalea) 
AsPidiotus pseudospinosus Vallot. Rhod. scale 
A. hederae Vall.ot. 
14asona,phis' rhododendr:i 
Macrosi;phum rhOdod.eniri i1ilson 
14agicicada septendecim L. 
iUtettix disciguttus Wlk. 
LEPIDC2rERA 
Oleanier scale 
"17-year locust", 
.An interesting 
insect. 
Formosan 
Sesia rhododeIKlri. Beu t. RhOd. Borer or 
Clearwing 
(Larva burrows inside branches. Ccmnon pest., in 
U.S.A.) 
Gracillaria azaleella Brants. .Az. Leaf liiner 
(cemmon in U.S.A., Japan, Hollam, Belg1.um 
New Zealand; less camnon in Gil'eat Britain~ 
R;eference 
Kerr (1959) 
Rau, J. (1937) 
Kerr (1959) 
Pirone, D. & R. (1960) 
Vleigel and Baumhofer 
(1948) 
Pegazzano (1953) 
Sohread (1954-) 
Kerr (1959) 
Dozier (1937) 
Davis am Libby (1961) 
Davis and. Libby (1961) 
Pirone, D. 8: R. (1960) 
Westcott' ( 1946) 
Cary and Knight (1937) 
IIIID8 (1951) 
Turnipseed ( 1964) • 
Tak:~, R. (1936) 
Weigel and B&Ullhofer 
(1948) 
White (193,) 
Kerr (1959) 
Schread (1961) 
Hodson (1927) 
Kerr (1959) 
Helson (1953) 
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LEl?IDCPTERA (contimed) 
Pododsesia syringae Harr. 
Eucordylea. hunt ell a 
Lilac Borer Schread (1954). 
~~~, • ani Baumhoter 
Kei~er, H.H. (1936) 
COLECPrERA 
Oberea syops Hald. Azalea Stem Borer 
Pa,pillia j!ponioa Newm. Japanese Beetle SChread (1953) 
Autoserica castanea Arrow. Asiatic Garden Beetle 
(Ver,y similar to Serica brunnea) 
Corthylus punctatissimls Linn. Pitted awrosia Beetle 
or Zimm 
Pantomorus godmani Crotch. Fuller's Rose Beetle 
Rhabdopterus picipes Olivo Cranberry Rootwonn 
Descriptions, life histories and controls of the above 
beetles, all common in the U.S.A., can be seen in Pirone, Dodge and 
Rickett (1960), in the U.S. Department of Agric. Misc. PUb. 626 (194.8) 
by Weigel. and. Baumhofer, and in most JGaerican books which refer to 
pests of ornamental shrubs. Fe! t (1924) describes the Pitted AmbrOsia 
Beetle. 
Boloschesis s,pilota. FQ1nd in Japan 
( syn. Arthrocblauws spilota.) 
Cblamisus laticollis Gramlated Leaf 
Beetle in Japan 
DlPT.ERA 
Giardoyia mododendri Felt. Rhod. Gall Midge 
(controlled in U .S.,A. by lim&ne or malathion) 
Kumasawa (1939) 
0!l0, K. (1937) 
Qmo (1962) 
Felt, I.P. (1939) 
:pirone, D. & R. 
(1960) 
Vespa crabro gennana Christ. Giant Hornet 
.Arge similis Voll. Saw£'ly in Japan 
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Davis ani Libby (1961) 
Pirone, D. &: R. and 
others (1960) 
Ii, N. (1934( a & b), 
(in J ap8J1lltse) 
PART II 
OTIORHYNCHUS SINGULARIS (L) 
.. 
a. NillilE &ID CLASSIFICATICN 
This insect belongs to the order Coleq,tera and family 
CurOllionidae, the weevils, the largest family in the anima1. ldngdan. 
Sharp, in 1895, estimated 200,000 species of CurOllion:i.dae and now 
almost 70,000 species are described (Imlns 1948). There is IlDW' a sub-
family, Otiorrhynahinae. 
Previcusly, until abQlt 1800, most weevils were put in 
the one gems CurOllio. The French entQllologist Pierre AlKire Latreille 
established the gems Bracl\yrhims into which the Cl8l}"-coloured weevil 
was placed, having been dlescribed first by Linne.eus in 1767 as sinaUaria, 
am then named picipes by Fabrioius in 1n6. 
In 1824, Germar, apparently in ignorance or Latreille's 
previous work, named the gems Otiorhynclms in which he placed 1IiDal-
laris and picipes and other species Ythich were alread.Y referred to the 
gems Brach.yrhims. 
Since that time OtiC?liwnchus am Bracl?yrhims have been 
used synol'\Ylllcusly, al thQUgh BracqyrhiD1s has priority over the later 
name. In spite of this, however, in ».!rope the earlier name has 
never becQll8 accepted and Oti0rrh.y'ncl'!J.s with one or two Mr' aft ia gener-
ally used. In the U.S.A. both generic names are used, Bra.cbyrhima 
(wi th one "rtl) often being preferred. (Kerr 1959, Weigel and Baumhofer 
1948) . The original. '9I8(f of' spelling both Otiorh,yngbla and Brach.yrhil'Jl8 
was with one "r", so perhaps this ahculd be adhered. to, despite modern 
practice in :&1rope. 
IG.oet and rIincks (1945) give the generic DaneS tws: 
Otiorrhynchus (Gennar 1824) + 
Brach;y"rrhiI1ls (Latreille 1802) 
+ meaning name invalid a:al/ or research needed. 
Dr. Zinmerman (1961) has applied far the suppression at 
Brach;yrhiI1ls in favour of the later nane Otiorhynclu1s. MOst Otio-
rhynchus species are :&1ropean, and this is the name used in liUropej 
the .americans have only a few introduced species. This application 
is at present sub judice by the International. Canmission on Zoological 
Nanenclature. 
Thrwghw t the thesis, Otiorhyncin1s has been used to keep 
in line with CQDmon :Ellropean practice. The name CQDes :t'ran the Greek 
otion (ear), and. rhynchus (snCllt), and reters to the shape of the 
serobes at the front of the rostrum. 
The following syno~ are referred to by Haf'tman (1950). 
Otiorrhynchus (DoIj1!JleIUS) sinSllaris L. 
Syst. Nat., 1767, ed. XII, Add., p. 1066. 
- ? picipes FAB., (1) Mant. 17n, p.229. 
- gral'lllatus HERBST, Arch. Ins. - Gesch, 1784-85, p. 84.. 
- nota1:usBaIDSD., Hist. nat. Cure. Suec., n, 1785, p. 39, 
fig. ,34.. 
- vastator l4ABSH., into Brit., I, 1802, p.300. 
- notaills STEPH., III Brit. Ent. Maniib., rv, 1831, p. 114. 
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- Mar~ardti FALD., 1836 Bull. Pet., I, p. 179. 
corniOllatus REITT, Vern. nat. Ver. Brunn, LIl, 1913, P. 16. 
- Cat. SAINT-CLAIRE-DEVlLLE, p. 188. 
Kloet and Hincks give.Q. or B. picipes as a synoJV!D, but 
the names Otiorrh,ynchus sinQllaris L., Bracbyrrhil'l1S singu!aris L., or 
OtiorhynchuS sinag,ar1s L., BracbiYrhims sins4aris L. are now those 
that are generally accepted. 
According to Hoffman (1933), there is a Sub-gems of 
Otior~s bamed Dogmezus Seidl., all species of which, inoluding 
si11Q11aris, are covered with sc;paanles or 11 ttle rcnnd.ed scales. 
Species are very similar in this group. 
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FIg II. 
LIFE HISTORY IF O. SINGUL.ARIS 
Whilst observing O. sinaUaris in the laboratory it soon 
became apparent that there was not a straightforward annual generation, 
but that development of larvae depended upon tell!Perature and that the 
adults could live longer than one year, l¢ng a second. batch of eggs 
during that SWIIDer also. 
Fran my own observations I wculd agree with fillis (1964.) 
about the timing of the different stages which I have tabulated belo1r. 
!i&!. are laid from ~ until early October. DependiDg on 
temperature, these hatch wi thin 30 - 40 dqs. 
Larvae hatch fran eggs from June onwards, SQDe ocapletiDa their 
development and pupating the sane SJJIIDer, others remaining as larvae ill 
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the soil over winter, abwt one foot deep, and pupatiDg the 1'ollowing apriDg. 
:EUpae are fwnd from early July until August, after 1Ih1ah the 
adul t wevil develops and remains wi thin the pupal chllllber until the 
following spring. This soft-bodied, adult wevil bean ~o1cb.lClU.. I,,"'ible •• 
Adults SDerge t'ram soU in spring, lfpril omrazocla, and 1. eggs 
that &IWIIJler. .All are parthenogenetic. :Moat over winter as adult. 
in soil and again la.v eggs the following SWIIIIer • 
.Al though I found it iDqloss1ble in laborator,y ooDlli tiODa to 
follOW' a complete life cycle through trca egg to aeoom year a4ul t, 
I have found all stages in the soil at the time. 1Ibich wwlcl IIlbatuti.ate 
Willis's theory. It is 41i te obvious that O. singularis does not 
have a twelve-mOlO.thly cycle. Eggs laid in early September, year 1 J 
:for instance, wnlld not beccme :fully :fed larvae am. pupa.te until summer, 
year 2; then, after OVerwintering in the pupal chamber, the adults 
emerge to l8¥ their eggs in, say, Mq, year 3. Eggs laid in llavr 
cmld develop more quickly thro.l~ the larval stage, pupa.te and 
beo<lDe adult in year 1, but these adults wwld not emerge fran the 
pupal chamber ani lay eggs until spring, yeaJ.' 2. 
This difference in the length or developnent ~ account 
:for the great variation in siae of adults wi thin this species. 
TABLE vii 
LIFE CYCLE OF etrIORHYNCHUS SINGULAlUS 
Month: 
I 
-I y ! 
\ S I e J F M A 1{ J A 0 N D f; J i 
! I 
1 . E .eI ls )!; E l!:ggs late May-October l ..:. 
! • I 
! Sane canplete in one I 
1 L L L L L I L L year and pupate,other~ 
I overwinter. 
2 L L L L L L 
1 
Pupate in July on~ or P P I 
2 
1 
or PA FA FA PA FA Jdul t in P. chamber 2 over winter 
2 
or PA PA PA 3 
2 
or A A A A A A A A A Adul ts emerge Spring 
3 onwards. 
3 
or A A A A Sane overwinter and 
4-
--
--~-
L- ___ hiberna. te. 
~. 
club 
funicle __ _ 
scope ----
rostrum ----+--... ~~ 
ey. ----- ---- -
prosternum -. - --. 
• pist.rnum - -----
metasternum --
depression on ---
I.t. obdom .• eg . 
• Iy,ro--···---
"dimpl." on _--
5th. abdom .•••. 
O .• ingulari s. 
--
V.ntral view. xI6 
Fil·12 
Plate 26. 
Otiorhyncbus sins4aris adult. x 9 
a. DcrsaJ. view. 
b. Ventral view. 

b. DESCRIPTION AND BICLOG'{ 
Al.>ULT 
A:3 its English name :implies, this weevil is clq-coloured 
at :first sight, but on closer illV'estigation can be seen to be dark 
brown, covered on the dorsal part of the body by golden-coloured, 
metallic-looking scales fonning a mottled pattern of irregular, 
marbled pa:bches. Soil often adheres to the elytra, camootla.ging 
the insect still fUrther. The under surface of the weevil is dark 
brown, shilJiY' and scaleless. 
The adult weevil is of an average length ot 7.28 DIll. in 
staffordshire. I have foom them fran 6.10 DID. to 8.80 BIll. Hottman 
(1950) states 6 - 7 rom. 
2.95 DIll. 
W'lclth at the broadest part of the abdanen is 
i$ 
The convex, oval elytra are :fUsed and the insect J,there-
fore flightless. On the elytral instertioes are yellow hairs which 
lie in a horizontal position on the side of raised gramles, and. point 
backwards. The gramles are not umblicated and Hof'fman (1932) uses 
this feature to distin81ish between this species and D. veteratOl" 
Uytten. 
On the dorsal surface of the thorax, which is rQUlded, 
aboo t 2 DIll. long ani the same in width, the hairs ariM frQll convex 
shiqy gramles, and besides lying closer to the surfaoe than those on 
the elytra, they point towards the centre of the thorax rather than 
towards the posterior end of the an;maJ. 
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The head of ~. si!lg.llaris is on average 2.1 DIll. long am 
1.2 rom. at the widest part. It is at an angle of about 350 to the 
thorax, pointing downwards. 
The two aerobes are deep and almost eontimous wi+hthe ~es. 
They are shallower behind the antennae and the pterigium at the edge 
of the serobe is not so pronwnced as in L'lB.ll\Y Otiorr~s species. 
The two blaek cClDpo .. md eyes are fairly praDinent and rcund, 
borne on each side of the narrowing of frons ani vertex to fo:nn the 
rostrum. 
When newly emerged, the weevil has a pair or deciQuQls 
mandibles (Hillis 1964) which are discarded almost jrmnediately. 
Normal mwthparts are then present. 
The antem.ae are genicnlate a.ni clubbed, the .cape being 
inserted in the serobe. Average length of the antennae is 3.6 mm • 
.All parts are densely covered with liE!J:lt brown hairs. There is a 
pedicel between the soape and funicle, the latter having 6 seSll*lts. 
The club is not as tapered as in other camnon Otiorrb.ynchus speaies 
and. averages 0.5 mm. in length. 
In the first M81lent of the abdQDen there is a oentral. 
shallow depression, in the second. two slipt depreasiou on each aide. 
There is a slight dimple or small depression on the anal aesnent. 
(Fig. 12). 
A pair of strong legs arise fran each of the proatern.ua, 
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episterr.um and the metastermm. The coxa is rcuM, the f'euur clavifom 
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Fig.13 
Plate 27. 
Eggs of O. singularis. 

and toothed; the tibia is narrow, and has a fringe of stiff hairs at 
the base. Both these parts are covered in brovm hairs and sane light 
coloured scales. The claws are large, f'ree and e<pal, growing between 
a pair ot: JIIlcronate pulvilli. 
The elytra are visible ventrally on each side of the abdanen. 
EGGS 
-
The eggs have been described by van Eo:den (1 950) and 
Willis (1964). The following are ll\Y own observations:-
The eggs are ovate, 0.75 mm. - 0.8 mm. long and 0.6 mm. 
wide. Qhen laid they are white, changing in 2 - .3 dElaYS to brown, 
then shi1'\Y-black. Some are not viable and do not change colcur. 
They are laid in the top soil, and. one weevil may lasy up 
to 100 or more eggs. In tpe laboratory they are uSlally laid between 
the lid of the petri-dish and cu tude of the base of the dish, or in 
the rigpt-angled bend in dish. 
Numbers laid in the laboratory over 20 \\'IMks in 1963 
varied greatly (see following page). 
'l'l-iBLJ:: viii 
lieevil Eggs Weevil Eggs ',Veevil Eggs 
No. _ laid No. laid No. laid 
-
1 41 11 22 21 40 
2 3 12 44- 22 0 
3 12 13 34 23 118 
4 30 14 81 24- 0 
5 1 15 17 25 41f. 
6 31 16 60 26 0 
7 27 17 45 27 0 
8 55 18 70 28 33 
9 12 19 5 29 ~ 
10 91 20 17 30 29 
The eggs were laid in different batdles, often over seYeral 
weeks, e.g:-
Weevil No. Date:week No. of ~'(eevil No. Date:week No. of 
endi.!lg eggS laid endip,s eggs laid 
15 31. 5. 63 1 23 14. 6. 63 34-
7. 6. 63 3 19· 7· 63 30' 
14· 6. 63 4 26. 7. 63 18 
21. 6. 63 2 1 • 8. 63 3 
28. 6. 63 5 8. 8. 63 4 
5· 7. 63 1 15· 8. 63 29 
5· 9· 63 1 
Sanetimes, however, all were laid in one batch, overnight, 
e.g:-
ffeevil No. 13 34 eggs 
In the soil I have found. only small rumbers of' two or 
three close together, and would presume that there is no "nestl! or 
one place f'or egg laying, but that they are laid at random. 
I have never seen eggs d~osited on the rhododendron plant, 
but have seen them on f'allen leaves and. flowers in the soil litter. 
CUtsid.e, the first eggs are laid about the end of Mq and. 
ege; l¢ng oontillles until late September - October but, as fUture 
eJq?eriments will show, egg l¢ng is very dependent upon the temper-
ature at which the adult is living. 
In the laboratory, it appears that the humidity surround-
ing the eggs is critical. In a low relative humidity the eggs dry cut 
ani do not hatch, whilst if saturated they are easily attacked by a 
fUngus and remain white or brown, not changing to Bhil'ff-black, nor 
hatching. 
It is dif'ficu.lt to cpote an "average" of mmbers of eggs 
laid because the im vidual DllJIbers varied so greatl,y, as did the time 
at vilich they were laid and the rumbers at each l¢ng. i1Ulis <potes 
41 eggs per weevil. The" average" in 'IllY' own eJCperiments in 1963 was 
33·5· 
The female weevils are not fertilised before egg lBtYing 
and ma.n.v of those listed above laid eggs in the following spring also: 
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TABU; ix 
Number of eggs Eggs laid 
Weevil No. laid 1964 in 1963 
6 18 (31) 
7 34- (27) 
13 19 (34) 
15 49 ( 17) 
20 18 \ 17) 
21 1 (40) 
22 16 (0) 
27 14 (0) 
The other weevils 
were not alive Av. 21.0 eg[g3 Av. 33.5 eggs 
in 1964. 
Al thcugh on average more eggs were laid in the first 
(1963) than the second year (1964), it is obviw.s that 5 of the 8 
weevils remaining alive in 1964 laid more eggs than in 1963. 
This agrees with Willis I s observations on O. sulcatus where 
more eggs are laid by the secom-year adult than the newly-emerged 
adult. 
The nunber of eggs laid seems to depend on the type of 
leaf eaten. Willis states that :from n - 90 eggs are laid per nevil 
fed on strawberry- Cbservations in the laboratory at Keele showed 
that weevils fed on Prim.lla, Rose ~ tflllow Herb and Raspberry laid 
more eggs than those fed on Rhododendron, but precise, cazparative 
fi@lres are not available for all plants. 
Below are sc::me fi91l'eS far eggs laid in 1965 from Ma.Y 18th 
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until July 22nd, by weevils feeding on the named plants. 
TABLE x No. of No. of Average No. 
weevils eggs per weevil 
Rhododeniron 11 58 5·3 
Raspberry 18 132 7·3 
R.B.IV. Herb 17 103 6.0 
Nettle 2 0 0.0 
Holly 3 12 4.0 
Incubation period 
This varied between 27 am. 40 davs, depending on the 
date laid and the tempera1llre. Those laid at the end of Ma.y had. 
the shortest incubation period. Eggs laid at the eni of the season, 
October, often died wi thcut hatching. 
EJcperiments dealing with egg l¢ng follow in a later 
part of this chapter (p .168) • 
LARVA 
---
The lArVae are white, small, legless with a lieP.t-brown 
head. Length from 1 IIIIl. to 4 rom. with head width abcut 0.4 to 
1.5 mm. Willis (1%5) states that, as there are two distinct peaks 
for headwidth, probabJ.y sQlle larvae ocmplete their gt'owth in sunmer, 
others in spring. There are six larvae instars and pupation takes 
place when the headwidth exceeds 1.3 DIll. 
Larvae, in the soil, feed on the roots of trees, bushes, 
hedgerow plants and some soft froi t crops. They do not appear to 
cause arT3' sericus damage (Hill 1952) ani I have never seen them damag-
ing rhododendron plants to a.rv extent. (The laIVa of O. sulcatus 
appears to cause more damage to plant roots than does .2!2.ingulari.s). 
Fran the point or view of the horticulturist, the adult 
weevils are more easily separated and identified than the larY'ae and 
also cause most damage to rhododendrons, but a method of identif'ying 
the laIVae is set Ql t below. 
In the laboratory the larvae will live, moult and ~ow on 
damp filter paper if supplied with a little soil and macerated roots. 
IDENTIFICATION OF' J. SINGULARIS LARVAE 
lilhlch work has been carried OIl t in the past by Roberts (1926), 
Barrett (1930), Keifer (1932), Fidler (1936), Anderson (1 942), van 
»nden (1950 and 1952), Fowler (1963) am \Villis (1964) into the chaeta-
taJIiY ani identification of otiorl\)rnchid larvae. Willis gives detailed 
descriptions and a key. Extracts:f'ran his work and that of Fowler are 
O. singu la ris. 
Late ra I 
O.Sln . gularis. 
lst. 
view 
e 
f ig.14 0. sulcatus. 
( fter Willis). of thorax a 
fig.IS 
O. au Icatu s. 
d I lobe (after pe a Wi "is) . 
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-w 
100 
Fig.16 
O. 5 i n g u I a, i s O. s u Ie a' u s 
Abdominal legmen' 5 (afte, Willis) 
d. 
8 
(afte, Willis) (afte, Fowler> 
O.singularis. 
Abdominal segments 8 & 9. 
Fig.17 
10' 
set rut below to separate the particular features of the larvae of 
Q. sinwlaris from those of O. flll£atus, both of which species are 
found on rhododendrons. 
Head 
'fhorax 
•. - ... -"'" ..... 
1 - 5 
6 - 8 
9 
The chaetota.JC;Y of the head is similar to that in all 
otior~s species. 
Ucellar spots are faint and disappear as the larva develops 
(in O. sulca~s. they are distinctly dark and noticeable). 
Un the postnotwn of the metathorax the setae b, c, d, e 
(van :&nden 1952) are arranged by length, II II (whilst 
in O. sulcatus). In both these species, the 
setae of the mesothorax are arranged I I II (Fig.1!t) • 
The seta 'v' on the Pedal lobes is prQIdnent in O. sinwlaris 
(shoo t the same as 'x'), but is inconspicuoos in other 
species (FiL.15)' 
Here the chaetotaxy differs slightly from other Otiorhyt~~ 
species. 
In O. singularis se@Ilents 1 - 5 are similar, post tergal 
setae b, c, d, e, f being t I ',I (in ~.sul~atus only 
segments 1 - 4 are similar; in segment 5 the posteriD~ 
shift of seta' h' is very conspicuoos). (Fig.16). 
In sesnents 6 - 8 seta 'h' is absent ani 'g' very small. 
Se~ent 8, seta 'c' is absent (very small in O. sulca:tus). 
There is sane controversy aboot the setal pattern on 
se@llent 9. Fowler states that setae a, d, f farm a 
triangle in O. Sllcatus and more or less a strai81lt line 
Pupa of O. singularis. 
l 1 - ~--------------------------~ -
in O. singularis (Fig. 17) • Willis writes that seta 'a I 
is normally absent in O. sintPlaris and the three setae 
mentioned by F~¥ler should be more correct~ b, d and f. 
~I·'iL.17) .tVhenJrarely,' a' is present, it is in Slab a 
position as to form a triangle with 'd' and 'f' and. is 
therefore similar to O. rulcatus. 
I would disregard this last arrangement on se911ent 
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nine as not reliable enoogh to be used in the identification 
of o. singularis lan-ae, rather relying on the differences 
of chaetotax;y of the metathorax and the pedal lobes, and 
on the faintness of the ooelli. 
lhe pupa is soft and. white, later turning brown. 
They were found wi thin a round hole or' I cell' in the solil during 
Algust ani up to September 9th, usually abQlt 6 - 12 inches deep. 
Length 4.5 nun. 
On e:xposure to "the air and to laboratory condi tiona, 
the plpae soon dried. up ani died. In no case did they complete their 
develO];.'Glent into adult weevils. 
The fom of the pupa can be seen in the acCQllp8.tlY'-
ing photographs (Plate 28). Maxw of the appenda£$1SS, including legs, 
antennae and elytra are clearly defined. 
Jorgensen has used. the placing am. length of 'the 
setae on the last abdominal. segnent in separating sane or the pupae 
of' Otiorh,ynd:l.us species. 
c. COMPAHISON OF O. SINGUL.A..fUS WIlli O'IHER OTIORHYNCHUS 
~IES FUTh1> IN Gllli.AT BHITAIN 
In the Bri tish Museum (Natural History) collection, 
the following nineteen species of British Otiorhynchus species 
are represented: 
cJ.avipes f'uscipes auropunctatus 
morio atroapteIUs arcticus 
nodosus raucus rugostriatus 
ligneua scaber singulari s 
sulcatus ligustici rugifrons 
ovatus desertus niger 
Eortcatus 
Two of these (morio and niger) are represented by only 
one specimen and are doubtful British species. 
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Jay (1931), in his key to British weevils, anita tuscipes 
and nodosus and mentions raurus and li,!?1J.stici as being rare and very 
rare respectively. 
Willis (1964) mentions thirteen species amongst which 
are auropunctatus, portca1us and dubius f"Q,lnd in Ireland. 
Other species BUM as articus, nodosus and. seaber are 
rQ,lnd locally in Scotland only. 
For the PUIpose of identifying the major hortic:ul tural 
Otiorhynchid pests in Great Bri taint I have selected only the six 
most commonly found thrwghQ,lt the cwntry and these cCIlTespond to 
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those mentioned in the M.A.F.F. Advis~J Leaflet No. 57 (1963). 
The following species will be canpared: 
Synowm 
o. singularis (L. ~ Cl83' col rured (0. picipes F.) 
o. sulcatus(F .) Vine weevil 
o. clavipes (BOnsd ~ Red-legged weevil (0. tenebricosus 
Oliver) 
o. ovatus(L1 
o. rugifrons (G;yll ~ 
o. rusostriatus (Goeze.) 
StraWber~ root weevil 
Strawbe~ root weevil 
Stra.wber~ root weevil (0. scabrosus) 
ltiarch8lll. 
Al thru~ only these six are named in the t"le and. key 
which follow, the same characters can be used in the identification 
of all the otiorl\ynchus species. 
CHARACTEBS USID IN s])?ARATDlG OTIORBlNCHUS SPECD:3 
.Al though there is a great difference in the aTerage length 
of these species, wi thin each species there is such a range of sizes 
that this cilaracter alone is insuffiai.ent for identification. The 
largest mentioned is O. elivipes, up to 12.8 mrn. long,and in contrast 
o. ovatus can be as short as 4.2 mm. 
2. Colcur. 
This again is an unreliable character in 8QIle oases, tar 
althrugb sane weevils are always brown (0. si!lQ11ar:Ls) and others 
black (0. sulcatus), there are some (0. ovams) which are such a dark 
red that at times they appear black and are also brown when imnature. 
3. Shape. 
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All have the long rostrum and. elbowed antennae, but the 
shapes of the heads and fused elytra vary considerably (Fig.18 ). Vig 19) 
4. Dorsal surface. 
The weevils may be covered in scales (0. sineaularis) or 
not. They ll188' have granUes on the thorax and elytra, sometimes 
umbilicated, often hairy. 0thers (0. c1avipes) have no gr;-amles 
and the shil'\Y surface is PJ,nctured. The elytra ma:y have definite 
stri~tions or not. Each weevil differs slightly in its surfaces of 
the thorax ani elytra. 
5. Angle of head. 
Al thwgh this ~ vary very slightly wi thin a species, 
the angle of the head to the thorax varies enoo.EP between sane species 
to be significant. o. ovatus has a short head bent downwards. 
O. singularis and o. rugifrons have the most hOrizontal. heads in this 
grwp. 
6. Indentations ani markings on frons. 
Perhaps one of the mos t reliable characters far identifi-
cation and one Qverlooked by sane other workers in this field. Between 
the serobes and the eyes, above the nasal plate, each species has 
different markings (Figs. 20 - 25 ) • These can mostly be seen with 
a hand lens and take the fonn of dots or ridges or depressions. 
b 
o Fig. '10 
o.singulorlS 
b 
(I 
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a Fig. 22. b 
O. rugi frons 
a Fig. 23 b 
O.OVQtus 
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b 
a 
Fig. 2.4 
o. c\avip.' 
b 
a Fig 25" 
o. r ugo, t riatu, 
P/a.+e 29 . 
a . 
b . 
Photographs taken by the electronic microscope to show 
the shape of the scrobe of Otiorhynchus singularis and 
the insertion of the antennae . 
a . Left- hand scrobe x 55 
bo Right- hand scrobe x 100 
7. Eyes. 
Prcminence and colrur differ amongst the species, but 
probably the distance fran the eye to the scrobe is more significant. 
This is also shown in the table. 
8. Scrobes. 
l'hese are significant in their aize, shape (whether open 
or closed), posi tion on the rostrum and. also in the pterig:1.um or lip 
aroond the edge of the scrobe. In o. singllaria the pterigiwn is not 
pronounced, but it is very noticeable in o. rugifrons. The scrobes 
are deeper in O. singJ.~aris ani O. clavipes than in o. sulcatus and 
u. ovatus. 
9. .Antennae (Fig. 26 ) • 
The clubs vary in length and. shape between the species, 
also to a lesser extent in their colrur and hairiness. 
The lengths of scspe, pedicel and. funicle vary between 
species, as do the shape of the segments in the funicle. o. rug:i!rons 
appears to have a short stalk to each rwnded funicle se~ent, most of 
the others are roonded as in 0. singular1s. In o. clavipes the first 
segnent of the funicle is elongated more than in other species. 
10. ~. 
All have free claws, but the irxienta~:t.ons on the feDllr ani 
the straightness of the tibia on the protharacic legs are useful char-
acteristics for identification: e.g. O. ovatus has a bipartite femoral. 
tooth, O. clavipes has no sharp13 defiDid tooth. 
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a c 
• f 
Antennae of Otiorhynchus specie.: x20 
a. singularis d. rugostriot". 
b. c lavipes e. ovatus 
c. suicatul f. rugifronl 
fig. 2' 
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11 • Depressions in abdClllen. 
On the ventral side of O. singularis, the last seE1Uent is 
dimpled. Other species show no such depression. 
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TABLE xi 
_________________________ c~_~_ON_OE_ SOME OTIORHYNCfWS SP1iXJlliS 
O. singularis O. Sllcatus u. clavipes O. ovatus 
Average length 7.70 10.17 12·30 4· 74 
Longest in Mm. 8.90 11.60 12.80 5.50 
Shortest in mn. 6.20 9.40 12.00 4.20 
--------- ---------~---. 
__ u~. _~gifrons 
5·66 
6·40 
4.80 
o. rugostriatus 
7·40 
8.00 
_~.90 ___ _ 
Colour: Brown Black ShilJY, dark red Ver;L dark red (black) Black 
----
Lt.brown to black 
V.round granules 
umbilicated. 
Surface of 
thorax 
SUrface Of 
elytra 
Grarulated, hairy. Grarlllated, hairy. No.grana. Surface Ridges in centre. Grans. Round gt'ans. merg-
striations. Golden ,ude striations. 
scales on all dorsal. Tufts of silvery 
surt'aoe. hairs. 
shin;y and pitted on at sides with hairs. 
both thorax and V.shallow striations. 
elytra. Hairs fine 8: short. 
ing in centre; hairy. 
Shallow striations. 
Hairs in rows. 
./ide, shallow stria-
tions.Flattened 
garuJ,es wi th hairs. 
Prothoracic leg Scales. Hairy. Black. Red. Brown-red. Brown. Brown. 
No t~oth. V • pronounced dOl.tg~~h. Smal~,pointed tooth. ~o t~oth. 
~tr8.l.mt. ~:r:yed slightly. S1~..raJ.ght. ________ l:)trBl.ght_. __ .. ___ _ 
femur: V. small tooth. One deep dentation. 
tibia.: straight. Cuxved slightly. 
Markings on frons /".. between serobes. 0 central, above eyes. A on cJ.ypellS. 0 between eyes. Central ridge. l) central.. 
4JJ------ 50° - ----------30-0--- ---- 40° Angle ot: head 30 - 35° 30° Thorax more angled . -?I 
to abdanen than other spp. 
~:~: Rcum. ~al. 
Praninence: Fairly. Not very. 
Colour: Black and gold. Black. 
Distance fran Almost tw.ching, 0.4 rom. 
serobe: 0.1 mm. 
Rcund. 
Prominent. 
Red-brown. 
Distant, 0.5 mm. 
SCROBm: Shape: Open, large. Po:i.nt not towards Po:i.nted towards eye. 
Depth:' Very deep. Deep. eye·Deep at front,shallow 
Pteridium: Hardly present. Fairly ~nounoed at nr.eye. 
lower ~. very pronounced. 
ANTENNa: Hai.m: Light, coarse. Fairly coarse,light. Fine, lig}lt. 
Club: Short, W=-~fjlt- Tapered. V.long and slemer. 
Pedicel: Short. Long. Long. 
Funial.e: Rc:unded seEP8nts. Rounded se~ts with Segs. not very rw.nd, 
short stal.ks. long. 
Depreasiona in 
abdtminal. seg-
ment. 
"Dimolelt in 1841t s~g­
men"!;. Depre SSl.on l.Zl 
1st sesnent. 
nil nil 
Round. 
Prominent. 
Gold. and black. 
0.4 mm. 
Oval, short. 
Deep at front. 
Proncunced below. 
Fine, lig}lt. 
Wide, tapered ~ 
Short. 
stalk between seg-
ments. 
nil 
Oval. Round. 
Not very. :Medium. 
Light brown. Gold and black. 
0.1 mm. frClI1 V.near, 0.1 nun. 
shallow end. or less ::.::.;:~--. 
Open. Open. 
Very deep. Fairly deep. 
Very pronwnced. Pronwnced. 
Li01.t brown. Fine, long, li8J:lt. 
Short, wide. Long, wide , tapered. 
Medium. Fairly long. 
Se@llents lUUld.ed. Segs. rounded w:i.th 
short stalks. 
nil nil 
Plate 30. 
Otiorh.'ynchus olavipes. 
otiorhynchu.s ruQ:ostriatus. 
otiorh;ynohus sulcatus. 
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Plate 31. 
Otiorhynchus singularis. 
otiorhynchus rugifrons. 
Otiorhynchus ovatus. 
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NEll KEY TO SCI.lli CGlMON • .ADULT CJnORHYNCHUS 
SPIDIES FWND ON G.ARDEN PLANTS IN GREAT BRITAIN 
1 • Urder 9 IIlTIl. in length ••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 2 
wer 9 .rmn. in leng"tl1. ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••..••••••••••••• 5 
2. Golden scales on brown e13tra, thorax head ani legs. 
A-shaped keel on f'rons between serobes •••.•••••... O. sinwlaris 
l~o scaJ..es on Stlrface .......................... <# .. ~ ., •••••••••••••••• 3 
3· Small, shirw weevil. Double tooth on prothoracic 
f'emur (rarely tripartite tooth). Red legs. 
Oval inientation on frons between eyes. Centre 
grarules on thorax fused to fonn striations •.••.... O. ovatus 
lloumed gramles on thorax. One or no tooth 
on fe1lllr ••••••••••.•..•••••..•. " .. II .............................. 4. 
4. Parallel-sided elytra giving s<parish appearance. 
Striata prominent. Round grarules on thorax. 
No tooth on fennlI'. Serobes closed. ()-shaped 
ridge on frons just belOW eyes ••••••••••.•.•.••••• O. ruspstriatus 
More tOl1?edo-shaped than above. One tooth on 
prothoracic feuur. Gramles fusing slightly 
on thorax. Scrobes open towards eyes. Slight 
central ridge £':rem clypeus to frons between eyes .• O. rugitrona 
.5. Colour red. Surface pitted and punctured but 
not grarulated. No tooth on feID.lr. Large, 
torped<>-sh~d weevil •••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••. O. c1avipea 
Colour black. Giramlations on thorax ani elytra. 
Go1"cups of silvery ha:irs on striated elytra. 
strong tooth on femur. Small rounded pit on 
frons between eyes ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o. au.loa.tu.s 
d. DISTRIBUTIOn OF O. SI:rGULARIS 
au: :e 
D{ BRITAIN 
This pest is reported fran every NAAS region in Great 
Bri tain, and I myself have collected specimens of the a.d.ul t 'Weevil 
f'ran every garden I have visited in summer in lIlBl'\Y different counties 
including:-
Staffordshire Cambridge 
Shropshire Derbyshire 
Lancashire Gloucester 
11es tmorlani Kent 
Cheshire Here fordshi re 
Caernarvonshire Derbyshire 
Anglesey lI1erionethshire 
It VlO.lld appear to be one of the CQDmonest pests in 
Gnat Britain, and has probably not been recognised as such be£ore 
because of' its habit or feeding after dark. Perhaps wch damage on 
herbaoecus plants, shrubs and weeds has been wrongly accredited vaguely 
to I'slllgs" or "catel1?illars" by the gardener. Yost Of the gardeners, 
even where the damage is common, have never seen and would not reco~ 
niae the clSiY-coloured weevil. 
o. singularis is reported t'rQJl all Fllropean ocuntries, 
fran the U.S. A. and Canaia. I have seen evidence of its damage in 
the U.S.S.R. and U.S.A. It is probably universal. ani, being soil 
colrured, able to tolerate a "vide range of' temperatures, to vary its 
diet and reproduce parthenogenically, it has escaped detection and 
control and most probably continues to spread. 
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Hate 32. 
o. singularis feeding on leaves 
of rhododendron. 
Damage to outdoor rhododendron 
by O. singularis. 

i. eN RHODODENDRONS 
The adul t weevil bites the edge of the rhododendron leaf' 
a little way, then into the leaf, leaving iITegJ1ar, elongated holes 
as illustrated. (1'he damage is very similar to that caused by the 
Vine Weevil, O. Sllcatus, ani although the latter mq eat more per 
capi ta, more damage to Rhododendrons is aotually done by O. singularil! 
because they are nonnally present in greater rumbers). New damage 
has a light green margin to the hole and the weevil often returns to 
the same spot on the succeeding evening to feed. Sane weevils Olt-
doors were marked with spots of white paint, then replaced on the 
bush. They were invisible during the dq, but on the following even-
ing after dark returned up the rhododendron plant to the same leaves 
as eaten on the previous ni2Pt. 
Older damage is surrounded by dead, brown patches. Very 
new leaves are not attacked, ani most damage is seen on the Ol1"r8nt 
year's, fully extended leaves, or on those already one year old. The 
rhododendron, being evergreen, often bears untooched leaves, newly 
eaten ones and. older leaves danaged and. browning (Plate 32 ). Fox-
Nilson (1;938) describes the damage on rhDdod.en:lrons by O. ai9BPlaris 
as a partial gnawing of the midribs, a girdJ..ing of the petioles and a 
feeding between the veins. Very occasionally, especially on azaleas, 
the petioles will be girdled, but the other descriptions of damage are 
not substantiated by the work and observations of this weeT.il on 
rhododendrons at Keele. 
The weevil usuaJ.ly eats standing with its ventral side 
to the leaf edge, vertical to the earth. 
DJUrLAGE ON <J.JTJJ~1i.A.US~ 
The f'ollowing observations were made on different rhode-
deniron bushes at Keele in Au~st 1963, in order to conpare the amcunt 
of damage ow sed by o. singularis on the leaves of au tdoor rhododen-
drons. Seven rhododendron bushes were labelled as follows:-
B
A ) ) smooth, glabr<l.ls leaves 
D
c ) ) hairy, glauC<l.lS leaves 
; ~ deciduous leaves 
G R. ponticum 
Further details ani photographs of' sane of these bushes 
are glven in the following pages. 
The total mmber of' leaves on each bush was ccunted, then 
the n.unber of leaves with weevil bites and the average l1l.IDber of bites 
per leaf' were noted. 
Plate 33. 
Glabrous rhododendron leaves. 

Plate 34. 
Glaucous rhododendron leaves. 

DeciduQls azalea. 

TABLE xii 
RE3ULTS 
No. of % No. 
Total No. damaged AVerage No. leaves 
~ Variety leaves leaves bites/leaf eaten 
A ~ 231 160 2 69·26 Smooth 
B ( 207 61 1·5 29·468 
c ( 626 9 3·4 1.43 
Hairy ( 
D ( 360 4 2 1.11 
E "Q.,leen mna" ( 528 166 3 31.44-
deciduous ( 
F ( 526 150 3 28·52 
G R. ,E0nticum 224- 181 6 80.80 
Fran these results, and fran other observations made, it 
can be concluded that rut of doors the weevils appear to do most 
damage to the snooth-leaved types of Rhododendron, especiall3' the 
species R. ,E0nticum, which is often badly disfiglred. 
The decidurus leaves are attacked more in the bud and 
early-leaf stages in summer than in late summer and autumn. 
GlaucQls-leaved rhododendron bushes are hardl,y attaokBd 
by the weevil, ani in the laborator,y this result was endorsed. 
In contrast, in the laboratory uper:iments the weevils 
shoWed a marked preference for the deciduCllS, azalea leaves over 
those of the smooth, glabrous type. 
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Probably sane of the damage shown on the evergreen, smooth 
leaves was caused durinr: previws years; on the azalea leaves, being 
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deciduOls, all the· damage must have been caused this year. Therefore, 
al thoogh the smooth-t:vpe leaves show more damage, the weevil probably 
prefers the thin, azalea leaf as verified by laboratory experiments. 
It was noticed that the azalea bushes ana one of the smooth-
leaved rhododendron bushes which were nearest to yew trees (Ta:xus bacata) 
were damaged more by weevil than those further away, but on examining 
the soil aroond these yew trees no adult or larval weevils were found. 
Plate 36. 
Two of the rhododendron bushes 
used for leaf counts. 
a. glabrous. 
b. azalea. 

TABLE xiii 
posi tion ani 
nearby vege-
tation 
Soil 
Subsoil. 
Size of bush 
A 
By path at 
lakeside,syoa-
more above, 
yew nearby 
Loam and 
leafmould 
S 
18" hi@1. 
2' diam. 
-n---- ~-­Variety \if 
ktlOW!l) ? 
Type of leaf Glabrrus, 
medium thin 
Old bush (U t 
B 
By lakeside; 
beech above, 
yew nearby 
RHODCDENDRON BUSH]S UNDER OBSER'lATIU!~ 
C D E F G 
Willwghbridge, Willougp.- In bed at top of Near path 
centre of wood brid.ge. No grass slope, in woods 
near oherry,mag- trees above. Keele. Other azal- at Keele 
nolia, brambles Azaleas' eas arcund. Yew 
and bracken nearby __ ~t~re~e __ ne~arb~~y~ ____ ~ __ ~ _____ . 
Loam, DIld Mulch of brack- Mulch of Clay and Clay and Loam and. 
m.ums en ani oak bracken sand sard leai'mould 
leaves 
S~ Gravel Gravel Sand Sand --saniy 
2'"high 4' high 3' high 2'6"h:igh 2' high 3' high----· 
2' 6" diam. 6' diam. 4' dian. 2' di.~_1~' diarn. 2' diam. _ 
G.waterer .Azalea Azalea coc- R. ponticum 
Glabrws, 
4-5" long 
2" wide 
? ? It~~en :&u-~"cinea sp. ____ . __ _ 
Brown and gl51- Brown and. Decidurus Deciiurus, Glabrrus 
OOllS underneath, glaucws thin thin 
round apex below, green 
& glabrous 
above 
Approx. age 
of bush dorm. Shoots 5 years 10 years 10 years 4 years 4 years 6 years J years 
No. of' leaves 2tA 207 - 620 360,228---- -22b 224 
No. of leaves 1 with 61, 1-2 9 very little 4, AN. 166,iw. 1,50,AV. 3 181,av. 6 
damaged by average 2 bites per on leaf margin. 2 bites per 3 bites bites per bites per 
weevil f~~= per leaf 3 bites per leaf leaf per lear leaf leaf 
Type of Sane fran Leaf marginsYery little on Very little kargins and petioles Much of m:a:r: 
damage this year's, ani some leaf margin eaten, also buds & ~;ins, sQne 
DJlch fran petioles yrung leaves old,sQIle new 
other 
remarks 
last year 
15 leaves 
eaten by 
caterpillar 
Sane other 
damage to mar-
gin,prcbably 
cockchafer 
Li ttle cater-
pillar damage 
on 29 leaves 
13 leaves No caterpillar damage, Very little 
damaged by sane weevils on caterpillar 
caterpillars branches and twigs damage 
~. 
~. 
Plate 37. 
Damage to Primula, Bergenia, 
Iris, Hemerocallis, Rhododendron 
and Aster, by o. singularis. 

ii. DllM.AGE TO PLANTS OfHEl{ THAN RI'iiJ.JODENDRONS 
.'lhi.lst observing O. singnlaris I have seen adult weevils 
and clam8f;e on the following (Plate 37) (Schofield 1962): 
WOQDLmD PLANTS 
+ .Ilex a9!J.ifolium 
+ ~bus SJ?p. 
+ Chamaenerion 
aJl8lstifolium 
TUssilago farfara 
UrtiC8: dioica 
Betula verrucoaa 
co;ylus avellana 
UlDu.s procera 
Acer pseudoplatams 
-
Rumex crispus 
Digi. talis pu:tpurea 
+ PriDula vulgaris 
GARDJSN PL.Qf.lB 
+ Primlla spp. 
+ Bergenia cordifolia -
LupiDls polyph,yllus -
+ Iris ap. 
+ Aster noyi-belgii 
Hemerocallis :f'ul va 
lildrangea macrO.Phylla-
+ dama~ severe 
Holly 
dild raspberries 
Roseba,y willow herb 
Coltsfoot 
Stinging nettle 
Silver birch 
Hazel 
Elm 
Sycanore 
Dock 
Foxglove 
Primrose 
Elephant's ear 
Lupin 
Irises 
Michaelmaadail\Y 
Da.v lily 
Hydrangea 
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S;piraao.. ja;ponica Spireae 
Centaurea montana - Cornflower 
Anlleria maritima Thrift or Sea Pink 
Hosta glauca Plantain lily 
Ribes_l}i~ Bl ackrurrant 
Rllbus idaeus Raspberry 
WilliR (1964) mentions this weevil as a pest of straw-
berries (on which plants the larvae as well as adults cause damage 
when in large nunbers). He also describes damage on top frui t 
trees: - destruction of buds, blossoms and new shoots; damage to 
buds on newly gl'afted scions; feeding on yeung bark and girdling of 
stems. This latter also occurs in young forest tree nurseries. 
Petiole severance is a common ocrurrence in blackcurrant and straw-
berry plants, and even blossan-truSK severance occurs in sane soft 
fruits. 
Hill (1952) describes O. singularis causing damage to 
yoong canes, petioles and flowering laterals of raspberries in Soot-
land. Massee (1 942) writes of the damage to the shoots of hops. 
In the Oxford Ecological Survey, Bureau of Animal Population, the 
species is recorded fran oak, ash, sycamore, conifers, gus and 
even fran the nest of a red sqJlirrel: 
The damage by o. sin&llari~ on plants other than the 
rhododendron is mainly to the leaf margin. Often the damage is 
irreg.tl ar and. severe. Sanetimes (as on YO,lng Micha.elmas daisies) 
the buds are destroyed and the plants eaten almost down to ground 
level. On coltsfoot the weevile ate holes in the lamina and on 
azaleas petioles were eaten thrcugh. 
The clBrY-coloured weevil is therefore polyphagous and one 
of the most destru.ctive pests in the gardens of Britain. Its 
importance has been greatly und.elTated by hortUOll turists in the past. 
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Hate 38. 
a. Rubus sp. 
o. singularis damage on: 
b. Rosebay Willow-Herb 
Chamaenerion angustifolium 

1'1nte j9. 
a. coltsfoot 
Tussilago farfara. 
o. singularis damage on: 
b. birch 
Betula sp. 

e. ~GEN"cE, COLLECTION .AND EXTRACTION FRW SOIL 
OF Wbrl!.VIL O. S!1-JGULAR!S 
First dama£e to leaves was noted on 6th M~ 1963, on 
H. ponticum, and the f'irst adult O. sil1f.'Ularis caught on 16thM~. 
Collecting continued re~larly until 11th October 1963. 
In other years the dates were similar. 
COLLECTION 
a. The ~evils emerge at dusk, walk along and. up the stems 
and begin eating at once. They can· easilYl~and picked fran the 
leaves and do not drop when a torch is shone on to them. They res-
pond <J!.licldy to vibrations of the bush am imnediately fall to the 
gt'wnd, folding their legs underneath them, lying still. Once on 
the soil they are extremely dif'f'icul t to see because of their ooloor 
ani the fact that they often have soil adhering to the hairs on the 
fused elytra. 
b. The bush can be shaken or beaten over a cloth or net, the 
weevils falling on to them, but the insects soon walk to the edge of 
the net and fall over the side on to the grc:nnd.. 
It is interesting to note that when the weevil, lying 
apparently dead on the soU, is picked up caretully by hani or by 
tweezers, it extenis its legs and. antennae to their f\11lest extent, 
probably as a defence mechanism to frighten awq the attaoker (Plate 42 ) • 
f·2$3. 
When collectod, weevils can be kept in sealed jars feeding on R. pontiOlDl 
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for many months. Metal lids are better than cork, rubber or paper 
because the weevil will eat these materials. Al thougtl they can sane-
times survive without fresh air ani food supply for up to eight months, 
they naturally thrive better with both these. 
EXTRACTION FROM SOIL 
The followip~ methods of extraction were tried:-
a. Sieving soil ani examining by hand 
This was done on a mechanical shaker wi th different meshed 
sieves. The soil was often too wet to do this immediately and needed 
to be dried out beforehand. Sin-ple method, but laboricus, and very 
few adul t weevils or larvae were extracted by this method. 
b. 1\lllwen funnel 
A large glass funnel, into which soil is placed on sane 
large-meshed cloth material, has above it an ordinary tungsten bulb 
which is lit day and. night. As the soil dries at the top, the insects 
are driven downwards to the moist soil ani mev'" crawl thrcu~ the cloth 
and fall down the slippery furmel into the flask below. 
c. Modified TUllgren !£paratus 
Basically a funnel, as above, placed inside a plywood box. 
The bulb used is a carbon incandescent lamp placed 15 an. above the 
f\uu;lel. 
The reSllts obtained with this were slightly less favcur-
able than the sinple TUllgren funnel. 
d. Sal t and Rollick f1otati~n method (1944) 
'fhis apparatus is based upon Ladell t s magnesium sulphate 
flotation techni<pe, and a small version was made in the laboratory 
at Keele and marw soil samples washed thrOlgp each year. 
The apparatus is described and illustrated in llcJ:;. Kevan 
(1962) . 
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Some soil animals were recovered frOOl the licpid, but method 
(b), followed by (a.) were the most successful for adult weevils_ 
Method (d) recovered some of the larvae ani (a) was the only one, 
besides hand sorting, which recovered 8l'\Y EUllae frOOl the soil. 
, , " 
f. CONTROL 
CUL1URAL 
The soil around yeung rhododendron bushes in the rursery 
shwld be kept well hoed and free from leaf litter. 
On a small scale, handpicld.ng the weevils from the leaves 
at night gives a very good control. Shaking the bush over a sheet 
of paper after dark will dislodge the weevils, but the paper has to 
be gathered up <pickly if the insects are not to escape from it. 
Traps of crinkled tissue paper, woodwooJ., sacking, etc. 
have proved effective in the laboratory on a smooth surface where the 
weevils have no other place to hide during the dSiY, but au tside they 
prefer leaf litter and the traps are not so effective. On level, 
hoed soil wi th a fine tilth they may prove <pi te useful. 
RemIts of chemical insecticidal. tests carried Q1t in 
the laboratory in 1962 are given below. DDT licpid aprSiY used at 
twice the normal recommended strength for most other garden pests 
was very effective. 
N.B. Since these tests were canpleted, it has been recamnended by 
the Department for Education and Science (1%9) that DDT ., longer 
be used by the amateur grower, and therefore Malathion, al thQlgh not 
SO <Pick acting, shculd be used in preference to DDT. 
Hill (1952) also reccmmended DDT, as does the M.A.F.F. 
(Rev. 1968) in its advisory leaflet No. 57. It aJ.so suggests dusting 
the holes with ERe before planting rhododendrons. 
TO lNJT lliE liFl"ECTS OF VARIOOS INSECTICID:ES ON ADULT 
O. SINGULARIS ON THE LEJlTIS m' RHODOOENDRW 
I 
Ccrnmercial brands of insecticides containing one of the 
followiIlf, were used at the strengths recommerded by the producers. 
DDT lic:Pid was then tested at twice the recanmended dosage. 
MaJ.a thi. on Li c:Pid (Kurphy) (1 fl. oz. in 2 gall. water) 
b. DDT Li~d (Portland 2J~) (1 fl. oz. in 2 gall. water) 
c. DDT dust 5'/0 .As supplied 
d. DDT Licpid at twice the nonnal strength (1 fl. oz. in 1 gall. 
water) 
Two cages, each with 5 weevils, were set up t:or each 
chemical to be tested as shown:-
1 • Chemical solution 
watered on to 
plant and soil, 
or plant and soil 
dusted. 
2. Control plant 
watered normally 
5 weevils present. 
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'l'he individual results are shown on the diagram (Fig.28) 
Licpid DDT at twice the normal strength was by far the most effective, 
killing all the weevils in only 4 days, followed by DDT dust which 
took 10 dcVs to complett the killinc:; of all five weevils, althcugh th~ 
were almost dead and on their backs after only one day. 
The normal licp.id DDT took 11 days, but after six days 
all the insects were knocked down and dying. The systemic insecti-
cide took very much longer to be effective. 
The white DDT dust was the only one to appear unsightly 
on the plants. 
It was very noticeable that the DDT acted also as a 
deterrent to the ,reevils, and none of the leaves was eaten on 8l'\Y 
plant. The leaves where Malathion was used were badly eaten by the 
weevils before they died. 
o. SINGUL.ARIS 
SUHVIVAL 'l',h;~j~liATUR8S IN THE LABORNrO~Y 
10 weevils were placed in each of the folloViine; temyeratures 
for four weeks in petri-dishes. The humidity was kept high. 
000 
-20 C, -10 C, -4.5 C 
6°C, 14°C, 21 °C, 26°C, 31 °C. 
The weevils survived at all temperatures except -10°C, -20 °c 
and 31°C. At -4.5 °c the weevils were apparently dead but revived 
on thawing. In his studies on the grain weevil C. granaria, Mathlein 
(1939) noted a similar state at +4.5 °c when the inseots appeared 
dead, but revived on being placed in a higher temperature and lived 
another 80 days. 
It would appear that maximum temperature for suvival is above 
26°C, but less than 31 °c and the minimum between -4.5 °0 and -10 °0, 
° probably nearer to -4.5 o. 
Lethal temperatures may vary aooording to the thermal history 
of the inseots, but in this oase all the weevils had been caught on 
the same evening outdoors in similar surroundings. We oan presume 
they had all undergone similar aoolimation. 
Diapausing and hibernating stages of overwintering inseots show 
greater oold-hardiness (Burse 11 1964) aooounted for by the oessation 
of feeding. Therefore outdoors in the soil in winter the weevil ~ 
be able to withstand lower temperatures than those given above. 
One can surmise that the depth at which hibernation takes plaoe 
in the soil in winter will depend on the soil temperature at different 
levels, the weevils lying deeper in the soil in a bad winter. 
DEJr;.:]{jIITlJA'J1ION 01<' T*i: POSl'rION OF ADULT ,I~ILS, O. SINGULARIS, 
AROUND A ItHODODEl.{DRON PLAUT IN SOIL, DUHING 11I-fE DAYTIME. 
Outside, in normal conditions in a wood containine rhododendrons, 
it has been very difficult to discover the exact location of the weevils 
durin~ the daytime and judginG" from the way in which weevils aggreB'ate 
togethar in a tin or jar when no soil is available, it would lead one 
to suspect that they aggregate in the soil. In examining random samples 
of soil from various depths around the eaten rhododendron bushes, I have 
no L come aCl'OSS such an aggregation. 
This experiment, using a plant in artificial conditions, was set 
up to help confirm or deny this theory. 
A small plant, 18" high, of R. wardii was planted in the laboratory 
in peat and sand cont ained in a glass, reotangular tank. Ten weevils, 
marked on their backs with a spot of white paint for easier reoovery, 
were introduced into the tanks. Another similar tank was plaoed over 
the plant and the two sealed together with adhesive tape. 
Each week the weevils, some of whioh had been feeding on the 
leaves of the plant during the night, were sought and their sites noted. 
In all cases the soil was sieved and examined carefully inch by 
inch. 
The first three treatments were in the laboratory, the fourth on the 
roof of a building where the night and day temperatures varied a little 
more than inside. 
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RESULTS 
TABLE xiv 
No. of 
Exper- Dura- weevils 
iment tion intro- Aggre-
No. Data in days duced found Depth gating 
a. 26.6.64 10 10 5 'rop 1" No 
b. 6.7.64 28 10 3 Top 1" No 
o. 16·9·64 28 12 l(dead) Top Ii" No 
d. 15·7.65 7 10 5 Top It" No 
Results and conclusions 
In all four instanoes, half or more of the original number of 
introduced weevils were not to be found, although the soil was examined 
extremely carefully by mechanioal shaker and by hand. The adhesive 
tape had not boen removed or damaged and there appeared to be no possible 
way of escape from the glass containers. No obvious parasites or 
predators were found in the soil. This disappearanoe must be aocounted 
for by death and disintegration or by cannibalism amongst the weevils. 
Of the remaining weevils, all were found in the top It inches of 
soil and in no instance were they in an aggregation. 
It would seem that the aggregations previously noted in glass jars 
are not normal in the soil, but that during the daytime the adult weevils 
hid in the soil, their depth being dependent on temperature. 
· . 
FAG~OHS AFFEarING FEEDING 
The following four experiments were set up in the laboratory 
during 1963 and 1964 to discover what factors influence the amount and 
type of feeding carried out by Otiorgynohus singularis. 
1. Determination of the amounts of different leaves eaten by 30 weevils. 
2. To determine which type of rhododendron leaf the adult weevil 
prefers to eat when allowed a free oholae. 
3. Experiment to disoover whether the weevil Otiorrhynchus singularis 
prefers to feed in darkness or light. 
4. Olfaotoryexperiment. 
Conclusions. 
o. SINGlJLARIS FBEDING EXPEHIMEtITS 
1. Determination of the amounts of leaf eaten by 30 weevils 
The expclriment began on 24th May 1963 and oontinued, for the 
first part, for ten weeks until 1st August 1963. 
Thirty adult weevils, Otiorhynohus singularis,whioh had. been 
oaught during the hours of darkness, from Rhododendron bushes at Keele 
immediately preoeding the experiment, were plaoed singly in petri-
dishes. Two pieoes of damp filter paper were plaoed in eaoh dish to 
preserve a high humidity, constant for eaoh animal. 
The dishes were then labelled 1 - 30. 
1 - 10 were fed on smooth or glabrous rhododendron leaf. 
11 - 20 fed on glauoous le~f whioh was hairy on the undersides 
21 - 30 fed on deoiduous, azalea leaf. 
In eaoh dish was placed a cirole of the appropriate leaf of 1 om. 
diameter, area 0.786 sq. cm. The dishes were examined daily and a 
neW leaf inserted when the previous one was oompletely eaten. 
At the end of each seven day period any remaining leaf portions 
were removed and plaoed on transparent tape and labelled. They were 
then projeoted and magnified x 10 by use of a modified m1oroprojeotor 
and the outlines drawn on paper and measured by means of the planimeter. 
From the areas measured, the amount of leaf eaten by eaoh.evil was 
calOllatec1 wekly It- 0.786 -x 0142 where x is the acunt of leal lett 
uneaten &Dl recorded. (Se. Factorial bperiMnt p. 19"). 
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Fresh, cCllplet., leaf circle. were iDaertec1. .. the others ..... remoYecl 
each _eke The circle of leal waa CI1 t by usiDg a cark-borer. 
The maxjlllam and 1lliD1Dum temperature. in the laboratory were reoordecl 
c1.aily, and. fr(ID the.e the da:ily aDd wekly aYwage. calculatecl. 
Becm.. or structural al terationa to the 'tNildiDg, the inaect. hM. 
to be lIlOV'ed tr(ID ODe laboratory to aDDtber where the temperature .... on 
average lower. Jdded to this, the Q1 taide tup,rature. ro.e at the 
beg1nniD& ot Jane aDd teU again atternrd... Dua, i_teed or there 
being a ate~ ri.e in temperature duriD& the late apriD& and ~r aa 
aigbt nonnal.ly have been e3pected, the average telllpera'tllre ro.e, tell aid 
graduall,y rose apin daring this ten-w_ period, .. OaD be ... n on tbe araph. 
Week No. 
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2 
, 
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May 24th +--.----_ Week no. ___________ ~) Aug ht 
1 - 10 11 - 20 21 - 30 ~14i1 Weak No. glabrous ~lauoous deoiduous 
8 0.412 0.397 0.459 
9 0.295 0·502 0.759 
10 1.155 0.795 0·933 
Total of average 
amounts eaten by 
10 weevils 7.209 6·904 10·988 
Av. of 10 weevils 2 0.721 om 0.690 om 2 1.099 om 2 
T/,BLL xvi Averate pef ..... evil 
1963 
sa en y 
Week TemP8rature 30 weev~ls 
No. Date F om 
1 24·5 - 30.5 62 0.195 
2 31·5 - 6.6 66 0.758 
3 7.6 - 13.6 70 1.659 
4 14.6 - 20.6 66·5 1·521 
5 21.6 - 27.6 59 1.164 
6 28.6 - 4.7 56 0.780 
7 5.7 - 11.7 56 0.363 
8 12.7 - 18.7 57 0.423 
9 19·7 - 25.7 60 0·519 
10 26.7 - 1.8 65·5 0·961 
From the table and graph oomparing the average amount of the three 
types of leaves eaten by the weevils, it is apparent that those feeding 
on the deoiduous leaves ate more than either those on the glaucous or 
glabrous leaves. The averaae amount eaten of the latter two types was 
very similar, the glabrous type being only slightly more than the 
glauoous. 
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These results agree with those shown in the "Preferenoe" experiment 
where the food was ohosen at random and will be disoussed in that seotion. 
The graph shows that, on the whole, more of eaoh type of leaf was 
eaten as the temperature rose, and less at lower temperatures. The 
deciduous-leaf graph follows this olosely, whilst the glaucous type only 
diverts in the fourth week when the temperature falls, but the average 
amount eaten still increases. The graph of the smooth, glabrous leaf 
varies from normal by rising sharply in the fifth and falling slightly 
in the ninth week. This latter fall in amount eaten ~ be due to a 
lowering of the relative humidity inside the dishes during the week when 
the filter papers tended to be dryer than usual. 
Conolusions. 
By comparing the average amount eaten by all thirty weevils with 
temperature, as in the preceding table and graph, it can be conoluded 
that the weevil eats more at the higher summer temperatures, and &s 
the temperature falls, so does the amount eaten. The weevil oonsumes 
more area of deoiduous leaf than of the glabrous or glaucous types. 
2. TO DErERMINlil WHICH TYPE OF RHODODENDRON LEAF THE ADULT NEEVIL 
PREFBRS TO EAT WHEN ALLOWED A FREE CHOICE 
The experiment commenced in the laboratory on 27th May 1963, 
and continued for ten weeks until 5th August. 
Eight adult weevils, Otiorh,ynchus si~lari,s, were numbered 
31 - 38 respectively_ lVeevils 31 - 35 were placed in plastic and 
metal cages and 36 - 38 in petri-dishes (Fig. 31 )_ 
In each container was placed three circular pieces of rhododendron 
leaf, c:.ianleter 1 c)6n., area 0.786 sq. cml-
(a) glabrous or smooth (R. pontic~)1 
(b) 
(c) 
glaucous or hairy on under surface (type R. ~laucophYllum). 
deciduous (Azalea series and luteum subseries). 
In the 'oages the leaf circl es were placed at the top of the cane 
on pins, the weevil having to walk up this cane to re~ch the food, thuB 
ensuring randomization. Damp filter paper Was placed in both the cages 
and the dishes to keep the atmosphere moist. 
The leaf circles in 31 - 35 terlded to dry out quicker than those 
in 36 - 38 and this may account for the average amount eaten in the 
cages being less than that in the petri-dishes. (Table xvi1j). 
Adhesive tape had to be fastened to the rim of the aages, or the 
insects were able to esoape. Newspaper was placed on top to keep out 
the dust. The food was examined daily and as a oircle was oompletely 
eaten it was replaoed. 
After every seven days any remaining ciroles or parts of oiroles 
were placed on transparent adhesive tape covered with more tape and 
labelled. Three complete, fresh leaf oiroles were then substituted 
Weevils j1 - 35 Cages. 
-
I ~ ~ 
\-,'eevils 36 - 38. Petri-dishes. 
II 
Fig.31. 
perforated, metal lid. 
adhesive tape. 
leaf circles pinned to cane. 
bamboo cane. 
transparent plastic. 
rcetal base. 
cork disc. 
petri-dish containing moist 
fil ter paper. 
Glass petri-dish with lid. 
leaf circles. 
moist filter paper. 
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in the containers, and the portions of leaf dealt with as for the 
Factorial Bxperiment. 
'rhe average amount 
is shown below~ 
1'ABLi'; xvii 
ifeek 
No. 
--
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Total of 
averages 
1963 
Date 
21.5 - 2.6 
3.6 - 9.6 
10.6 -16.6 
17.6 -23.6 
24.6 -30.6 
1.7 - 7.7 
8.7 -14.7 
15.7 -21·7 
22.7 -28.1 
29.1 - 4.8 
-
Overall average 
for 10 weeks .. 
in sq. em. of each type of leaf eaten per week 
A verage amount 
of leaf in cm2 
eaten per week Total of 
by all weevils averages 
a b c 
t,lubrous glaucous deciduous 
.017 .018 .290 0.385 
·303 .174 .978 1.455 
.222 .405 1.236 1.863 
.429 .402 
·991 1.828 
.219 
·1l5 .324 0.718 
.490 .108 .616 1.214 
.049 .167 .llO 0.326 
.229 .246 0357 0.832 
.248 .146 .447 0.841 
.029 .236 0548 0.81) 
2.355 2.017 
From these results, and from those obtained from experiment 
(p. 148 ) 1, it can be seen that under laboratory conditions the weevil 
O. singular1s shows a marked preferenoe for the deoiduous, azalea leaf, 
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followed by a lesser one for the glabrous type, whilst only a relatively 
small proportion of the glaucous type of leaf was eaten. Whether the 
weevil was given a free choice of food or provided with only one type 
of leaf, appears to make little diffence to the amounts of each type 
of leaf eaten. 
Considering the reasons behind the preference .. for deciduous, 
azalea leaf, transverse sections of the three types of leaf were made 
and are shown in fig 33 • The first noticable point is that the" 
azalea leaf is narrower than the other two types so that although in 
B~uare centimeters the weevils may eat more area of deciduous leaf, in 
volume the amount of difference is probably not so great. On the other 
hand, the azalea leaf has a more uniform density than the other two, 
which contain much spongy mesophyll. Secondly the azalea leaf has no 
thick cuticle on top of the upper epidermis as have the glauoous and 
glabrous types, neither has it such a wide l~er of small celled, 
thickened epidermal cells. This fact would make the deciduous leaf 
mechanically easier to bite and cut with the mandibles. The hairy 
indumentum on the lower surface of the glaucous type would prove a 
further physical barrier for the weevils' mouthparts. 
Initially the weevil is probably attraoted to the deciduous leaf 
or repelled from the glaucous type by smell,then by taste, but it could 
be the association of a certain smell with a thick outiole or hairy 
lower epidermis which steers it away from the glabrous and especially 
the glaucous type. 
It is of interest to note that no two weevils eat in the same 
.manner or even at the same time or temperature (fig 34 ). This has 
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T.S. of deciduous, azalea leaf. 
~~~~~~~~O~~=======cuticle ~ upper epidermis 
palisaae] 
mesophyll. 
----spongy 
~~~~i5~~iiii~------lower epidermis 
T.S. of glabrous leaf. 
r------ hairs forming 
indumentum. 
T.S. of glaucous leaf 
F'ig. 33. 
been noticed throughout all the experiments and it is ~uite impossible 
to write honestly about an "average" weevil. 
TABLEs xviii 
--
Amount of food eaten b weevils 
----
Week 31 - 35 36 - 38 
No. in cages in petri dishes 
total 2 2 total em 2 2 em average em average em 
1 3.014 .615 0 0 
2 50382 1.016 6.251 2.086 
3 7.060 1.412 7.843 2.615 
4 1.629 1·526 6.990 2·330 
5 3.754 0.751 1.996 0.665 
6 8.691 1.138 1.001 0.334 
7 1 .. 435 0.287 1.174 0·391 
8 1.226 0.245 5·426 1.809 
9 0 0 6.723 2.241 
10 1.263 0.253 5·247 1.749 
'rota.l 7·903 14.220 
, 
ok 
The R.H. in the cages 31-35 was lower 
than in the petri dishes 36-38. 
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EX.Pl'.;Hn1}~~rll TO JJISCOVlli \\iREI'Hlill 'rHE;Jl!:1'VIL (y'['IOlillHTIlCHUS 
SIN(mb~ PllliF'l'lliS 'ro FEED IN • .JJ1J.tKN.i;;SS OR LIGHT 
In natural conditions outside, weevils are found eating the 
leaves of Rhododendron and other plants only after dark, but in petri 
dishes in the laboratory they have been seen to be eating during the 
daytime as well as at night. 'rhe following small experiment Was devised 
to count the number of times certain weevils (which were seleoted at 
random from those caught at night on R. ponticum) ate in the dark and 
in the light when given complete freedom of choice. 
The insects were kept in a north faoing room where very little 
variation of temperature took place, and where the unoovered tube 
received normal daylight and night intensities of light. 
A large tube with two smaller tubes at the end (shown in the 
diagram ( j5 ) for Olfaotory Tests) was used for each weevil, the inseot 
being plaoed in the closed end of tube C. 
One tube was covered with silver foil, cutting out any light, the 
other tube was left transparent. 
Ciroles of leaf 1 em. in diameter were freshly cut from a leaf of 
~. pontioum eaoh day and one placed at the closed end of eaoh small tube. 
The tubes were revolved evol'Y day to eliminate direotional influenoes. 
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Once a day the tubes were examined and if the weevil had been feeding, 
it was noted whether this was in tube A or tube B. 
The results are as followss-
TABLF"; ixx 
Weevil No. of times feedin~ in 
No. Light, Dark. 
1. 20 15) ) Experiments begun 24/5/64 for 
2. 11 n) 10 weeks. ) 
3· , 4) ) 
4. 3 5) Experiments begun 28/8/64 for 
\ 
5· , 5) ) 4 weeks. 
6. 8 1) ) 
,. , 3) Experiments begun 17/5/65 for 
8. 9 9) 4 weeks. 
2l 9· 10 
Totals 82 68 
~ of times 
It would appear that light or darkness do not signifioantly 
influenoe the feeding of O. singular1s in the laboratory, a faot later 
confirmed in the Faotorial Experiment. 
Two other points noted during this experiment weres 
a. Weevils tended to eat the rubber bung at the oentre of the 
tubes and in all oases laid eggs soon after eating the rubbero 
b. The totals for feeding in the left hand or right hand tube 
L.H. 49.06~ R.H. 50.94~ were very similar and therefore the 
direotion of feeding does not seem to be an influenoeo 
1~3 
OLFACTORY EXPiliI1fr~T 
This experiment W\3..S set up in May 1964 for 4 weeks, to try and 
determine whether or not the weevil O. singularis was attracted to 
its food by use of the olfactory organs. 
Twelve 12-inch elass tubes were fitted with a large rubber bung 
(although the weevils may eat the rubber in very small amounts occa-
sionally, they eat less of this than cork, so bungs of the latter 
material are to be avoided), and into the bung were placed two smaller 
glass tubes as in the diagTam. 
The selected weevil, caught at night from R. ponticum, was placed 
at the closed end of the large tube. At the closed ends of the 
smaller tubes were placed circles of leaf I om. in diameter, one tube 
(labelled with a dot to distinguish it) having in it R. pontioum and 
the other R. fulgens or R. wardii. All circles were cut from the 
centre of leaves and had no natural leaf margin on their ciroumference. 
The tubes were laid horizontally on the bench and turned each day, 
thus reversing the positions of A and B and eliminating any purely 
directional attraction of the leaves for the animals. 
The results of these experiments are shown below. 
a. 6 tubes R. ponticum in tube A) - 10 of times leaf eaten 82.76~ 
6 tubes R. fulgens in tube B ~ 
- " " " 17.24~ 
b. 6 tubes R. Eonticum in tube A) - " " " 58.54~ 
6 tubes R. wardii in tube B ~ .. .. II 41.4~ 
From these results it would appear that the insect could be 
attracted to R. ponticum and repelled from R. fulgens and to a lesser 
extent by R. wardii by the smell of the out leaf. To the hUlllUl nostril. 
A (€IT!) 
~ , C ~::"-
B f@ 
-':';0:.0 : 
Dia£ram of the tubes used in the 
not to scale". 
Tube A H. ponticUl!l. 
Tube B other plant leaf, R. fulgens or R. wardii. 
Tube C large tube in ~hich weevil is placed. 
Fig 35. 
~ 
~ 
the leaves do emit a different smell from each other, R. fulgens 
being tbe most pungent of the three. 
In natural conditions, outside on the rhododendron plant or other 
host, it is noticeable that the weevils seem to return to eat at night 
to a leaf which is already danaged and has an eaten margin. This 
could perha.i:'s be that the escaping plant liquids emit an odour 
attractive to the weevil, or simply that it is mechanically easier 
for the insect to eat at an already indented margin, or more likely 
a combination of both these factors. 
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FJ\CTORS AF'F]OC;TING FEEDING 
CONCWSIONS 
J'rQR the preceding e~erlment. the following oonoluaiona can be c1rawna: 
1. Kore tood is eaten when the tempera1ure ri.es, le •• 1Ihen the 
tempera1ure falls. 
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2. )lore tood ia eaten in the petri dishes than the cagea ill uperilllent 2. 
probably em. to the difference in bJmjdiv between the twoJ tberetQE'8 
the higber the b.uaidi ty the more food eaten. 
3. o. aiDlllaria prefers to feed on decich1.QUs azalea, glabra1a aDl 
glaucQUs leaves in that order. This result does DOt depend on whether 
the weevil is given free chOice of leaf type or DOt. 
4e The azalea leaf has no thick Q1 tiele am oDl3 a thin epidend.. _ 
both the upper and lower 8llrtacos am. it is probabJ.:r e .... er tor tbe 
_erll to bit. into than the other two types. 
5. The wemJ. abon no marked preference tor t .. diD,i in a..rta. •• or in 
liaht. in the laboratQl7. 
6. o •• iyUaria ia probabJ.:r attracted to IICII8 yarietiea or rhoaoteDJl'OIl 
am. repelled by other. clue to the oltaotor.r ..... 
FACTOhS Aj4'l1'ECPThG OVIPOSITION 
During the ten weeks 24th May - 1st August 1963, the number of 
eggs laid by each of 30 weevils (labelled 1 - 30) was recorded daily. 
At the same tiule the weevils were offered 1 cm. diameter circles of 
rhododendron leof, and the terr;perature in of was recorded daily. 
The O. singularis weevils were kept individually in petri dishes 
in the laboratory. Once a week the filter paper in the dishes was 
changed and at that time the eggs and any larvae were carefully 
transferred to the new paper by means of a sparsely-haired brush. Many 
of tIe eggs tended to become covered with a white fungus and consequently 
not to develop. 'l'hese moul6.y eggs were discarded daily. In a very few 
cases, the number of eggs decreased slightly suggesting that at these 
rare times the adult weevil must have eaten the eggs. 
The circles of food were replaced weekly and the remains measured 
as in the Factorial Experiment (p. 193 ). New circles were inserted in 
less than a week if the weevil had already consumed the original one. 
The dates corresponding to the week numbers ares-
Week 1 24.5 - 30.5.63 Week 6 28.6 - 4.7.63 
2 31·5 - 6.6.63 7 5.7 -11.7.63 
3 7.6 - 13·6.63 8 12.7 -18.7.63 
4 14.6 - 20.6.63 9 19.7 -25.7.63 
5 21.6 - 27.6.63 10 26.7 - 1.8.63 
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TABu.; xx-
~ 
No. 
1 May 
2 June 
3 
4 
5 
6 July 
7 
8 
9 
COMPARISON OF AMOUNT EA~N BY WELVILS WITH THE NU}lliER 
OF mas LAID. 
Average Average 
amount 
No. of No. of eaten Eer 
new eggs eggs Eer weevil Eer2 laid weevil week in em 
35 1.17 0.195 
89 2.97 00758 
74 2.47 1.659 
61 2.03 1.521 
12 0.40 1.164 
1 0.03 0.780 
13 0.43 0.363 
89 2.97 0.423 
36 1020 0.519 
10 August 109 3.63 0.961 
Total number of eggs during ten weeks period: 519. 
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Average 
Tem,[2erature 
of 
62 
66 
?O 
66.5 
59 
56 
56 
57 
60 
65.5 
Tl!:1'I.PBRATURJ::; EFFEC'l.' 
From the above table and the following LTaph (Fig. 36) the 
relationship between the number of eggs laid and the average temperatures 
over the ten weeks can be examinedo 
'l.'he optiml.l1:D. temperature appears to be between about 6loF and 70°F 
and generally more eggs were laid when the temperature was high. 
Most eggs were not laid during the weeks of highest average 
temperatures, but in the preceding weeks, e.g. 
89 eggs in week 2 at 66°F, then 70°F in week 3 
89 " " 8 at 57°F, "60°F "9 
On the other hand, when the average temperature was low, the 
number of eggs laid was also at a minimum, e .ga 
Terr.perature falls and number of eggs is at a minimum in 
weeks ]-4, 4-5, 5-6, and both temperature and egg count 
are still low in week 7. 
\~hen the tempera.ture was rising in weeks 1 - 2, 7 - 8 and 9 - 10, 
the number of eggs also rose, but this did not apply in weeks 2 - 3 or 
8 - 9. It may be that in week 9 the accidentally low humidity in the 
petri dishes accounted for the low number of eggs laid (see Faotorial 
experiD1ent) • 
Willis (1964) when writing of O. SUlcatus found that the total 
eggs deposited during the summer did not substrultially depend on the 
conditions under which oviposition ocourred, but was related to the 
I. 
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life span of the weevil. At lower temperatures there wes a longer 
oviposition period, anci therefore fewer eggs each day, but th,;) total 
count would be the same had the temperature been high. 
O. singularis does not show quite the same tendencies, for although 
hardly any eggs are laid in weeks 6, 1 and 8 when the temperature is 
lowest, when eggs hav~ been laid they are not in odd batches of one or 
two, but in groups of 30 (weevil 23) or 19 (weevil 28). Also (weevil 15) 
a very few eggs can be laid over a long period when the temperature is 
high. 
Jan de Wilde (1964) states that high temperatures tend to avert 
induction of oviposition, but this inhibiting effect does not occur until 
the temperatures are above 300 C (86°F). Below this, within a certain 
optimum range, higher temperatures presumably encourage the laying of 
eggs. 
It would appear from these results that Vlhilst generally more eggs 
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are laid as the normal summer temperature is rising, there must be other 
factors than temperature alone (possibly humidity level and photoperiodism) . 
influencing the time of egg laying. 
PHOTOPhlRIODIC EFFECT 
The weevils were in a room with many windows and the dishes were 
left uncovered, therefore the normal hours of light and darkness prevailed. 
It cannot be said that as the days grew longer, the more eggs were laid, 
but rather the opposite. Fewest eggs were laid in a week of longest days, 
week 6, June 28th - July 4th. 
Normally outdoors or inside in the laboratory the weevil begins to 
lay eggs at the end of May - begillning of June, and I would suggest that 
it is the short days of sprine together with the rise of temperature 
which injtiDte oviposition. Lator, it would appear from these results, 
temperature anu not the length of day is the dominant influence on time 
of egg laying. 
rrill!JDEl'Y B]'F.BCT 
In most weeks the hUmidit,/ was kept const,mtly high by the application 
of wat8r to the filter papers in the dishes, and the influence of a 
fluctuating H.R. Gould be disregarded. 
During week 9 (19th - 25the July), when the average temporature rose 
to 600F, the filter pap~rs were accidentally allowed to dry out and the 
level of egg laying dropped at a time when it might have been expected 
to increase. 
This drop in the number of eggs laid can probably be attributed to 
a low R.R. rrhis relationship will be discussed further at the end of the 
li'actorial eXIJerirnent result s. 
NU1'RrnONAL EFFtECT 
In Table xxi and in the following bTaphs, two obvious facts emerge. 
Firstly, the peaks for consumption of food follow the rises in 
tomperature (Fig. 41 ). One would assume that the rise in temperature 
brings about an increase in general metabolic rate and therefore an 
increase in food utiliaation. 
Seoondly, it can clearly be seen that the peak periods for egg 
laying precede the peaks for feeding, as in weeks 2 and 3, and weeks 8 
and 10 (Fig. 37). Feeding seems to have a direot conneotion with egg 
laying, the amount of food consumed and the timing being influenoed by 
the numbers of eggs laid during the previous week. 
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On the graphs showinc the weevils fed on different types of leaf 
(Fig.38- 4q this connection is perhaps even more easily seen, eSlJecially 
for those weevils numbered. 1 - 10. 
Gillet (1951) suggested that in mosquitoes the abdominal distention 
by food intake stimulated the egg layine process. I woulu propose that 
the opposite arises in O. singularis, and that because the abdomen has 
become so distended with eggs, eating is uncoml'ortable for the weevil. 
When eggs have been laid and the abdomen is comparitively empty, the 
weevil eats more food. 
To show this more clearly, results from individual egg-laying 
weevils (but disregarding tLose that laid only once either in the first 
or last week) are shown below, Table xxii. 
It can be seen froD! these tables that no weevil appears to eat an 
extra amount prior to oviposition. In fact, at the end of the Factorial 
experiment which follows, some of the weevils laid eggs without having 
eaten for 17 or 18 weeks. On the other hand, those weevils which had 
eaten recently laid more eggs. 
According to some other workers in this field, some Coleoptera have 
to go through a stage of highly active feeding just before oogenesis, 
whilst some mosquitoes require a blood meal prior to oviposition (de 
Wilde 1964). Othor species of mosquitoes will develop eggs without 
nutrition being required, and other insects need to change the balance 
of nutrients in their diet before oviposition (Flanders1935). It can be 
concluded that insects vary considerably in their nutritional requirements 
prior to oogenesis and oviposition. 
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O. singularis probably normally eats before egg laying, but not 
to any great extent. ~iillis (1964) states that O. sulcatus, requires 
a certain amount of feeding prior to oviposition. 'rms does not seem 
to apply to O. sint,"UJaris according to my findings. l10re feeding seems 
to occur just after oviposition~ 
These results are then follo1Ned by data for eiE;ht non-laying 
weevils from the same experiment ('I'a'Qle ) which have been plotted 
XXlll 
against the others on a graph. 
On this graph (I<'ig. 1f1 ) four separate peaks can be seen between 
weeks 1 - 6. The first peak shows the maximum eegs laid in week 2 by 
the eieht weevils. This is followed by the peak for the maxiIIllI!l 
temperature of 700 F coinciding with that for food consumption by the 
eggless weevils in week 3. 
The peak of food consumption by the laying weevils follows in 
week 4, two weeks after maximum oviposition. 
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TABu.: xxi 
Week Weevil }Jo.6 __ .1ie!3vi l_~L ___ Neevil No .12 ',veevil No .14 
---; ._------- . -
Eggs2'2PE-_ eaten Ee~s F'ood ea,!ien Eggs Food eat~!l ~~s Food eatep 
in c~s. 
1 0 0 0 .235 0 0 0 0 
2 31 .)86 0 .052 17 .392 37 .786 
3 0 2.200 0 0 19 0 0 2.021 
4 0 0 41 1.455 0 1.412 0 .416 
5 0 1·396 0 2.358 0 1.157 1 .064 
6 0 1.381 0 1.153 0 .286 0 .156 
7 0 ·541 0 .786 0 0 9 .408 
8 0 
·588 0 .706 0 .081 0 .786 
9 0 0 6 .476 0 .126 0 .614 
10 0 
·504 10 2.358 0 .020 0 1·572 
Week Weevil Noo15 Weevil No .23 Weevil No.25 Weevil No.28 
1 1 0 0 0 0 .049 0 .014 
2 3 .331 0 .175 1 .376 0 0 
3 4 .181 34 3.144 10 .316 0 2.068 
4 2 ·516 0 3·930 13 2.358 0 1.448 
5 5 1.234 0 2.954 0 .786 0 .101 
6 1 .601 0 .676 0 .442 0 .248 
7 0 1.047 0 ·566 0 .252 0 .166 
8 0 ·503 30 1·572 0 .66 19 ·726 
9 0 0 18 1·572 0 .136 1 1.330 
10 0 .146 3 2.854 0 .186 0 .701 
TABLE xxii AMouNT EATE!.\" "o'IEEKLY IN C11:2 BY 8 EGG-LAYING ';;EEVILS 
Weevil Week Week Week Week Vleek Week ~Jeek Neek ,leek 'Neek 
l~o. 1 -~--~---~ -- ____ 4 ~ ______ 5 _ 6 __ -..1-. _______ 8 _______ L. _____ .-1.Q.. 
6 0 .386 2.200 0 1.396 1·381 ·541 ·558 0 ·504 
10 .235 .052 0 1.455 20358 1·153 .186 .106 .476 2.358 
12 0 .286 
·987 1.828 ·541 .561 .671 ·977 .463 .236 
14 0 .186 2.020 .416 .064 .156 .408 .786 .614 1·512 
15 0 .331 .181 ·576 1.234 .601 1.047 ·503 0 .146 
23 0 .175 3.144 3·930 2·954 .616 .566 1·512 1·512 2.854 
25 .049 .376 .316 2.358 .186 .442 .254 .166 ·136 .186 
28 .014 0 2.068 1.448 .101 .248 .166 .726 1·330 .701 
Total 0.298 2.392 10.916 12.011 9·434 5·824 4.439 5·994 4·591 8·557 
Average 0.031 0.299 1.364 1·501 1.119 0.728 0·555 0.749 0·514 1.069 
... 
~ 
TABLE xxiii AMOUNT EATEN WEEKLY IN CU2 BY 8 NON-EnG LAYINGNEEVILS 
NO-EnG WEEVILS 
Weevil Week Week Week Week Week Week Week \'ieek Week ,'leek No. 1 2 3 4 :2 6 7 8 2 10 
3 0 -388 .446 1.294 1·372 1.462 .141 .1(1 0 1.022 
7 
·557 .392 2.200 .066 1·511 1.357 0326 .786 ·962 1. :)32 
11 0 .392 0 1.412 1.157 .286 0 .081 .026 .021 
21 1·350 2.626 4.686 2·990 ·552 .786 .236 -336 1-362 .261 
22 .005 .969 4.616 2.216 1.347 .256 .111 .031 .106 .786 
26 0 .293 2.131 3·012 ·506 ·374 .209 .1(3 0 .026 
27 0 .376 2.859 1.387 ·336 .131 ·546 .441 .365 .411 
30 0 .635 2.203 2.230 1.352 .731 .336 0381 .441 .?1l 
Total 1·912 6.071 19·201 14.607 8.139 5·383 1.905 2.400 3.262 4.030 
----------------------------------------.----.. ---------- -.---.------. 
Average 0.239 0.759 2.400 1.826 1.011 0.673 0.238 0.300 0.408 0.504 
-' 
\J 
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Tne of lest eaten 
The total D.UDbers of eggs laid by weevils fed on each type of food :i.s: 
Glabrous Glaucous Deo:i.duous 
127 237 155 
whereas more of the dec:i.duous leaf was eaten, toUowd by the glabrol.lS 
I 
than the gla1COUS types. Th:i.s d:i.spels 8l\Y theory that with O. s:i.lJiJ,llari. 
the lIllIlber of eggs la:i.d is related to the 8DQUnt or tood. eaten. The 
nerils here wh:i.oh ate less la:i.d the most egas. It mq be that the 
woolly texblre on the back or the glauOQ.lS leaves was scue eDOCUragement 
to egg laying. In those oaaes the weevil laid eggs actually on the lonr 
Illrface of the leaf while eggs are laid on the aurtaoe ot the petri dish 
where the other two type. of leaves were provided. 
These reml ts aJ.so tend to alpport the view that when the 
abdomen is particularly distended with eggs, there i. le .. rocD tor toea. 
CONCLlJ::3IONS 
Amongst the factors influencing egg laying in O. singularis, 
ternlJ8ratLlre and probably relative humidity are of prime importance. The 
state of the abdomen, wheth'3r full of eggs or relatively empty, has an 
effect on the time and amount of feeding. 'rhe amount of food eaten before 
egg laying does not appear to influence the numbers of eggs laid. 
The followin,r: experiment was set up in the laboratory 
in June 1964 in order to discover the effects upon the Clay-coloured 
iieevil (Otiorhynchus singularis L.) of varying the factors, each at 
two levels: 
in relation to: 
+ (a) 
+ (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Light, 
Temperature, 
Humidity, 
Food supply, 
Number of eggs laid, 
Time of la.ying, 
Longevi ty of p~ent weevils, 
Jtmwnt of food. eaten, 
Feeding habits. 
All the weevils used had been caueJ:lt on R. ppntiOlm at 
night at Keele during early June 1964, ani none had so far laid eggs 
in captivity. .All were fed, up to the dq on which the aperiment 
began, ,!nd. were selected at ranian for each trea'bllent. Those dying 
were replaced by others. 
+ These results were not aVailable duriDg the first ten .... eke. 
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Four variable factors 
at two levels: 
Humidi ty ilirrh 
Food + 
Light '1 
A typically marked 
petri dish 
10 replicate sets nurr.bered A ~.11. 
with 16 treatments in each set marked ~ h, ~ 
2 sets of 10 per plastic box . 
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Low 
LO\'I 
no 
no 
F .ACTOill:~_ ~E.lUMmT: 
iiPP ARATJS. USlID 
Two hoosehold refrigerators were used, one of which was 
fitted with a small fluorescent strip light, lit oonti~ously, the 
other left dark. Both refrigerators were set to maintain a steady 
temperature of 6u c. 
To obtain a higher temperature, an inOlbator was set at 
At the top of the incubator a small li~t, similar to that 
in the refrigerator, was inserted. In order to provide darkness 
in the lower half of the incubator, the dishes used to house the 
weevils were placed in boxes construoted of black plastic material, 
whilst all ether boxes were made of transparent plastic (see Fig.l~3 ). 
The weevils were placed separately in plastio petri-
dishes which had several holes punched in the lid to allow entry of 
air and to stabilise the IDmidi ty. The boxes were labelled using 
179 
ooloured, ra,md dots to denote the different treatments as in Table xxiv. 
Sixteen different treatments were given and eam treat-
ment replioated ten times, involving 160 weevils altogether. Plastio 
boxes were made to acccmmodate 20 dishes or two sets of treatments, 
therefore eight boxes were used, six transparent and two opacpe. 
'rhe boxes measured 12" x 9" :x: 4". Half' an inch :t"rQlll the base of 
the box, inside, was fitted a small ledge on to which was placed a 
sheet of open aluminium mesh. 'This allowd light thrOl8P the mesh 
where needed and also provided a stable base for the petri-dishes. 
I a:=tifht-fitt,i"f lid 
black plastic box 
ij II II , :: I 20 perforated l,etri 
..... -===- ~ ~ II (hshAS 
II .-Jl II ~l .".,. rhododeniron leaf t t '2"!" _____ :-t l _~u __ ~ _J_~ ___ g:rtl~'UW" shelf 3 SOll tlon of I\a(;l or 
LiCl . 
Cr oss section of' one of t:le rlfls::ic boxes used 
in the Factorial ~xperiment . 
fig 43 . 
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Rhododendron leaf 
Fig 44. 
strong spring 
metal clamp on 
starn 
cork barer, 
diameter 1 an. 
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rhododemron leaf 
wooden base 
Unit'crm holes 
1 aD. diamster 
Under the mesh was placed the liq,lid to provide a stable high or 
low humidi ty • 
260 @'l1' Nacl. or anhydoos 350 gpl. LiCl. were dissol"ted 
in 500 ml. water. In each case a saturated solution was obtained 
wi th scme crystals left in the solution. This provided the boxes 
with humidities of 75/;' .ii.H. and 1~' :d..H. respectively, and these were 
tested periodically wi th the Cobalt Thiocynate paper and the Lovibond 
CQIlparatar, and the Het and Dry Bulb Hygrometer. Foor boxes -con-
tained N aCl ani :fcur, LiCl. The humidities varied later. 
Half the weevils in the experiment were ted re31larly on 
smooth :R...:....E..o.nti~ leaf', the others received no tood. Those ted 
received circles of leaf 1 an. in diameter once every seven days, 
or whenever the food had been eaten if this time was less than seven 
davrs. The circles of leaf' were taken fran the centre of the leat, 
intervenously, using neither midrib nor the leaf margln. '!bey were 
cut oot by a small machine made in the laboratory by fixing a metal. 
cork-borer on to a stand with a Wooden base and. attaching a spring 
above the borer. The en tting edge of the metal. was exactly 1 an. 
in diameter and was shazpened regularly by filing (see Fig.44 ). 
The leaves used ware all of similar texture, i.e. not the yeung, 
flexible, liBPt-ooloured new leaves, nor the tcugh., dark-green 
leaves of two or more years. 
At each reading the circles of leaf ware taken out of 
the dish and. placed on to transparent, adhesive tape. 
piece of tape was placed over the top of the leaf pieces . They Vlere 
then labelled in ink . 
® o 
The tape could be cut and prepared just before each 
count . 
These were then magnified x 10 by using a modified micro-
projector and the 0,1 tline carefully dra~m on to prepared sheets of 
paper . These could be kept until time was available f or measure-
menta . The areas were measured by a planimeter and recorded in tables . 
Magnified outline 
x 10 origlnal 
I 
! 
v 
LIWT: 
BtlKIDITI: 
FOOD: 
Contimws liiJlt on four boxes provided by 
Atlas, tubular fluorescent lights. 
Darleness provided by use or black plutic boxes. 
Low R.H. of 12J' using sat. LiCl oolution. 
(This la.ter rose to 2..". &lid then to ltOJ'). 
High R.H. of 7:$ using sat. XaCl aa1.ution. 
SQ].ution in baae of each belat. 
(.After 10 weeb the Aulidi ty was raiaecl to 
100J' by using water on the tilter-paper in 
petri-cliahes) • 
° Low tcmp,rature in retripratora 6 o. 
Hi.er t.perature in iDCllbator 18°C. 
Halt the neril. reoeinc1 IlQ food, otbera feel 
re31lar13 on rhodod.en4rOD leaf'. 
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Readings recorded ftre a 
(a) {{eevil de ad. or alive 
(b) N.1mber of eggs laid 
(c) ilnamt of food. eaten 
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.All readings were taken in the morning, 3 times per week, on 14ondq, 
Hed.nesdq and Fridq_ 
lm)ULTS OF F ilCTORIAL EXPERJ:KENT 
FIRST TEN WEiXS: 
Probably because of the highest humidity being on1.y 7:Jfo R.H. the 
weevils did not lq 8l\1 eggs during the first 10 weks, aJ. though most of 
them had. eggs internally when dissected after death. 
The reall ts can only show the ettects of the various treatments 
on lonaevi ty of the adul t weevils, aD1 on the feeding habits. 
i. Eftects of factors on longevity! 
The following statistical data for the first ten weeks ware 
obtained as shown. 
At first, reSllts wre calculated with actual percentage lIMnls 
dead each wek, but this did not take into acCCWlt that SQDle died early 
in the week, others at the end_ 
Cwnts of _evils dead and replaoed were made each 14ondq, IVedDead.-.y 
and Fr1dq, each week beginning on a Jrridq. 
New weevils were only added on :Fridays aDd allowance was made for 
this aa belowa-
Fri. Sat. Sun. Mon. 'l.'tles. Wed. Th. Fri. 
x x x 
Counts 1 2 3 
Av. 
By Fridq, CQlnt 1 have been dead 4- + 1I = ~ dqs 
2 
" " 2 + 1 = 3 
3 " " 1 = 1 
and the results have been weighted aooardingly, those in ocunt 
1 x ~ 
2 x 3 
3 x 1 
Ten _evils were in each treatment • • • the final. 
percentage ~ dead each week = x (5( + 3 + 1) 100 % 
95 
" 
" 
The first 10 neka results, shown on the toUowina 
186 
page, were used for the oalcnLationB, using the average 2' at 10 neks 
for the di£terent 16 treatments. 
TABLE xxv 
! 6 7 8 9l~o-T-1~-1 2 3 4 5 
-- 47~18~~i 16'OF'~ 26.2 23·2 24.8 23·4 43·3 44·7 45·( 
r--' 11.. I 1 I I Treatment ----I ~2_~~ ___ ~~_~ I no.. ____ .! 
I ._ i ' i 
I 17.2 ',29.0 28.0 26.8 127.6 Average % J _. ______________ .. _1 _____ dea~. ___ _ 
-------- ----- -.. --. ---------.---t-
j 
T Low I 
1 - I 2 
--_ .. ---- -----_ .. -- ...... --- ~- - - - ----- --
High H1 Low -:2 _____ 1 __ . ___ ~~~: __ J---.~OW.- ... ~i2.J---------J 
I ~ I i L1 L2 _ __ L1 _ L2 L1 L2 1 L1 .~~_ -J--.-_.-
F1 F2 F1 f;2 t F1T FN~2 F1 F2 F~ ~l~--e-.~-- F1 F~ i __ i 
126.2 1 23.21 24.8123·~143.31 44· 7145.9147.21 8·':'116·j~~t~_i 29·~_L~8.0~.8 ,27i;~:? I 
T 
d, 
-..a 
TABLE xxvi 
SumliDg over T:-
~ High 
L L2 
Pi F2 F1 F2 
Jlt..7 39.2 51·3 40.6 
SlI-i 11& over P:-
L1 Light 
~ T2 
Hi H2 Hi H2 
49·4- 88.0 24·5 51·0 
~ Low 
L1 L2 
F1 F2 Pi F2 i 
72·3 72·7 72·7 
I 
74-·8 I 
I 
L2 Dark: 
T.t T2 
Hi ~2 Hi ~2 
48·2 93·1 29·7 511-.4-
.. -
-----
--
-
Swuning Oller H:-
T1 High T2 Low I 
, 
L1 L2 L1 L2 
Pi ~2 Pi ~2 F1 F2 F1 F2 
69·5 67.9 70·7 70.6 37·5 44·0 39·3 44·8 
SUDming over L:-
F1 F2 
T1 T2 T1 T2 
Hi H2 Hi H2 Hi ~2 Hi H2 
51.0 89·2 21.0 55·8 46.6 91·9 33·2 55.6 
~ 
----
~ 
lABLE xxvii 
SUMMING OVER VARIABLES TWO AT A TIME:-
L~H F~H 
L1 L2 F1 F2 
~ 73·9 77·9 151.8 ~ 72.0 79·8 151.8 
H2 145·0 147·5 292·5 H2 145·0 147·5 292·5 
218.9 225·4 444·3 217·0 227·3 444.·3 
L~T F~T 
L1 L2 F1 '2 
T1 137·4 14-1·3 278·7 T1 14-0.2 138.5 278·7 
T! 81·5 84..1 165·6 T2 76.8 88.8 165·6 
444·3 444·3 
H~T FandL 
H1 H2 F1 F2 
T., 97.6 181.1 278·7 L1 107·0 111·9 218·9 
T! 5*.2 111.4- 165·6 L2 110.0 115·4- 225·4-
J,44-·3 ltJtJt.., 
Grand Total. = 4lf4..3 
TO FIND COllliEC'rING F ~TOR: 
Scpare of Grand Total 
Total no. of observations 
= 
= 197402.5 
16 
= 12337.6556 
= 12337.7 
TO FIND 'IRE MAIN EFFWTS (F SEE' &UTE F ~TOBS J 
Scpare factor totals, s.un these s'Pares. 
Divide mmber by individuals fOrming each total (8) 
Subtract the correoting faotorl-
190 
l1ZB~2 + 165.62) - c.f. 
8 
77673·7 + 27423.4 - c.f. 
8 
MAl} EFF'IDT OF F ACTCli.!: 
(F1 2 + F22) - c. f. 
8 
2 2 (217 + 227.) ) - c.f. 
a 
98754.) - c.!'. = 12344.3 - 12337.7 = 6.6 F 
a -
(H1 2 + H22) - c.~. 8--
(151.82 + 292.52) - c.~. 
8 
(23043.2-±-85556.3) - c.~. 
8 
108599.5 - c.~. = 13574·9 - 12337·7 = 1237·2 H 
8 
MAIN EFFB::T OF FACTOR L: 
(L12 +~) - c.~. 
8 
2 2 (218.9 + 225.4) - c.f. 
8 
47917·2 + J0895.2 - c.~. 
8 
98722.4 - c.r. = 12340.2 - 12337.7 = ~ 
8 
L 
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FIRST aIDE IN'lImJCTI0R3 
Fran tables on p. 199 for T x L 
2 2 2 2 ex.., t T1) + eL2 + T1) + ex.., + T2) + eL2 + T2) 
4. (no. or individuals) 
137-4.2 + 14.1.32 + 81.52 + 84..1 2 
4. 
188]8·76 + 19965.7 + 6642·3 + 7072.8 
4. 
5255.65 • 13139.9 - 12337·7 - 799·4- - 2·5 
4-
H xL 
(73.92 + 77.92 + 145.02 + 1~7.52) 
4. 
(5lt§1.21 + 21025·0 + 21756.25) 
4-
5lt310.87. 13517·718 - 12337.7 - 1237·2 - 2.5 
4-
- c.f. - T - L = (T x L) 
• 0.30 (T xL) 
= .318 eH x L) 
~ 
~ 
l!'J:,ET ORDER INTERAC'lIom 
F xL 
(107.02 + 111.22 + 110.02 + 115.~2) 
4-
(11449.0 + 12521.61 + 12100.0 + 13317.6) 
4-
;'93f[{.n = 12346·91+ - 12337·7 - 6.6 - 2·5 
4-
H x T 
222 ~ ~1.6 + 181.1 + 54.2 + 111.~ ) 
4-
(9525.76 + 8797.21 + 2937·64- + 12409.96) 
4-
57670 .. 57 = 144-17.64- - 12337·7 - 1237.2 - 799.4-
4-
= 0.142 
= 4-3·34 
(F xL) 
(H x T) 
... 
'i-
FIR3T ClWER INTERAOTICR3 
B xF 
(72.02 + 7,.82 + 145.02 + 147.52) 
4 
(51~.0 + 6368.ot + 21025·0 + 21 756-25) 
4 
54)".29 = 13583·32 - 12337-7 - 1237.2 - 6.6 
4 
TxF 
_2 2 2 2) (1;o.Z- + 1}8.5 + 76.8 + 88.8 
4 
(19656.O!t + 1 ",82.25 + 5898·24 + 7885-4Jt.) 
4 
52621.97 • 13155-49 - 12337.7 - 799.4- - 6.6 
It-
= 1.8 
=== 
= 11·19 
(H xF) 
(T x F) 
~ 
~ 
TABLE xxviii 
~CIID CiIDER INTERACTI0N3 
Kake wt two tables using factors involved, e. g. F x H xL. 
Table I 
F1 
Hi ~ 
L1 a b a+b 
L2 0 d 0+ d 
a b 
~ + + 
c d 
CalOllate tor Table I 
Between cella = a 2 + b2 + 02 + d2 _ 
2 
Ron 
CQLwma 
1hen: Pi (L x H) 
. 2 . ~ (a x b) + (0 + d . 
4 
(a x 0)2 + (b + d)2 -
4-
L1 
L2 
~ 
~2 
~ 
--a 
d Ii 
2 
2 
~ 
a 
0 
a 
+ 
0 
Table II 
F2 
H2 
b 
d 
b 
+ 
d 
.. 
am. p 2(L % H) = II - " .. (using Table II) 
Then ~ I' (L x H) = F 1 (L x H) + F 2{L x H) 
P x L x H == ~ F (L x H) - L x H. 
a+b 
0+ d 
~ 
~ 
~ 
TABLE ixxx 
5mCIID ORDER Im!ERACTI0H3: - F x L x H 
~-
Table I 
F1 
L1 L2 
Hi 34·7 37·3 72.0 
~ 72·3 72·7 14-5·0 
107·0 110.0 217·0 
CalcW.at1D& tor Table 1:-
Cells = 6553.8 - 5886.1 = 667.7 
Ron = 6552.2 - 5886.1 = 666.1 
Cola. = 5887.2 - 5886.1 21: 1.1 
:. Pi (L x H) --0:5 
• 
• 
Table n 
F2 
L1 L2 
Hi 39·2 40·6 79.8 ! 
~ 72.7 74-·8 147·5 • 
111·9 115·4- 227·3 
- ---
---------.J 
For Table n:-
Cells = 7032.5 - 64-58·1 = 574-·4-
Rows = 7031.0 - 64-58·1 = 572.9 
Cols. = 6459.6 - 6458·1 = 1.5 
••• l.i'2(L xH) 0.0 
F(L x H) = 0.5 + 0 == 0·5 
I' x L x H = 0.5 - .32 == 0.18 
....... 
.... 
~ 
..., 
TABLE xxx 
SECOND ORDER INTERACTIONS:- T x L x H 
Tab~e I Table II 
T1 T2 ! 
. Hi H2 Hi H2 
'. L1 4-9.4- 88.0 137 .4- L1 24-·5 51·0 81·5 
L1 48·2 93·1 14-1·3 L2 29·7 54·4- 8l,..1 
97·6 181.1 Z78·7 54-.2 111.4- 165·6 
CalculatiD& for Table 1:- Calculating tor Table II:-
Cella a 10587.5 - 9709.2 = 878., Ce1l8 = 384-5·2 - 3427·9 - 4-17·3 
Rowa == 1.8 Rows = .8 
Cola •• 871·5 CO~8. = ~8·2 
• •• T1 (L x H) = 5·0 . • 2 (L x H) = 7·6 
• • T (L x H) = 5 + 7.6 = 12.6 
T x L x H = 12.6 - .32 = 12.28 
~ 
(j'AELE. xxxi 
SECaID OBDER llf.rERACTIONS: - T x H x F 
Table I 
~ 
Hi H2 
F1 51.0 89·2 140·2 
1'2 46.6 91.9 1)8·5 I 
I 
97·6 181.1 Z/8·7 I 
- ----
---- ._.- - - - j 
CalQ.l.1atina for Table 1:-
Cella = 10587.3 - <I/09.2 = 878.1 
RCIII'II • 
·3 
Oola. III 10580.7 - 9709.2 ;a 871.5 
.'. T1 (H %1') = 6.3 
• • 
Table II 
T2 
Hi H2 
F1 21.0 55·8 76.8 
1'2 33·2 55·6 88.8 
54-.2 111 .4- 165·6 
For Table II:-
Cella = 3874-.0 - 3427·9 = 446·1 
Rows • 18.0 
Cola. = 3836.8 - 34-27·9 = 408.9 
• '. T2 (H x F) = 19.2 
T (5 % F) • 6.3 + 19.2 • 25.5 
T X HX F = 25.5 - 1.82 = 23·68 
I 
, 
~ 
\0 
\0 
TABLE xxxii 
SPXXIID ORDER IN'.l.DACTI 00: - T x L x F 
Table I 
T1 
L1 L2 
F1 69·5 70.7 140.2 
F1 67·9 70.6 188·5 
137·4- 14-1·3 278·7 
~---- --_ .. -
C&1.011ating ~or Table 1:-
Cella = 9711.6 - 9709.2 = 2.4-
Ron = 9709.5 - 9709.2 = ·3 
CQLa •• 9711.0 - 9709.2 = 1.8 
• •• T., (L x :9') = 0.3 
• 
Table II 
T2 
L1 L2 
F1 37·, 39·3 76.8 
F2 44·0 41+.8 88.0 
81., 64..1 16,.0 
1.....- --~~--
For Table 11:-
Cella = 34JJ).8 - 3427·9 • 18·9 
Rows = 3445.9 - 3427.9 = 18.0 
Cola. = 3428· 7 - 3427· 9 = --=.§. 
••• T2(L x F) = 0.1 
T (L x F) = .3 +.1 = .q. 
T x L x F = O.q. - .32 = .08 
=== 
'" 8 
rrABLr.; xxxiii 
Sum Of (S.s.) 
scpares d.t. 
-
T 799·4 1 Residual = Total sum of Scp&reS 
H 1237·2 1 - c.t. 
L 2·5 1 - SUDS of scpares 
F 6.6 1 = 14479·6 
!['xL 0·3 1 - 12337·7 
HxL 0·32 1 2141·9 
F xL 0.14 1 2139.6 
ExT 43·34- 1 2·3 
H xF 1.82 1 == 
T xF 11·79 1 
TxLxF 0.08 1 
TxHxF 23·68 1 
TxHxL 12.28 1 
F x H xL 0.18 1 
2139.6 
TxLxHxF 2.3 1 = R 
15 
:Mean sc;pare • 8. S • 
w . 
• 
• • same fi81re as s. 8. OolUIIlD 
l' J.J3k xxxi v 
Mean Sq. 
(m.s.) F Significnnt at 0.5]( 
T 799.4 347.5 V 
H 1237.2 537.9 V 
L 2.5 1.1 
F 6.6 2.86 
T x L 0.3 1L 
H x L 0.32 1<-
F x L 0.14 1<. 
H x T 43.34 18.82 )( 
H x F 1.82 1<-
~r x F 11.79 5.13 )(' 
T x L x F .08 1<-
TxHxl" 23.68 10.30 )( 
T x H x L 12.28 5.34 )I( 
F x H x L 0.18 1'-
Residual (R) 2 • .3 
~ 
From the figures on the preceding page we can see that only 
tIle f;:;ctors T and II are significant at 1 : 1 on the 1" tables. 
'l'llesc two factors have such a great effect that ,my others are 
maGkcd. Light and food have no significant effect on longevity. 
Some of the interactions, marked x, although not significant, 
have some slight effect and their further effects arc shown on the 
following pages. 
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TO FIND THE EFFWl'S OF SIGNIFICANT F.ACTORS .AND lHOOE HAVING cm,y 
A S1lA'LL Eb'F'ECT. 
Grand mean (G) = Total = 27. n or ~ .8. 
16 
Main effects n = 8 
1. T. Q"servations 
2. 
3· 
T1 31+.8 (Av. of all T1) 
T2 20·7 (Av. of all T2) 
Btfect of T1 relative to G is 31+.8 - 27·8 
Effect of T2 relative to G ia 20.7 - 27.8 
H. Hi 19.0 
H2 36.6 
F. F1 27·12 
F2 28.41 
Erfects 
+ 7·0 
- 7·0 
= + 7·0 
-= - 7.0 
- 8.8 
+ 8.8 
- 0.6,5 
+ 0.6,5 
Btteot of F1 relative to G ia 27.12 - 27.n = -0.6.5 
Effect of F 2 relative to G 1s 28·42 - 27. n = + 0.6.5 
The eftects of T aril H relative to Q. are large, 
whilst F is very SDJ.1 am iDBipiticaZ1t. 
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TWO' F.ACTOR INTERACT! ON EFFliX::TS 
TxH n=4 
Effect. relative to G 
after accamting far 
main effects: 
~ H2 
+ 1.6 - 1.7 
(a) (b) 
)lean (H1T1) = 24·4 = G + a. + T1 + H1T1 • e ~
= 27·8 - 8.8 + 7 + Hj T1+ ~ ~
H1T1 = 24·4 - 27·8 + 8.8 - 7 = - 1.6 
............... 
)lean (H2T1) = 45·3 = G + H2 + T1+ ~T1 + e. 
= Xl·8 + 8.8 + 7 + H2T1+ e 
-
H2T1= 45·3 - 27·8 - 8.8 - 7 = + 1·7 
~ 
)lean (~T2) = 13·6 • G + H.w + T2 + ~Tr E 
"""'-
= 27.8 - 8.8 - 7 + ~T2+ & 
--~T2 = 13·6 - 27·8 + 8.8 + 7 = + 1.6 
~ 
-
= 27·8 + 8.8 - 7 + H2T2 + E 
--H2T2 = 27·9 - 27·8 - 8.8 + 7 = - 1.7 
""""""'" 
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Using the mean values (a) the following graph can be 
drawn: 
60 
50 
~ 40 ~ 
+» 
~ 30 ~:~ 20 
10 I 
BeC&l8e the lines are not parallel .. oan oonclu4e that 
there i8 sClDe interaction .ttect between T aDl B. It can be 8"11 
that at a high 'taapera1ure T., there i8 greater mQl"tal.1V at a lower 
hnDddity H2 than at H,o There 1a mGre atgDU10ant interaction 
between the two at high temperature than at lowo 
lIhen the tactors H aDl ! am their .eparate eftect. are 
elim1M9. (b), the .ttecta relati'ft to G can be plotted. tbua: 
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+ 1.7 
+ 1.6 
+ 1 
o 
- 1 
ibis 8howB that the interaction H x T is great after 
H and T effects have been eliminated. 
At a bigh temperature T1 , a 1_ bUJli eli ty greatly 
increases mortality, milst a high bJ.id:i V oalSes t..-r deaths. 
On the other hand, at a lOW' teaperatu.re T2, the e.tteot 
of H x T is that a high lJJmidi ty incxre .... martali ty aDd low 
lIlmidi V decreases it. 
Th:i.s latter ettect 1& aQl"e dit'tic:ult to explain tb&n 
the fOImer which i8 reasonable. lbat ... er the etteeta or H x T 
acting together, tbey are prGbably both maak.ed by 'the very large 
effects of H aDd T acting separately. Perhaps the moat interest-
ing fact to be gained frc:m the above graph :is tbat 'teq>erature in 
cOnjunction with low :tnunid1ty bas mere effect than with high 
bumidity. 
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T x F 
)lean v slues: 
F F 1 '2 
35·05 34·6 
19·2 22.2 
n 2: 4 
Effects relative to G 
atter accQ.mting for 
main effect.: 
Fj F2 
+ 0·9 - 0.8 
- 0.9 + 0.8 
)Lean (F1T1) = 35.05 = G + 11 + T1 + F1T1 + ~ 
----
= 27· n - · 65 + 7 + 11 T1 + ~ 
.......-
F1T1 = 35·05 - 27·n + .65 - 7 = ·93 
----
Mean (F2T1) = J4.6 = G + F2 + T1 + F2T1 + ~ ~
~2T1 = ~.6 - 27.n - .65 - 7 = ".82 
............-
Mean (F1T2) = 19.2 = G + Pi + T2 + F1T2 + E: ~
= rT· n - .65 - 7 + F1 T2 + ~ 
---
F1T2 = 19.2 - 27·n + .65 + 7 = -·92 
-
Kean (F2T2) = 22.2 • G + F 2 + T2 + F 2T2 + E: 
..........-
• 27·n + .65 - 7 + F2T2 + E 
-F2T2 = 22.2 - 27·77 - .65 + 7 • ·78 
~ 
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TxF 
ihen using the mean values (a) it can be shown that 
al. thwgh the lines are very close together J they are not parallel 
and there DIlSt therefore be a significant reaction between T and F. 
50 
20 
10 
It showa that the effeot or F 18 aliiPtly .ore sigDit10ant 
a.t a lower temperaiure T2 than at T1 • 
When the aeparate efi'eota of P and T are el:1miDatec1, th1a 
graph ia obtaimd, showing that there 1s a sigDif'ioa.nt reaction 
betwen F x T. At a high t-.perature .1181t13.ore nerila which 
have eaten food ahQlld be Jd.lled than thoee which have DDt eaten • 
.At the lower talperaiure the reverae i. true. In aotualiV tbe 
elfecta of higb temperature 8Di low hwaicli ty are .0 great that the 
eUeot of food alone i. Deg1.1&ible. b ettect of' T x P ia alae 
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over only a small area am is not very great. 
·9 
.8 
o 
.,. .8 
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n =- 2 
)Lean values: Kean values: 
T ~1 T :.2. 
H1 H2 H1 H2 
25·5 44.6 10·5 27·9 
23·3 45·95 16.6 27·8 
(i) (11) 
Kean (T1H1F1) = 25·5 = G + T1 + Hi + F1 + '1 T1 + H1 T1 + ~HjF1 + ~ 
= 27.77 + 7 - 8.8 - .65 + .9 - 1.6 + Tj H1'1 +~ ~
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T1H1F1 = 25·5 - 27·77 - 7 + 8.8 + .65 - ·9 + 1.6 = +.88 
~ 
)lean (T1H1F2) = 23·3 I: G + T1 + lit + l!'2 + l!'2T1 + Rt T1 + T1H1P2 + ~ 
...,.. 
= 27.77 + 7 - 8.8 + .65 - .8 - 1.6 + TtB1'2 + e. 
-
T1~F2 = 23·3 - 27·77 - 7 + 8.8 - .65 + .8 + 1.6. »·92 
.......... 
)lean (T1H~1) = 44.6 = G + '1 + ~ + '1 + T1F1 + T1B2 + !1B2!1 + a 
.. 
= 27·77 + 7 + 8.8 - .65 + .9 + 1.7 + ~B?j + Co 
~t1 = 44·6 - 27·77 - 7 - 8.8 + .65 - .9 - 1·7 = - ·92 
Kean (X,~F2.) = 4-5·95 = G + ~ + ~ + '2 + ~ F2 + T1H2 + '1 B2'2 + ~ 
~
= 27·77 + 7 + 8.8 + .65 - .8 + 1·7 + ~ ~'2 + Co 
.....,."...... ...... 
~ ~'2 • 45·95 - 27·77 - 7 - 8.8 - .65 + .8 - 1·7 = •• 83 
--
TxHxF 
The effects relative to G after accounting for the main 
effects and second order effeots are:-
·9 
.8 
o 
- .8 
H1 
+ .88 
- ·92 
H2 
- ·92 
+ .83 
.A1 thGugb there is cbviCllaly SClllle reaction of H x J' x T, 
the figures are so low aIld close together aa to make til. b.ar4l3 
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significant. In such a case, the mean values for H, F and. T 
from the tables (i) and (li) wculd give us similar results. For 
the rest at the three arder interactions only the mean values will 
be used: 
50 
F"L 
;:r,40 F , 
+ 
.E 30 30 F, o-J. 1=2-l 
0 
~ 
20 20 
10 10 
The first Bi9'liticant tact shown fran the grapha is that 
the reactions involving T1 am T2 are ditferent tl"Qlll ODe another. 
At hiQtl temperature T.t , tood whether pt'esent or absent 
makes very little d1fterenoe, whether the bUDjdity ia hi8l1 or low. 
There is greater mortali t;y at H2 whether the 1IMVil haa eaten or 
not, than there is at high bmi di ty. 
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At low tElDpera1ure T2 , the weevils which have not eaten, 
F2 ' show more ma-tality at high humidity than those that have 
eaten. When the ~dit,. is low this ~ effect probably muks 
&I\Y effect of food or absence ar food. 
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TlUlliE }'AC1'OR HjT,l<;RACT10h T x H x L 
Our first table (p.212) shows that this is not significant 
but has some small effect. 
H1 
24.7 
24.1 
'1' 1 
\ 
H2 
44.0 
46.6 
H1 
12.3 
14.9 
T 2 
H2 
28.5 
27.2 
1'he mean values involved are shown above. l"rom these 
can be 
50 
40 
:Tl 
+-
',: 30 
d 
.... 
~ 20 l 
10 
obtained the graphs:-
T1 
L.1.. 
L, 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
T2 
L, 
L ... 
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It can be seen at once that these two graphs are d1£ferent; 
therefore there JIIlst be some interaction bet,~en H x f xL. i'h1a 
is only a very small interaction becSIlse the points are very close 
together, sometUnes almost identical •. 
At a high temperature f1 , and high blaidi ty, the presence 
of light is of little significance, but at low bJ.m1dity cl~aa 
slightly favours mortality. 
Under f2 or low temperature at high humidity, clarkDeas 
slightly increases mortality. fbe two resul ta are inverted at 
different temperatures." 
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FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT 1964. 
ii EGG LAYING. 
In weeks 11 - 20 from 29th August to 8th November, using 
the same apparatus, weevils and treatments as described for 
the first 10 weeks, the humidity at H1 was raised by omitting 
the lithium chloride and substituting water on filter paper. 
The factors used in each treatment are the same as those shown 
on po 188, Table xxiv. 
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TABLE xxxv 
NUMBER OF EGGS LAID IN 16 DIFFERENT TREATMENTS DURING WEEY.s 11 - 20: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
7 2 45 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 
T, (High) 
H, (100% High) H2 (Low) H1 (High) 
L1 L2 L, L2 L1 L2 
F, F2 F1 F2 F, F2 F1 F2 F, F2 F, 
+ 6.0 1.7 38.5 22.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 31.6 
+ Percentage of eggs laid weeks 11 - 20. 
12 13 14 
0 0 0 
T2 (Low) 
H2 
L, 
F2 F, F2 
0 0 0 
15 
0 
(Low) 
L2 
F1 
0 
,6 
0 
F2 
0 
: 
ro' 
-' 
\0 
The nunber of weevils oviposi ting in the di.:f'ferent treat-
ments are shown below. 
'l'reatment No. 
1 
2 
:3 
4 
11 
all others 
There v.ere 10 weevils in each treatment: 
No. of weevils Total eS;~s 
I~ it\~ e~~s 
1 7 
2 2 
:3 45 
1 26 
:3 37 
0 0 
Vlithin the trea'bDents, the eggs were laid as follows:-
1 • High humidi ty 
High tenperature 
Light 
Food. 
2. Hi~ humidity 
High tempera 1ure 
Light 
No food 
3. High humidi ty 
High tempe ra ture 
Darkness 
Food. 
4. Hi gl1 luJmidi ty 
High temperature 
Darkness 
No food 
11 • High humidity 
Low temperaillre 
Darkness 
Food. 
One weevil laid 7 eggs in week 12 
(the secorn week or the increased 
humid.! ty) . 
Two separate weevils laid. 1 egg 
each in week 18. 
One weevil laid 30 eggs in 'Week 12, 
then 5 in week 14. Another laid 
6 in week 13, and. the third laid 
1 in week 12 and 3 in week 13. 
One weevil laid eggs: 18 in week 12, 
1 in week 13 am. 7 in week 17. 
One weevil laid 12 eggs in week 11 
aM 6 in week 13. Another laid 
6 in week 12 aM 1 in week 16. 
The third laid. 12 eggs in week 13. 
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CONCLUSlCiiS 
-----. 
1. Almost immediately the humidity was raised from 
75i~ to aboot 100j~, egE layinp, bep;an in some treatments. This 
inf'ers that a higher humidity is necessary for oviposition than 
for mere survival. No eggs vrere laid in the treatments with low 
humidi ty during weeks 11 - 20, thus arw time-factor can be mad 
out. 
2. High. tempera1llre combined w.i.th high humidity is 
most favourable for OVipositing. 
3. When humidity was high and. tElDpOra1ure low, the 
only treatment to produce eggs had also both food. and. darkness. 
Frcm the slender data available, after :tn.un:i.dity ani temperature 
have been considered, it W"O.lld appear that both the absence of li£?ht 
and the presence or food are favourable for egg laying. 
All the weevils in the Factorial eJqleriment were me8.S.lred 
and the average length oJ.' the 160 was 7.70 DIll. The nine weevils 
mich laid eggs were on average 8.06 mm. and. the two largest in the 
e:x;periment, 8.80 mUle and 8.90 IIllll., were included in these nine. 
On the other hard, one of the OV'iposi ting weevils Vias only 7.40 mm. 
It viOOld appear that above average leneth weevils tend 
to lay eggs earlier, but from Slch a small sample, most oJ.' which 
were under different enviromental condi tiona, this result cannot 
be conclusive. 
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Amount of foou enten. 
'i" e amountt3 of food eat(~n were measured in square centimetres 
2nd the averales for evch treatment calculated. ~bese were then 
expr(!ssed as percerltages of the total BmoHnt eaten (-IS shown below:-
I 
'I' 1 '1' 2 
H1 HZ H 1 H 2 
L1 L 2 L1 L2 L1 L 2 L1 L2 
19.6 21.3 9.5 10.1 10.4 17.1 5·0 7.0 
After }Hwing the arc sin transformation applied to them, they 
were l)rOerammed and calculated by the computor for analysis of 
vLriance. 
'l'he results are shown on the next page. F was calculated by 
dividing the indivIdual mean squares by the mean square of THL. 
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Source of Sums of Degrees of Eean ,significant 
variation squares freedom squares Ii' at 0.57 
'II 0.12079D+02 1 0.12079])+02 1L:.62 
H 0.13017D+03 1 0.1)017D+03 157.40 
TH 0.18336D+01 1 0.18.536D+01 2.?2 
L 0.43945D+02 1 0.43945D+02 5).20 
TL 0.48828D+01 1 0.4S828D+01 5.91 
HL 0.66701D+OO 1 0.66701D+00 14-
TIlL 0.82561D+00 1 0.82561D+00 
'rOTAL 0. 19440D+03 7 
~ 
oJ:" 
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DEJ:i.ng the F tables for 1 : 1 we find that none of the fnctors 
is significimt althou/!,h humidity shows a large effect which iG almont 
significant. tight, and to a lesser extent, temperature also ShO"'1 
some effect. 
In r;eneral, hiC;h humidity, high t~mrerature and darkness favour 
fcedir[ by C. sinfiularis ill this factorial experiment. 
Under normRl circumsthlJce~ weevils feed after dark on rhododorJrons 
but some of the bushes showJng worst tiamage Rt Keele were underneat~ a 
GLrcet 1 amJ; which \oJus 1i t all night. 
]n U previour experiment in the laboratory Ilarkne66 and light 
secL~E:d to h",ve little sicnificc.lllce where feeding was concerned. It 
Liay be, as j n grain weeviJ s (Richards 1951), that some weevils are 
negatively phototropic and others are indifferent to light. 
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30 A Nl<.:\) 1Il~CUH1) FeR FYGCSTOLlJS STICTICUS (FAB), 
A U .. IV.:::ITE eli' CTIORHYNCHUS ::;INGUIJdUS (L). 
'1'wo spedMJ\tf I'ygostol us sticticus, crab.), a pHraS'l tic insect ,. . 
lJdoncinC to tllC' fnmily Eraconidae, were oliscrved in associatiol; lliLh 
the Clay-colourec. we~vj], Utiorhynchus sineularis(L.)in ~pring, 190: 
ot Keele in'Staffordshire. 
Cne WClS found nfter dark, ovipositing on the back of a weevil 
v;b ch was eating into the margin of a leaf of llliododendron ponticum in 
the woods. 
':L'ho second one hatched from a cocoon in the laboratory. '1'11e (;:Lsh 
[llso contained a weevil, O. singularis which afterwards died. 
Durinr.; the follovJing year I observed many 'more of these porasi tcs 
hatclling from cocoons after emerging from female weevils housed in petri-
dishes in the lnboratory. In all cases the host died within 24 hours of 
tllC parasite le;wing the body t and none of these weevils laid cggs before 
dyinG· 
All thp. P. sticticus were females (PI. 40) t and they were idcntified 
by Jean A.J. Clark of the Department of ~ntomology, British Huseum 
(Natur81 History), to whom I express my thanks. 
According to Narshall (1889) and the British Museum collection, this 
species has not before been recorded on o. singularis although, Clark 
says, another species of l)gostolus, P. falcatus, has been bred from the 
weevil and other related Curculionidae. 
pygostolus sticticus has previously been recorded (~~shall 1889) 
from the following hosts: 
Pterostoma palpina(L~ (Prominent Moth. Notodontidae. Lepidoptera.) 
Agonoptori.x. angelicella0Iub.) (Syn • .Qepr8ssaria angelicella). 
(I1ineid moth. Lepitloptera). 
IJematu~ ribesii (Scop~ (Syn. Pteronidea ribesii). 
(Currant Sawfly. Hymenoptera). 
I,iacrophya ribis(Schr.) 
Although some of these are again recorded by other authors 
(Picard 1914; Morley and Rait-Smith 1933), they appear to have used 
1:,arsha11 foc their information and have not personally verified them. 
As the above records on 'renthredinidae and Lepidoptera have not 
boon substantiated and as other species of pYG"Ostolus are oredominantly 
on wcevils, they now seem 'Iuite unlikely. 
Pygostolus sticticus adult. 
x 7·5 
a. dorsal. 
'0. ventral. 
Plate 40. 

ADUL'l' 
'Ehe insect is described by Marshall (1889) as folloVlsa-
" Pygosto1us sticticus (Fab~ 
Ichneumon sticticus, F'ab. E.S., Supp1., 229 Cryptus sticticus, Fab., 
Piez., 89, ~; P. sticticus, Hal., Ent. Mag., ii., 459; Ruthe, Berl. 
ent. Zeit., 1861, p. 162, ~. 
Bassus testaceus, Fall., Spec. Hym. (not of Fab.), ~. 
Blacus gigas, :iesm., lJouvo Mem. Ac. 13rux., 1835, p.99, ~. 
Rufo-testaceous, smooth and shining; eyast stenwaticum,occiput, 
variable portions of th9 mesothorax and pleurae, the pectus and sometimes 
the scutellum, also the metathorax, and base of the 1st abdominal segment, 
fuscous. Palpi whitish. Antennae dull ferruginous, darker towards the 
tips, each joint of the flagellum annu1at~d, fuscous at the extremity. 
Metathorax punctatorugose, without raised lines or areae. Wings hyaline, 
stil';ma yellow; costa, radius, anal nervure and part of the praebrachial 
fuscous, the other nervures ferruginous; cubital nervure obsolete for a 
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great portion of its length. Abdomen shorter than the thorax, and at its 
widest part not narrower, oblongovate above; if viewed laterally, obliquely 
truncate behind; the sides of the 1st segment diverge as far as the obtusely 
prominent tubercles, which are placed before the middle; thenoe to the apex 
the sides are nearly straight and parallel; 1st segment minutely artioulated, 
the rest smooth; suturiform articulation faintly visible at the sides. 
Valves of the terebra lanceolate, stout, black, pilose. Male unknown. 
Length, 2~; wings, 6 lin." 
l}gostolus sticticus cocoon x 6. 
Dorsal 
Ventral 
Cap removed when adult emerged 
Plate 41. 

OBSERVATIONS W PYG<BT<LUS STICTICUS 
In all abcu t 15 of these parasites emerged from O. a1n&1laris 
during the sumner of 1965 during a laboratary experiment which had to 
be abandoned because of the death of the weevilso 
LAfNA: 
The weevils were kept in separate p.tri-clishes or glass tube. 
am. the larva of P. stictiCJ.l.. after leaving the weevil thralgb the 
posterior and usually during the night, would iDmediately begin to 
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spin a neat, white cocoon on the base or the lid of the di.h. VigorQ.l. 
movements were made as the larve used its JIlQU tb to place the threads 
on to the surface, the head being rolled fran .ide to aide. 
The white larva appeared to be l.gl... with three pairs of white 
pigment spots on the first three aeaments. These MjJD8nts wwe laraer 
than the others and greyer. There were no hair. on the bocJ.y. 
A small ridge projected from .even of the abda:aiD8l. segment. aDd 
the larva anchored itself wh1l.t spinnina by _ana of it. tr1parti te 
anal aegment. Before thia, it appeared.to move aluna by meana of 
horizontal contraction and .xtension or b~ aeaments. 
I CQl.nted a pair at DOtioeable spiracle. on each of the 2Dd to 9th 
abdaninal se8JD8nts and ODe pair on the 2nd thor~acio ae8D8nt. 
The head. bore praninent eye. and ma Dd:1bl ••• 
The length of the larva obHr¥'ed was 4,.8 _. 
Venfro..l view of larvG. x 10 
1 day old 'upa 
dillec ted from 
co coo n .• 11 
Wings of PYIOItolus sticticus .• 27 
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COCOONs 
Average size 6 rom. x 2 IIDll. White, cylinurical (Plate 41 ). 
The more rounded end of the cocoon appeared slightly darker than the 
rest. (Under hot, dry condltions the pupae did not mature but died 
and the co Q)on then turned brown). The pointed end of the cocoon is 
neatly cut off about 1 IIDll. from the end, allowing the imago to esoape. 
(Marshall and the B.M. (N.H.) both report that the cocoons are normally 
reddish-grey). 
PUPAs 
It was difficult to examine the pupae because they shrivelled and 
died on exposure to the air anu the microscope lights and heat. The 
pupa shown (Fig. 45 ) was 1 day old and measured 2.75 mm. long, 1.5 mm. 
wide at the widest part. It was greyish-white with yellow-grey eyes. 
The times taken for the adult Brachonid to emerge from the pupa 
are shown below. 
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Date of larvae emersins from Date of Imago 
weevil and of cocoon being emerging 
Average 
Tem12erature 
Number of days 
in cocoon 
formed 
30th May 8th June 
30th May 9th June 
30th May lOth June 
30th May 12th June 
30th May 10th June 
30th May 9th June 
1st June 13th June 
6th June 18th June 
Average time of hatching from cocoon 11 days. 
OF 
60 
60 
60 
59 
60 
60 
59 
60 
9 
10 
11 
13 
11 
10 
12 
12 
ADULT: 
From my own observations I have noted the following average 
lengths:-
Colour: 
Wings: 
Antennae: 
Sex: 
From head to tip of ovipositor 
Head 
Thorax 
Abdomen 
Ovipositor 
'-'Jings 
Antennae 
Body, light brown, Wings transparent. 
Eyes, black. Antennae and ovipositor, 
dark brown. 
These are drawn on a preceding page. 
34 segments. 
All were female. 
mrn. 
They did not appear to eat in captivity, and died within 
three days of hatching. 
D I S-p U S S ION 
Compared with other widely grown ornamental shrubs and trees 
in Great Britain, the genus Rhododendron suffers from only a few 
important pests. Some of these are found specifically on rhododendrons, 
including Rhododendron Whitefly, Rhododendron Bug, Rhododendron 
leafhopper and Azalea Whitefly, but are for the most part confined 
to a small number of counties in the South of England. These pests 
hardly seem to have spread in Great Britain since they were reported 
forty to seventy years ago. 
This surrmer (1970) I have seen the Rhododendron leafhopper, 
Graphocephala coccinea adults on the leaves of Pink Pearl and several 
other varieties of smooth-leaved rhododendrons at a Garden Centre on 
Anglesey. The plants had been imported from Exbury, Hants, obviously 
with eggs already laid on the bud soales •. During a warm spell the 
eggs had hatched successfullye 
Last year I found Rhododendron Bug, Stephanitis rhododendri, 
at the same nursery, also on plants bought in from the South of 
England, but the rhododendrons were sold and away before it oould 
be discovered whether or not the pest would die out in this part of 
the country. 
There seems to be quite a new problem arising here trom the 
recent quick sale of bushes from drive-in Garden Centrese Plant, 
are bought by the oentres and brought in b,y oar from difterent 
parts of the countrye As most of the large rhododendron nurseries 
are in the south they are also in areas containine endemic rhododendron 
pests, but because the rhododendron pests mentioned above do not 
at first cause much damage to young plants, the nurseryman does not 
always spray the plants to control the pests. Often he does not 
recognize that he has a pest at that stage (e.g. the eggs of 
Gral,h,2Eephala coccinea are very well camoufluged on the buds), so 
contaminated bushes are being spread qui~throughout the country. 
Once at the Garden Centre, the plants are further distributed widely 
by customers, often on holiday and fox from the gardens where the 
new plants will be grown, who again transport the bushes and pests 
swiftly by the car. More rhododendron plants are being bought in 
Britain than previously because of the extended use of sequestrines 
in the soil enabling these acid-loving plants to be grown in soils 
of a high pH. 
Only a few years ago a gardener would buy plants grown by a 
nurseryman in his area, but now this is changing. Even the looal 
nurseryman probably buys in rhododendrons from a specialist grower 
of rhododendrons and because of the quick turnover, the local 
grower will not spend money on spraying the plants even if he does 
notice a pest. 
In many areas such as the Midlands and the North of England 
and Scotland the climate will most probably continue to control the 
major rhododendron peste, but in warmer places e.g. the aouth west 
of England, North Wales and Anglesey, the west coast of Scotland, 
I would not be surprised to Bee sn~ll outbreaks of Rhododendron Bug, 
'i/hi tefly and Leafhopper in the near future. Perhaps the biggest 
tlU'ed is from the lec:fhopper which coulc. sprc..:CJ.d Bud Blast disease 
throughout the country (Baillie and Jepson 1951). 
It is interesting to note that rhododendron pests in the U.S.A. 
and other parts of the world, differ from those in Britain. Some 
of the more exotic beetles and wood w~sps are excluded from the 
British Isles by vigilant customs officials inspeoting imported 
plants, and by our oolder climate. 
Since the last survey was made on rhododendron pests in 
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Britain (It'ox .'iilson 1939) the status of some of the pests has changed 
slightly. All the hemipterous pests mentioned above can be controlled, 
if recognized in time, by organophosphorus insecticide sprays. If 
these pests are allowed to spread it is because of neglect on the 
part of the grower, or economic pressures on him, not because of a 
lack of an insecticide. 
Two other pests of small rhododendron plants have increased in 
importance as rhododendron pests during the past 30 years, and are 
perhaps a little more difficult to control. These are the tortric1d 
moth and the Clay-coloured weevil, O. singularis. 
By the time the caterpillar of Tortrix 1s discovered it has 
usually spun a web and tied the leaves of the plant together, damaging 
them and also pu~ting itself out of reach of all but systemio 
inseoticides. This moth was formerly a pest of oak trees but now 
will infest rhododendrons whether oaks are present in the vicinity 
or not. 
Because the Clay coloured weevil is polyphagous it will 
continue to live in the garden even if those on rhododendron are 
sprayed. In one gal'clen at Keele, Staffordshire, after sever&l 
insecticides had been tried to I'id a heavy infestation of this pest, 
handpicking regularly at night in summer was tried and now five years 
later almost all the weevils have been eliminated. A grower of 
nursery rhododendrons whose plants suffer badly from O. singularis 
would be well advised to do the same, or to uso handpicking alongside 
on insecticide such as malathion ~s an effective control. 
In the midlands and north of England and Wales, the Clay coloured 
weevil O. singularis is present in greater numbers on rhododendron 
and other plants than O. sulcatus the Vine weevil, contrary to 
Fox Wilson's findings in 1938. It cannot be ascertained whether the 
Vine weevil is still more common in the south of England where wilson 
worked or whether the clay coloured weevil has since spread and increased 
in numbers and importance in the South also. I suspect that, as the 
damage caused by both these weevils on rhododendron is identioal, 
Wilson often attributed it to O. Buloatus rather than O. singularis 
without searching for the causal insect after dark. In most counties 
I have visited in Britain during the past several years I have found 
O. singularis regularly on rhododendron, but only twice found O. sulcatus. 
Some othor pests that are mentioned, such as Cockchafer Beetle, 
Melolontha melolontha, Sandy chafer Series brunnea and Leaf Cutting 
bee (Megachile),Slugs, Aphis, are only local or spasmodic and not 
of any great importance. 
In the future the nematodes may become r::ajor pests of the genus 
Rhododendron. Little is known yet about tho offects of these animals 
on rhododendrons but it could be that many "sick" bushes will be 
attributed to them. Certain genera (e.g. Xiphenema and Trichoctorus) 
which hewe been discovered around the roots of rhododendrons are 
known to transmit viruses to other plants (Jones and Jones 1964. 
Southey 1965) and therefore a watch should be kept by horticulturists 
for nen;atodes and virus diseases in rhododendrons. 
fEhe clay coloured weevil, Otiorbynchus singularis being by far 
the most common pest on rhododendrons in Staffordshire, was examined 
in a little more detail than the other pests and several experiments 
were performed on the insect in the laboratory. 
It is interesting to note the controversy which has been 
continuing recently about the naming of the genus Otiorbynchus, for 
although the original name is Brachyrhinus and this name (spelt now 
with two IrIs in the ndddle) is still used in the U.S.A., in Europe 
where the majority of the species are found, Otiorgynchus (again 
usually with two Iris) is commonly used. This latter name will 
probably receive preference (Zimmerman 1961) and Otiorbynchus (with 
one '1'1) be accepted whilst the original name is suppressed. This 
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is contrary to the common practice used in Entomology where the 
original name is the one most usually accepted. The use of Otiorgynchus 
with one 'r' in this thesis has bean recommended by the Zoological 
Nomenclature Committee. 
The details of the life history of ~ine.ularis are still not 
absolutely clear, but those set out by ,'/i11i8 (1965), showing that 
the weevil does not have a straightforward annual generation, seem 
I'easonable and the stages found by me in the soil and on the plants 
outside confirm his findings. Other Otiorhynchus species also are 
able to survive and oviposit during a second year. 
The difference in larval sizes and imaginal sizes may be 
accounted for by some woevils taking an extra year for development. 
'rhere appears to be no "average" of numbers of eggs laid nor 
is thore any consistency in the times or batches of eggs laid, some 
weevils laying a few eggs each day, others a large batch on only one 
day. 'l'he final numbers laid do apparently depend upon the type of 
food consumed, those on rhododendron laying fewer than those fed on 
raspberry or rosebay willow herb. Willis (1965) stated that more 
eGgs were laid by weevils fed on strawberry than those eating 
rhododendron. 
Why, if the weevil finds more nutritional value and lays more 
eggs after feeding on, s~, wild raspberry or rosebay willow herb, 
does it sometimes feed on rhododendron leaves? Uvarov (1928) states 
that insects are guided to their natural foods by tastes and odours 
of various chemical substances which in themselves have no nutritive 
value. For example, oertain caterpillars whose normal food is 
Umbelliferous plants would rather eat filter paper treated with 
essential oils found in Umbelliferae than eat fresh oarrot leaves 
(Dethier 1941). O. singularis is obviously drawn to the rhododendron, 
especially tho wild R. ponticum, by its olfactory and possibly taste 
senses. 
Laboratory experiments confirm this, the smooth leaved 
~ontic~ being more attractive than the more pungent species. 
Odour rr:E-~y becom~! repellent to insects at higher concentrations 
(Dethier 1963) and this may be the reason why O. sinculnris is 
attracted to some but repelled from other species of rhododendrons. 
It is known that insects can be attracted visually to plants 
ego Uelo1ontha melolontha flies to tho dark silhouette of woods 
against the skyline (Schneider 1952) and some caterpillars climb 
the stems of stinging nettles partly due to the olfactory stimulus, 
but also because of the dark patterning of leaves against the sky, 
(Markel and Lindauer 1965). It would be interesting to discover 
if the patterning of the rhododendron leaves at dusk against the 
sky attracted the weevils. This could partly acoount for the fact 
that most weevils go to feed on leaves already bitten previously, 
but this is more likely to be because these leaves, being injured, 
emit more loaf odour. 
It is an accepted fact that the type of food eaten before 
oviposition can influence the numbers of eggs laid. In work on 
the Colorado beetle it has been found (Grison 1947) that the number 
of eggs laid depends upon the speoies of potato plant on whioh the 
females feed or even upon the age of the leaves within a species. 
Difference in egg numbers laid were found to be due to differences 
in the nutrients in the leaves. 
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In other insects the oviposition rate depends on the feeding 
habits of the larvae. Sane moscpitoes lq the initial batch of eggs 
wi thcu t having fed as adults, the rumbers of eggs laid depending on 
the diet which the larval mos¢to received (W'eyer 1934'. 
In the case of O. sins4aris it mq be a canbination or both 
larval and adult diet influencing the oviposition rate. It baa 
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been diffi<1ll t to discover the exact location of larvae lIhich as adul ta 
teed on the roots of rhododendron and it is thought that they ma.Y be 
those fcund teeding on weeds and the roots of hedgerow plant. nearby. 
The larvae theretore m8i1 have had mixed. diets before the adult. began 
to feed on rhododendron and this could in SCIDe .".,. 8CCCllJlt tor the verr 
varied mmbers of eggs laid. 
The adult weevils vary eDO.ImOUal3 in the acunt of tood. eaten 
before OV'1posi tion, as the laborator.Y e3perillent. 1Ihow. SCIDe 1Iill 
eat rhododendron prior to ovipositiD&, others laid eggs atter beiDa 
starved of food for 17 or 18 .eka. Kore eggs are laid when the .aw. t 
weevi!a feed beforehaDdbu t there _ems to be DO uyl-.- 8IIQW1t wb10ll 
haa to be ooD8UJlled before ovipoai tion talc:e. place, .. if.l.J.lia tOl.lD4 
there was with O. Il.llcatua. 
fo cphaa1ze that the IIDCWlt of fHUDS does DOt ... to 
directly influence the mmber of egp laid _ CaD ccmsicJar tIae uperiM_ 
performed in the leborator,y in 1963 when O. ai.,.1 s1!. ate _cu'"s ot 
rhododendron leaves in this cJaaceDd:i.rla ordera clec1c1ucua Male a, 
g1.abrQla, glaucous aDd yet laid egp on the. t.J:pea in the prapQrt1Q1l 
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155, 127, 237. The ones eating the snallest amount laid the most eggs. 
In this case most eggs were laid on the back of leaves with thick 
im.umentums and it cwld have been the texrure of the lea:t' rather than the 
food value which encouraged egg laying a:al/or presence of eggs 
discouraging feeding. 
More food is consumed by O. sin&1laria ilIInediately a:t'ter ega lqing 
than before and 1 maintain that this is due to the uncaDtortable distention 
of the abda:nen beforehand and the relatively empty abdomen in the poat 
egg la.ying period. 
In the same experiment to find the factors a:f'fecting ovipoai tion in 
o. siD&llaris, it was fouDi that a high lJ.ua:i.d1ty and high temperature were 
favourable for oviposition and this was cont'inned in the factorial ezper.Lment 
following. ~a would agr:ee with other workers operiMntina on araiD 
nevila Cal amra granaria where oviposition inareuesat 17°, 21° or 25°C 
&8 the RH rises from 70 - 100J' (Richards 1946). With a CODIItant BH the 
rate of oviposition rose corresponding to ri .. a !rca 17 - 25°C. At the 
other end at the scale, Bicbard.s found that OYiposi tion oeaeed at 9. SoC 
bu t in the factorial exper:iJDent ate .. O. ai!!Mllaria egga ... laid at ,oe. 
Eaatham and KcCul.ly (194') atated that the rate ot oripoai tion yane4 
wi th RH and tempera1:llre bI1 t the total DJDIber of eiP of C. Fauria did. 
not diffor mob, tor the CJ,licker the eggs wre laid, the aborter the lite 
of the .. evil. Thi. 1. DOt the case 1I1th O. II1nw1ar1a 1IIbich 1..., 
CClDpletely dif'terent total. of egga. 
They also tound that the larger the w...u, the hi'" ita 
potential ovipoai tion rate and that this was an etrect of ariro_nt 
and not the. Genetic constitution. l<'rom slender data available it 
wculd seem that the larger O. singula.ris may lay more eggs than the 
smaller. 
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Tsai and Chang (1935) working on C. O1'yzae found that oviposition 
could not take place at less than 60 - l~~ RH rulQ that the maximum 
nunbc)r of eggs were laid at 24 - 29°C and 90 - 100;.; RII. The vital 
opti~ for O. singularis would avpear to be near l~ RH and about 
180 _ 220 C. 
In recent years many entomologists have worked on the separation 
of the larvae of Otiorhynchu6 species (van ~nrlen 1950, Fowler 1963 , 
ViilIis 1965) basing the identification upon the larval chaetotaxy. 
Al though the position of certain seta on the 9th abdominal segment, 
over which Fowler and l'lillis do not agree, are not a reliable means 
of separating O. singularis from the larvae of O. sulcatus often 
found associated with it, there are other differing setal patterns 
on thoracic and abdominal segments whioh make this separation possible. 
It is the adult olay coloured weevil which causes the damage to 
plants and which is the most interesting stage to the hortioulturist. 
For this reason most of the work on O. singularis during this study 
has been carried out on the adult. I would consider it amongst the 
major horticultural pests, only going unnotioed by growers beoause 
of its habit of feeding on the plants after dark and hiding in the 
soil or leaf litter during the day. 
The adults of Otiorhynchus have been desoribed by Hoffman 
(1950) and Joy (1931) but the keys are often oomplioated using 
ChCiI'acters only vis.ible 3fter much scrutiny under Q microscope. 
A simple key has boen devised for the major British species which 
should be useful to both the horticulturist and the entomologist. 
All the six spocies have ~uite distinct markinGs on their frons, a 
char8.cter not emphasised before. 
O. sine,ularis has be~n found on a wide range of carden plants, 
soft fruits and weeds. Although the danlace is for the most part 
unsi~htliness, I have seen many young plants on which the severe 
damage has proved lethal. In the rhododondron garden the plants 
having smooth, 81abrous leaves and the deciduous azaleas have their 
leaves attacked more than the glaucous types. Cross seotions of the 
leaves show that the azalea has a much thinner upper and lower 
epiderrrQs probably making it easier for physical biting of the leaf. 
The lower epidermis of the glabrous type is covered with long, branched 
hairs and the upper epidermis is thickened with a cuticle also. 
These combined with the often pungent smell of rhododendrons which 
have an indumentum, apparently deter the weevil. 
In the laboratory the adult weevils exhibited two features 
which are worth noting. Firstly, the weevils aggre~ted together on 
top of one another in the corners of cages or dishes and would spend 
the day in this position. I have never found suoh an aggregation in 
the sailor in leaf litter, nor seen any reference to such aggregations 
in the soil. 
Secondly, if held from behind along the sides of the e1ytra b.J 
tweezers, the weevil would stretoh out its legs and antennae to their 
Plate 42 . 
--
This photograph shows the aggressive position 
tru<en up by O. singularis when touched at the 
sides of the elytra . In this instance it was 
picked up by forceps . 
fullest extent in an aggressive movement. 'l'his fact was used in 
experin1ents when one needed to discover whether the weevil was dead 
or shamming, trey neVer failed to appear aggressive if alive. 
During this study a factorial experiment was performed to 
discover more of the weevils reactions to temI)ere.ture, relative 
humidity, light and food in relation to longevity, oviposition and 
feeding habits. 'rhis was set up in 1964 initially for ten weeks and 
was to be repeated in 1965 using different levels, but an influx of 
the parasite Pygostolus stictious killed so many weevils that the 
second experiment had to be abandoned. 
The level of humidity was the greatest influence on the 
longevity of the adult weevils. At the low level when RH was between 
12 - 4~ the weevils only lived for a few days, especially those 
low humidities associated with the higher temperature. At high 
humidity 7~ RH the weevils lived, many for the whole of the ten 
weeks. This result agrees with those found by other workers. Smereka 
and Hodson (1959) found that the granary weevil, Si tophi Ius granarius 
was more active at low humidities but remained alive longer in a 
higher humidity. They developed faster, lived longer and were more 
fecund at higher humidity. 
Agriotes spp. react intensely to humidity and always migrate 
towards wet places even up to l~ RH (Lees 1943), Bursel1 and Ewer 
(1950) found that Peropatopsis mose1eyi preferred a humidity of 9~ RH, 
and Calandra granaria had maxiDllm longevity at 7C1/o RH (Eastham and 
McCully 1943, Howe 1952). 
On the oth'~r hand some insects prefer a lower humidity and 
Bentley (1943) writing about the biology and behaviour of Ptinus teotus 
shows that it lives longest at a low RH even thought it is most active 
! 
at a higher humidity. Kennedy (1937) noteu the same dry reaction in 
locusts. Gunn and Pie10u (1940) show that Tenebrio molitor prefers 
dryness in a gradient of 5 - 10% RH. 
Two other results are interestinga Wigglesworth (1941) showed 
that Pediculus humanis corporis avoided humidity of 9'ffi and above 
but was indifferent to slightly lower values, and Thomson (1938) 
noted that a humidity of 60 - 8~ was preferred by Culex fatigens. 
Both avoided the extremes of humidity and it could be that there are 
two types of receptors, one for wet and one for dry SO that most 
insects avoid complete saturation. 
O. sin&,laris avoids low humidity and oannot survive in it. 
It will migrate towards a high humidity of 75~ or over but it is not 
possible to say whether there is an upper limit above whioh the 
RH would prove fatal to the weevil. It would appear that O. singularis 
differs from S.granarius and resembles ptinus teotus in that it is 
most active at higher humidities. The weevil moves and feeds after 
dark when the humidity is normally higher than during the day. Thus 
high humidity encourages activity as well as longevity • 
Neoheles (1927) suggests that cookroaches oome out at night and 
are aotive because the temperature falls causing a rise in RR, the 
animals being hygro-positive. This I would agree with and believe that 
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this is -the reason O. singularis feeds after dark. Exp<i:lriments in 
the laboratory show that darkness 01' lieht have very li t tle effect on 
the feeding habits of the weevil if the bTilllerature and humidity remain 
the same. 
From a prdvious experiment the upper limit for survival was found 
000 to be about 26 a - 31 0, probably around 30 C and a lower limit of 
o 
about 5 0, but it is difficult to quote a temperature without also 
mentioninG the relative humidity at the same time because both are 
interelated in their effects. 
Gunn and Cosway (1938), when dealing with cockroaches, noted 
a kind of balance between pure temperature reaction and humidity 
reaction. 'rhis became apparent in my factorial experiment where 
not only was there an increase in mortality When the temperature 
rose but this increase became most noticable at low humidity. 
At both high and low temperature' levels (i.e. 6°0 and 18°0) 
there was greater mortality at a low rather than high humidity, but 
more interaction between T and H was apparent at high temperature than 
low. When the separate effects of temperature and humidity has been 
eliminated the true interaction effect of T & H showed that the high 
temperature and low humidity increase mortality, but at low temperature 
the reaction was less and low humidity decreased mortality. From 
both graphs, taken from the means and from the separate reaotions, it 
is apparent that temperature differences have IOOre effect at low 
humidity than at high. The latter effect tended to mask all others 
in the experiment. 
other wo l'klj['s have found similar interelationships between 
ternperatLlre and humidity. Reddy (1954) states that t:!18 rice weevil 
Sitophilus oryzae showed increased mortality at 30"b HH with rise in 
temperature, and at l3~ RH mortality rose ar; temperature increased 
° from 20 - 35 C. The adults lived longer at lower ternper~tures. rfhe 
same "'eevils (Q,ayyum 1964) were found to have a high mort ali ty rate 
at 0 - 33~ RH but they lived for a long time at 75 - 100% HH. At 
40°C, at any humidity, death was caus8d an~ at 25°C with 0 - 33% RH 
also, but when at 0 - 33Jb HH the teml)eratu.re was reduced to SoC only 
2S;-b of the weevils died. Tsai and Chang (1935) stated that the lower 
temperature lengthened the life of the rice weevil because the 
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metabolism was retarded and les9 energy lost. They quoted the maximum 
longevity as below 16°c and RH 85 - 100%. 
It'alconer (1945) working with Agriotes spp. wireworms found that 
the lethal temperatures for them were~3°C and 36°C and that when the 
temperature was lowered slowly there was more resistance to lower 
temperatures especially around _30 C. As the temperatures in the soil 
000 
rarely exceed 0 C or 1 C at the lower level and 35 C at the upper 
(Russell 1937) the wireworms were never liable to death from temp-
eratures in the soil. This will also be the case with O. singularis, 
except in the very rare cases when the top .~-" of the sol1 rises 
o 
above 32 C and when the weevil would have to bury deeper into the 
soil to avoid being dessicated. 
Humidi ty, and to a lesser extent ternQ8r:.ltLlre also, had a 
definite effect on ovii)Osition. No eems at all were laid in the 
humidities up to 75/0 RH but as soon as wator 'Jas substituted for 
the ch0 loicals, eggs were laid by a f0w,veevils. In all cases except 
one, the eggs were laid at the hiiSher temperature. 'rms agrees with 
the results obtained by 'rsai and Chang (1935) for rice weevil, where 
maximum numbers of eggs were laid at 90 - 100; HR. 
'rhe presence or absence of food apparently has no real 
significance w11e:1-'a longevity is concerned. 1'ho effects of humidity 
and temperature are so great that those of food are almost negligible 
in oomparison. At a high temperature mortality is slightly greater 
amongst the weevils that have had food proviJed than amongst those 
that have had no food, but the di fference is not significant. At a 
low temperat'.lre the difference in effect is slightly more notic~ble 
;. 
and thare is more mortality amongst weevils that have not eaten 
than amongst those that have. Reddy (1954) discovered the same 
reaction in adult rice weevils. At a high teml)erature, food exerted 
little influence on mortality, neither did it when the moisture 
content was low. At 73';0> It.H. few died when food was present. 
Examining the results of feeding in the third part of the 
faotorial experiment, we find that the weevil eats more at high 
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temperature, high humidity and slightly more in darkness than in light, 
although the latter effect is not as great as effects of the two 
former ones. Again, with amount eaten, there is more contrast between 
high i:lnd low himidity than between any other two levels of factors. 
Di~'ferent insects show very dU'ferent reactions to light. In 
natural c'nditions O. singuh.ris is photonegative, hiding during 
the day and becoming- acti va after dark, 'is is Ptinus teotus (Bentley 
1953)" ':/ira','orms show a negative reaction even to moonli[~ht 
(Falconer 1945). Richards (1951) found that most grain weevils move 
away from the source of li~ht but a small fraction move towards it, 
and that there are two types of weevils, those negative to li~ht 
and those almost indifferent to it. In the laboratory O. singularis 
seems to fit into this last category because some of them will feed 
during daylight as \'Iell as in the dark. The factorial experiment 
shows that light is of very little significance to mortality rate; 
if anything at high temjJerature, low humidity, darkness slightly 
increases mortality and at low temperature,high humidity the result 
is the same. At low temperature, low humidity light increases 
mortality, but all these effects are masked by the large effects of 
humidity and temperature. The third section of the factorial 
experiment shows that darkness is slightly mora favourable for the 
weevil to eat in, but again this is not as significant a fact as might 
have been expected. leevils will feed on moonlight nights as well as 
on dark, moonless ones. When a toroh is shone on them outside in 
the dark they do not react to the light by falling from the leaf as 
they do if the bush is disturbed and they feel the vibrations. They 
appear to show no reaction. 
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It is dU'fi01l t, therefore, to categorise the nevils' reactions 
to liePt. They seem to be naturally slightly photonegative but for the 
most part are indifferent to light. )(ore experiments CClUld be carried 
out in tltis direction in the fUture. Little is known also of the 
photoperiodic effect of light on otiorb.yncbus app. 
Probably the nevil teeds at night due to the rise in humid! ty 
and drq> in temperature rather than beCa1se of the darkness, althw&h 
the dark night might protect it fr<D birds and other predators. 
To understand how the reall ts obtained in the tactorial 
experiment mq be related to the oonditions under which rhododendrons 
are grown, a little mst be said abrut the temperature, DJllidity and 
light used by the grower when rooting the Olttings and grow1ng-on the 
plants. 
Q,lttings are taken normally in July, Ja81.t and Sept_ert triDmed 
to 3 - 4 inches, the st.u dipped in hoxmonal. root1ns powder and placed 
in a wll aerated and drained medium UDder Jliat. b mist provides a 
tine t'ilm of water on the l • .".s, keeping the humid! ty aroum. the plant 
high. 
The soil temperature is abOl.lt 7cPF (21°0) talling to 600p aDd. the 
air temperature 900, (~200). 
lMrina the d", a miDiDlJm 01' 450 toot candles i. ea .. ntial aDd 
IICIDe tQl'D1 of mpplementary lighting i. ac:aeu.. moe • ..,i, to timab 
ott the 01 t tinga tor they ma:y take f'raIl 10 weeka to 6 months to ~ , 
depending on variety. 
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Nhen rooted, the young plants are potted into aoid peat in 3 inch 
pots and returned to the same hwse for a short time to form mare roots. 
They are then placed in frames w tdoors for gradual. hardening, the pots 
being submerged in peat. Later the rhododendrons are planted in ron in 
mrsery beds and grown on until ot a size to sell or transport to other 
mrseries and. garden centres • 
.Al thwgh the bigh l:umidi ty on the leaves may enoou.rage O. ain&1laris 
to be active, to eat more and lq eggs, the oonstant wetting on the leaves 
wwld probably disccurage the weeYil frail feeding on them. UDder 
saturated conditions in the laboratory the weovils have been aeen to die. 
The effect of the supplementary lighting am bigh IIWIIJl8r light 
intensi ty wculd be negligible. 
The adult WHYil mq be able to survive in the .oil temperature of 
210C bu t wwld probably not do so in the very high air temperature of 
9O'T (32-330 e) in the greenhcu... It is UDlikely theretore that 
o. siDallaris will becane a pe.t on rhododendron Olttinga now 0CIIID0Illy 
rooted under mist in the g1asahcuse. 
Nh.en the plants are rooted, plunged into traDe. and planted Q1 t, 
they are then particularly susceptible to attack by the _eTil., the 
temperature being lower. Under traDeS the blmidity is generally higher 
than Q1 tside and it is at this stage that the ywng plant is most 
wlnerable and at which time the grower ahou.ld be moat vig:Uant and 
examine the plants for nevil pests. 
The Brachon1d P,ygostolus stictic:us described by Marshall (1889) 
had not previcusly been fwnd tc be parasitic on O. silllJllaris and 
specimens of this wasp and its host insect are now in the British 
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Museum (Natural History) 0 I t seems likely that SaDe or the other named 
hosts for this parasite mq be erroneQlS as they have never been reoorded 
since their first mention and are unlikely hosts for aiY&ostolus ~ecies. 
Up to the present manent, Otiorb,ynclus singl.1laris. al. though a pest in 
gardens and orchards throughQU t Bn tain and most of the world, has never 
reached epidemic proportions ani the biological control afforded by the 
discovery of the parasite will most probably never be needed on aI\Y but the 
natural. scale. 
To SWD up the position of rbododendronpeBt8. at present t~ 
are of little oonse<pence in Great Britain, but with a swiftly ellpaMl.ng 
rhOdedendron industry, with faster transport to all parts of the oountry, 
the grower shwld take care to recognise and control the pest at all 
stages, otherwise there CQlld Boon be a build up of inseat pesta in 
the warmer parts of Britain and a lowering of the standard of rhododendrons 
grown. 
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